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Mr CR Ward-Ambler
Chairman
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Dear Chairman

I am pleased to provide you and your colleagues on the Board with a formal response to the
brief which you set for us in May 1994.

As you will know, the full international capabilities of both Bain International and The Battelle
Memorial Institute have been deployed to resolve the issues which were raised by the Board. In
addition, more than ten person years of research and analysis have been undertaken to test and
support the arguments which lie behind our recommendations.

The report offers a new framework for ANSTO which, if raised, will have a dramatic and
positive effect on the future momentum of the organisation. Many of the recommendations
challenge the existing norm and offer the exciting possibility of new models developing for
government science management and funding in Australia at large. If adopted, the report's
recommendations will have far reaching consequences.

It is important to note that the recommendations of this report are based on an interpretation of
Government policy. The first step in the implementation process should be to validate this
hypothesis.

We believe that the position advocated by the report reflects the wisdom of current international
best practice, and despite the need to confront a number of tough issues, it also has the broad
support of the Management Group.

We have been impressed by the Board's commitment and dedication to the process thus far, and
look forward to your response to our recommendations.

Yours sincerely

Timothy J Sims
Partner

Beijing • Boston • Brussels • Chicago • Dallas • Geneva • Hong Kong • London • Madrid • Melbourne • Milan • Moscow • Munich • Paris • Rome • San Francisco
San lose • Singapore • Seoul • Stockholm • Sydney • Tokyo • Toronto • Warsaw
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW

TERMS OF REFERENCE

The terms of reference outlined the critical issues to be addressed and the approach to be taken
during the review. The details and timing were described in depth at the outset of the study and are
summarised below:

CRITICAL ISSUES

Objectives/Mission

How can the interests of the different stakeholders be coordinated so that a clear mission can
be developed for the Australian Nuclear Science & Technology Organisation (ANSTO)?
How can ANSTO prioritise the emphasis on commercial applications relative to pure science
and obligations in the national interest? What is the role of ANSTO in the international
nuclear community and is this role rational and relevant?

In a broader context, what nuclear and non-nuclear research activities constitute an efficient
use of resources, leverage ANSTO's unique capabilities, and do not duplicate the work of
other Commonwealth organisations? Where do opportunities for rationalisation of science
activities exist? Where does ANSTO have real scientific expertise of international standing
and an opportunity to develop critical mass in order to be competitive?

How can this lead to higher levels of innovation and technology development and result in
national objectives of increased employment and exports?

Implementation

Given a refocused mission, how can ANSTO best serve the defined needs of various
stakeholders? What type of organisation structure and controls should be established in order
to improve and maintain the performance of the organisation? Within this structure, where
are core and non-core activities best located? What activities need to be shared within the
organisation or across other organisations; how can this be best achieved? What is the
appropriate pattern of implementation given the current capabilities of ANSTO?

Longer Term Strategic Direction

What steps should be taken to ensure that ANSTO develops an internal process for
'evergreen' strategy development, in order to continue to react effectively to changes in the
external environment? How can this process ensure that organisational objectives are met
and relevant performance measures are maintained? What are the implications for the
process of selecting new projects at ANSTO?
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW

TERMS OF REFERENCE (continued)

APPROACH

The research and analysis for the study will be conducted in three major modules as
described below. The study will span a five month time frame. The Board will monitor
progress bimonthly and reviews by key individuals from the Board and management will
occur on a more regular basis.

Module One - Domestic Research

Internal review of ANSTO

Interviews with the Board, management and senior technical staff, as well as the Program
Advisory Committees (PACs), will be conducted in order to obtain their perspectives on the
current direction of ANSTO, to understand how that has developed over time and what will
be the likely future direction. Internal documents and policy statements will be reviewed, as
well as the 1987 ANSTO Act and associated amendments.

This research will help to clarify the critical issues facing the organisation and provide the
appropriate context against which worldwide comparisons can be made.

Research into ANSTO stakeholders

The main activity will involve conducting interviews with a variety of stakeholders including
key government departments, existing and potential industry partners from different sectors,
the medical community, science organisations, academic institutions, special interest and
environmental groups and unions within ANSTO. In addition, external documents including
ministerial speeches and statements, third party documents and media articles will be
reviewed.

This research will be used to develop an overall understanding of the needs of ANSTO's
major stakeholder groups, and the extent to which these needs are being satisfied. Within the
context of current national policies, there will be an analysis of whether ANSTO's activities
are rational and relevant, and whether they are being discharged adequately.

Module Two - International Benchmarking

Investigation of international nuclear organisations

An understanding of the nuclear arena on a global basis will be developed through interviews
with leading organisations and key players in the field of nuclear science and technology.
Drawing from Battelle's expertise and knowledge of the nuclear industry, this work will
determine the current status of the industry, the broad direction of nuclear and related
technologies, and likely future trends.

The investigation will include an analysis of Australia's role within the international nuclear
science community. The research will also be used to identify opportunities, if any, for
Australia to pursue in the international nuclear environment.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE (continued)

Research on selected science organisations worldwide

Interviews will be conducted, in both administrative and technical functions, with those
overseas science organisations which appear to provide benchmarks of recent advances and
trends in the management of science organisations. Through this research, models of success
will be identified and applied to ANSTO as appropriate.

This research will be used to understand how such organisations define their missions,
accommodate the conflicting demands of different stakeholders, and monitor the performance
of their science programs.

Module Three - Internal Analysis, Recommendations and Implementation

Analysis of the capabilities of ANSTO

Current programs will be evaluated to determine how well they are performing, and assess
opportunities for improvement. The demand from key stakeholder groups will be assessed.
Factors such as obligations in the national interest will be evaluated and a prioritisation of the
importance of all programs will be established. Taking a broader perspective, opportunities
for the rationalisation of ANSTO science programs will be investigated. This will result in a
recommendation for each program: discontinue, transfer to another organisation, continue 'as
is1, or increase commitment. Ways to improve the links to major stakeholder groups will also
be investigated.

Development of recommendations

The development of final recommendations will involve the assimilation of the data,
observations and insights developed during the review. The outcome of this work will be an
assessment of the priorities and needs of stakeholders, an understanding of how these needs
can be met, and an assessment of the resulting resource implications.

The recommendations will be dependent upon the interpretation of the likely future of
Australian science policy, which will in turn help to define ANSTO's role. Once this is
defined, a mission and strategy can be developed for the organisation, together with
recommendations on specific programs and the most appropriate organisational structure.
The recommendations will include the implications for ANSTO's nuclear and non-nuclear
scientific and technical service programs, how to develop the necessary expertise of
international standing and critical mass in specific programs, the international role for
ANSTO, and opportunities for rationalisation in order to limit unproductive investments.

Implementation plan

The recommendations will also include an implementation plan, which will take into account
the strategic and operational challenges, the significance of the recommended changes and
the core capabilities of the organisation. Progress milestones and operational targets will be
set, allowing the Board to monitor the implementation of the recommendations.

Great emphasis has been placed on original primary research and the established reputations
of Bain and Battelle in providing an objective view on status and achievement when
considering alternative options.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Changing Policies

Since its inception in 1953 the main organisation which services Australian nuclear science has
undergone enormous change:

• During the first 20 years of its existence, the development of nuclear power capability was its
dominant objective

• With the decision to abandon the Jervis Bay Power Plant in 1973, the focus shifted to
uranium studies and centrifuge enrichment. As a result of a further shift in government
policy, this work was terminated in 1983

• Over the last ten years the central purpose of the organisation has been less clear. The
ANSTO Act 1987 reinforced the government's intention that the organisation should be
externally focused, and an external revenue target was introduced in 1990 to promote
linkages between ANSTO and potential users of research. ANSTO's mission has become
increasingly complex, and activities have proliferated with no clear sense of focus or priority

Concerned Stakeholders

During this review, extensive research has been performed to test the effects of this development
process on the organisation's management and stakeholder groups. There is a general sense of
disorientation and uncertainty within both groups. Even those stakeholder groups which are well
served are concerned that ANSTO's ability to respond to them will not be maintained under the
current situation.

The research also demonstrates that, from a policy perspective, there art; no major areas where
stakeholder needs can be ignored. Thus, despite its small scale in world terms it is necessary for
ANSTO to serve a range of different stakeholder types. These include:

• Government (especially where national policy considerations are involved)
• Industry and commerce
• Academia
• Other science organisations
• Medical community
• General public and interest groups, including Sutherland Shire

The Way Forward

ANSTO must address a wide range of objectives. In order to achieve this difficult task, a clear set of
priorities needs to be established. The major mission objectives should be to:

• support the Government's nuclear policies; this objective is paramount
• support industrial competitiveness and innovation through technology transfer
• maintain a high quality nuclear science base, and enable academic institutions and other

science organisations to perform research by providing access to unique facilities and
expertise

The way forward lies in constructing an ANSTO that is mission driven, focused around a small
number of well defined Key Research Areas (KRAs) and able to build on its strengths in order to
pursue opportunities within Australia and the Asia-Pacific Region. Four major types of initiative
need to be put in place:
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (continued)

1 Mechanisms designed to provide regular feedback on the combined weight of government
needs'

Convene a Nuclear Science Policy Committee (NSPC) to provide advice and guidance to the Board
with regard to government policy interpretation and alignment of ANSTO's scientific activities with
policy, and, where appropriate, enable the Board to influence government policy.

Appoint a Canberra Liaison Officer (CLO) charged with maintaining close contact with relevant
government departments and interest groups.

Encourage and facilitate secondments of technical and scientific staff from ANSTO to relevant
government departments, and vice versa.

2 An internal structure and set of controls to ensure that broad policy parameters are turned
into relevant tangible results for the organisation

Establish structures for reporting and advising on overall technical progress

Establish an ANSTO Technical Advisory Committee (ATAC) which advises the Board on the overall
technical direction, research priorities and performance of the organisation.

Raise the effectiveness of Program Advisory Committees (PACs) by reviewing current membership,
improving the quality, conciseness and timeliness of the information PAC members receive, and
producing regular reports on actions taken in response to PAC recommendations.

Create a more effective mechanism for transfer of technology to industry

Establish an Office of Technology Transfer (OTT) to manage the transfer of nuclear-related technology
and intellectual property to and from industry.

Establish a Technology Transfer Liaison Committee (TTLC) to link ANSTO's research and technical
programs to the OTT.

Encourage government to maintain, promote and facilitate the use of a matched funding mechanism to
encourage collaborative research between government science organisations and industry. This would
enhance ANSTO's ability to contribute to industrial competitiveness and innovation.

Renegotiate ANSTO's external revenue target or eliminate it in favour of an alternative mechanism.

' The major recommendations of this Report are highlighted in shadowed boxes, both here in the Execi'':ve Summary and in the
main body of the Report
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (continued)

Adopt a new organisation structure and bolster Board and management capabilities

Adopt an organisation structure which incorporates the proposed new elements and preserves the
positive aspects of the current interim structure.

Enhance the effectiveness of ANSTO's Board by including representation from academia, increasing
relevant business experience and reviewing the optimum level of representation from the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO).

Appoint appropriate individuals to the positions of Executive Director, Deputy Executive Director and
Director Office of Technology Transfer. The positions of Director ARI and Program Director BMH
should be held vacant until actions are taken in response to specific recommendations regarding these
functions.

An activity mix which is driven by the mission objectives, supported by a clear and
'evergreen' methodology for achieving change in the future

Orient the research and technical effort towards fulfilling mission objectives

Refocus ANSTO's research and technical activity mix to better reflect the organisation's mission
objectives. Three types of changes are required:

1 Cease the activity at ANSTO:

(a) stop altogether - primarily certain activities within Applications of Nuclear
Physics. Careful consideration must be given to where and how resources associated
with these activities should be redeployed

(b) transfer control to other organisations - notably radiopharmaceutical activities
including the Biomedicine and Health (BMH) program, Australian Radioisotopes
(ARI) and the National Medical Cyclotron (NMC); certain areas within
Environmental Science and Advanced Materials. The intention here is not to
terminate or inhibit these activities, but to place them in the best environment for
their future development and use

(c) refocus the capability on other activities - primarily areas within Environmental
Science. These are important capabilities that are currently being applied to non-core
activities

2 Retain and maintain the activity or capability

applies to most areas within the organisation

3 Strengthen or build up the activity or capability

primarily within Nuclear Technology; certain activities within Environmental
Science, Advanced Materials and Applications of Nuclear Physics

Once the recommended changes to research activities have been implemented, perform a major review
of expenditure on activities associated with running facilities and site-support.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (continued)

Manage the activity mix on an on-going basis to ensure alignment with mission objectives

Support ANSTO's mission elements, particularly nuclear policy, by focusing the organisation's
research and operations activities around Key Research Areas (KRAs). A recommended set of KRAs
is:

1 Radioactive Waste Management
2 Safety of Nuclear Installations
3 Applications of Nuclear Techniques for Microstructural Analysis
4 Resource Processing - Elimination of Radionuclide Contamination
5 Applied Accelerator Technologies
6 Radionuclides - Environmental and Industrial Applications

Prioritise and fund projects contingent upon demonstrated relevance to the KRAs and mission
objectives, and upon scientific/technical excellence (the existence of 'critical mass').

Improve ANSTO's project management and performance evaluation process by establishing a
consistent mechanism for both ongoing and final evaluation of projects, and linking staff appraisals
with project evaluation!

Establish strict guidelines on the use of ANSTO's Financial Information Management System (ETMS)
for project management and ensure users are adequately trained.

Enable implementation of required changes to the activity mix

Establish broad based working groups to achieve the transfer of the BMH program and the NMC to an
organisation(s) within the health and medical community. This would improve collaboration and
relevance, and allow funding and management decisions to be made within the context of national
health priorities.

Assess ARI's strategic options and determine the most appropriate mechanism for spinning off its
commercial activities, and resolve outstanding issues such as transfer pricing.

Establish other teams and task forces as necessary to implement additional recommended changes to
ANSTO's activity base.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (continued)

Build on existing strengths to pursue opportunities which enhance ANSTO's ability to
contribute to government polio,' objectives

Pursue the following opportunity areas in order to increase ANSTO's ability to contribute to the
achievement of major government policy objectives, including transfer of technology to industry:

Radioactive Waste Management
Environmental Pathway Analysis
Materials Characterisation, Assessment and Development
Safety and Radiation Protection
Ceramic/Refractory Processing
Remaining Life Assessment
Resource Processing
Irradiation Services
Synchrotron Radiation (longer term)

In order to enhance its ability to contribute to government policy objectives, ANSTO should capitalise
on opportunities in Asia by:

• Seeking a regional leadership role in promising areas of relative competitive strength, and
exploiting the 'clean and green' and 'non-vested' image of Austrrlia.

• Allocating funds to identified growth opportunities, particularly where they involve ANSTO's
competitive strengths and are consistent with its KRAs.

• Allocating specific resources to enhance and exploit the links with Australia's existing science
counsellor networks and trade promotion initiatives across the region.

A commitment to necessary facilities

A research reactor is required to sustain Australia's nuclear policies. The only option which
sustains these policies over the long term is a replacement reactor. Timing is a key issue as
the longer the delay, the higher the total cost.

Commit to major nuclear facilities

Generate commitment to a replacement reactor for HIFAR at the earliest possible date.

Assist the government in identifying a means for final disposal of high-level radioactive waste.

Wider Implications

The Report puts forward a comprehensive set of arrangements for ANSTO which, if adopted, would
provide new momentum and focus for the organisation. As a result, ANSTO would be better able to
fulfil its mission objectives. It should be noted that the recommendations put forward in this report
involve several levels of decision makers. Some recommendations can be approved by the ANSTO
Board and implemented by management and staff, while others require approval by the Minister or,
in some cases, Cabinet.
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datives would have broader implications for the wider Australian science

a relevant government policy makers and ANSTO should result in a more
ar science policy in Australia
lore powerful and appropriate mechanism for encouraging the transfer of
•.veen science organisations and industry, and for promoting industrial
s and innovation
to transfer significant activities to other science organisations and to cease
propriate sets a precedent for other Australian science organisations to follow,
! to a better coordination and rationalisation of science in this country

encourage organisations like the CSIRO to evaluate their own activities to determine
ul opportunities for rationalisation of science may exist, for example, through
'ities from CSIRO to ANSTO.
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THE TEAM

The investigation team drew on leading international science and business experience in Bain
International and the Battellc Memorial Institute. It also included substantial contributions from
resources seconded from ANSTO and the Department of Industry, Science and Technology (DIST).

Bain International Inc

Bain International Inc is a leading global strategy consulting firm, based in Boston. Bain's 1,200
professionals, located in 23 offices worldwide have undertaken more than 3,000 assignments for 500
corporate and government clients in 60 countries. In Australia, Bain International is an
acknowledged strategy consulting leader, with strategy responsibility at 15 of the nation's 50 largest
corporations. The Bain approach emphasises rigorous data collection and analysis, focus on results,
and strengthening of the capabilities of the client organisation.

A substantial specialist experience base exists within Bain International. The organisation has
undertaken nuclear power and service strategy development for providers in Europe, the Americas
and Asia, and has performed research & development projects across 12 industries in ten countries
over the last two years. Investigation team members were chosen with science and engineering
backgrounds and training from leading business schools.

The Bain team members were:

Tim Sims - Anabel Hoult
Jeffrey Smith - Scott Eckert
Anthony Poiner - Rickard Gardell
Peter Hanley

Battelle Memorial Institute

The Battelle Memorial Institute is one of the world's largest independent science and research
companies. With more than 8,000 employees, it is currently involved in 5,600 projects for nearly
1,700 industrial and government clients in 20 countries.

Battelle has a long record of research and development, patents and licensing agreements, and
leadership in meeting the technological needs of many of the world's leading organisations. Battelle's
primary customers are in the energy field and include nuclear and conventional power utilities in
several countries, nuclear regulation agencies, the US Department of Energy, and the Mexican
Petroleum Institute.

Of particular relevance is Battelle's role as manager of the Pacific Northwest Laboratory, which is
one of the US Department of Energy's multi-program national laboratories. This laboratory performs
basic research into the development of new products, processes and materials with a particular focus
on energy, environmental quality, national defence and industrial competitiveness. Battelle also
operates research facilities in Frankfurt, Germany and Geneva, Switzerland.
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THE TEAM (continued)

The Battelle team members directly involved in this project were:

Tom Page - Jon Olsen
Roger Anderson - Alan Chockie
Don Penner • Gerhard Pass
Scott Heaberlln - Guenter Longer
Joe Beck

Seconded Resources

Two members of the investigation team, who played important roles throughout the project, were
seconded from other organisations:

Ron Hutchings, ANSTO
Sandra Prerost, DIST

Additional Resources

During the course of the study, substantial contributions were also provided by members of ANSTO's
management team and staff; these included:

Garth Hogg, who acted as the Project Officer, coordinating all internal and many external
interviews and meetings, as well as the provision of documentation
Helen Gamett, who provided significant input across all aspects of the project
Senior Management Group, who were involved particularly towards the end of the project,
making important contributions to the difficult issues relating to the implications for
ANSTO's activities and the organisation structure
ANSTO's Overseas Counsellors, Peter Duerden (Vienna), Geoff Durance (London) and Allan
Murray (Washington), who participated in the international interviews and were very helpful
in making overseas arrangements and providing first-hand commentary on ANSTO's
international relationships
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DATA AND ANALYSIS UNDERTAKEN

Due to the complexity of the issues faced during the course of this study, a significant amount of
primaiy research and analysis was undertaken. More detail is provided in the relevant appendices.

ANSTO Board, Management and Technical Staff

More than 65 interviews were conducted with the Board, management, staff and Program Advisory
Committees (PACs) of ANSTO. All parts of the organisation were involved including research,
operations and support programs, service and safety units. Discussions were also held with ANSTO's
Site Unions, and a submission made by them was taken into consideration. There was a systematic
interview program in the early part of the study which was followed by a range of discussions and
inquiries in areas requiring further clarification.

Throughout the, course of the study the Board and Acting Executive Director were involved in a
series of regular consultative meetings. Towards the end of the project the Program and Function
Directors were asked to comment on the draft recommendations that had been put forward.

Australian Stakeholders

A wide range of stakeholders of ANSTO in the Australian community were consulted in 130
interviews. Included were: government ministers, senior representatives of government departments
including DIST, Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C), Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
(DFAT), Department of Primary Industries and Energy (DPIE), Department of Defence (DoD) and
Department of Finance, customers and collaborators of ANSTO from big and small industry,
academics, customers of Australian Radioisotopes, former management and Board members, and
representatives of Cooperative Research Centres (CRCs), science organisations, the medical research
community, environmental and community groups, and other organisations associated with ANSTO.
A list of Australian stakeholders interviewed is given in Appendix A.

Additional stakeholder perspectives, in the form of detailed submissions made to the Research
Reactor Review (RRR), were also taken into consideration.

International Nuclear and Science Organisations

In order to develop an understanding of the current status and trends in nuclear science and related
technologies, to assess the requirements and opportunities for Australian participation in the regional
and international environment, and to discover international best practices of management of nuclear
and other types of science, 16 organisations in North America, Europe (including the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)) and Asia were visited.

Interview teams consisted of ANSTO executives, overseas counsellors, and consultants from Battelle
and Bain. Over 130 interviews were taken as part of this program.

Activity Survey

To gain a more detailed understanding of the research and operational activities at ANSTO, program
descriptions and reports were studied and a detailed capability questionnaire, which covered 81
separate activities, was distributed to ANSTO Program Directors, PAC members and, in certain
cases, outside experts with a close knowledge of ANSTO research and technology. Responses were
used to compile an ANSTO activities and capabilities database, which was analysed in terms of the
relative strengths and weaknesses of ANSTO's activities across a number of identified dimensions.
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DATA AND ANALYSIS UNDERTAKEN (continued)

This work was used to supplement and validate the findings of the international research effort and
the industry knowledge of Battellc in particular.

Historical, Financial and Policy Issues

In addition to the interview work, an extensive library of information was assembled. This is
described in more detail in the bibliography. Documents included:

• policy statements and reports, public reports and reviews, and press reports
• scientific and technical descriptions, strategy papers, and papers on innovation and science

management
• extensive internal data including management and financial accounts, customer and revenue

data, and budget materials

This information was analysed in terms of:

• current and likely future government policy in Australian science
• current status and trends in nuclear and related science in Australia and abroad

ANSTO history
• sources of ANSTO funds, particularly from industry and other external sources

applications of ANSTO funds, in terms of resources and expenditure per activity

The figure below summarises the major modules of research undertaken during this project:

MODULE 1:DOMEST1C
RESEARCH

Internal Review
- 64 interviews

•• ANSTO purpose, direction, mission •

MODULE 2:INTERNATIONAL
BENCHMARKING

International Nuclear
Organisations

-15 organisations
• 130 Interviews

-*• Models, best practice, possibilities •*

Science
Organisations

- 4 organisations
•18 interviews

MODULE 3:INTERNAL ANALYSIS,
RECOMMENDATIONS
AND IMPLEMENTATION

ANSTO Capabilities
• 33 capability surveys etc.
- global nuclear science trends

mapping 81 activities

I
I Strategy and
I Recommendations

: *
Implementation

Analysis
Financial/cost
Industry/customer
Performance evaluation

PMUCSWHS4
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW

1.0 CURRENT STATUS AND THE CHALLENGE: A MISSION FOR ANSTO

1.1 History of the AAEC and ANSTO: Changing Government Policies

ANSTO's mission, and that of its predecessor, the Australian Atomic Energy Commission
(AAEC), has changed significantly over time due to fundamental changes in the direction of
government policy. Figure 1.1 illustrates the three major eras of the AAEC/ANSTO's
history: establishment and nuclear power studies, uranium studies including centrifuge
enrichment, and more recently, the ANSTO period2.

Figure 1.1: History
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While the total revenue of the organisation has fluctuated over time in response to changing
policies, in real terms it is approximately the same size today as it was 30 years ago. The
shaded area shows the increasing contribution from 'external funding' in addition to the
single-line appropriation.

Establishment and nuclear power studies phase: 1952 - early 1970s

The Atomic Energy Act 1953 formally established the AAEC. Under the terms of the Act,
the primary functions of the organisation were:

(i) to develop the practical uses of atomic energy by constructing and operating plant
and equipment, carrying out and assisting research, and employing and training staff

(ii) to promote the search for, and the mining and treatment of, uranium in Australia,
with the power to buy and sell on behalf of the Commonwealth

(iii) to collect and distribute information relating to uranium and atomic energy

ANSTO submission to the RRR 1993; 1986 Review of the AAEC
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1.1 History of the AAEC and ANSTO: Changing Government Policies (continued)

A research program aimed at developing nuclear power in Australia required a number of
core disciplines including reactor physics, engineering and metallurgy. The construction of a
nuclear reactor was considered essential for materials testing. Site preparation for the High
Flux Australian Reactor (HIFAR) began in October 1955, and the first sustained nuclear
chain reaction was achieved in January 1958.

In addition to developing a nuclear power program, the AAEC was responsible for the Rum
Jungle uranium mine and mill from 1954 until 1971, and was involved in research into
uranium exploration, mining and ore treatment.

In 1969, the Commonwealth Government initiated the Jervis Bay Nuclear Power Plant
Project. The AAEC focused a significant amount of effort on assisting in preparing the
tender specifications, and subsequently evaluating the bids received. In 1973, the project was
cancelled, effectively ending this period of focus on nuclear power.

Uranium studies phase: early 1970s - early 1980s

With the Commonwealth Govenrnent no longer supporting the development of nuclear
power production in Australia, the AAEC redirected its activities towards other aspects of the
nuclear fuel cycle. Between 1973 and 1983, government changes in Australia had a further
impact on the AAEC's involvement in the uranium industry.

In 1974, the Labor Government announced its plans for the AAEC to undertake all new
uranium exploration and to participate in the mining, treatment and sale of uranium from the
Northern Territory. In response, the AAEC created an Exploration Division and began
sending out field parties. In December 1975, a change of government resulted in the phasing
out of the government exploration program, and the AAEC's interest in the Ranger Uranium
Joint Venture Project was transferred to private companies. The AAEC then turned to
environmental studies of uranium mining, as a means of building on existing expertise.

In the early 1970s, governments of both major political parties were interested in enhancing
the export value of Australia's uranium through enrichment. As a result, the AAEC expanded
its activities in centrifuge enrichment research. By 1976, the centrifuge enrichment project
had become the largest single development program within the AAEC, and the organisation's
total staffing levels had reached a peak of 1,354. Until the change of government in 1983,
the enrichment work remained the AAEC's major research and development (R&D) activity.
At this point, however, a change in policies towards Australia's involvement in the nuclear
fuel cycle resulted in the enrichment research being scaled down and then abandoned. This
was the end of the second major era in the AAEC's history.

The ANSTO period: 1987 onwards

In March of 1983, the Labor Party was elected with a platform which included the repeal of
the Atomic Energy Act. The Government adopted a new policy which essentially limited
Australian involvement in the fuel cycle to uranium mining ;md milling. The AAEC
refocused its research activities towards developing and using nuclear science and technology
for the benefit of the Australian community, providing expert advice to the government, and
undertaking activities in support of Australia's international nuclear obligations and interests.
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1.1 History of the AAEC and ANSTO: Changing Government Policies (continued)

By the mid-1980s, the AAECs research activities covered seven fields: environmental
science, waste management, medical applications of radioisotopes and radiation, industrial
radiation, industrial applications of radioisotopes and radiation, nuclear technology, and
underlying research and scientific services.

In November 1985, the ANSTO legislation was introduced into the Senate, and came into
force on 27 April 1987, some four years after its development had begun. In addition to
specifying the multiple functions of the organisation, the. ANSTO Act 1987 reinforced the
government's intention that ANSTO should be an organisation through which Australia could
benefit from the practical application of nuclear science and technology, with a focus towards
the needs of Australian industry and the further development of the varied, peaceful
applications of nuclear science and technology3.

In 1986, a Committee of Review was established by the Minister for Resources and Energy to
perform a review of the AAEC. This Review was to coincide with the transition of the
AAEC to ANSTO. The Committee proposed a strategy for ANSTO which was externally
focused, highly interactive with other bodies, and oriented towards 'end-point' uses of nuclear
science and technology for the benefit of Australia.

In 1988, external earnings targets were first established for the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO). This was primarily due to government policy
objectives to promote linkages between research agencies and potential users and sponsors of
research. It may also have been due to increasing pressure on the CSIRO's revenue base as a
result of a significant real decline in government appropriations to CSIRO.

The target for ANSTO, which was set in November 1990, was to reach 30 percent of
appropriation funding by 30 June 19944. ANSTO actually achieved this target well before
that date. The effectiveness of this approach is discussed in Section 2.4, but during the
course of this study it has become clear that the external earnings target has had a significant
impact on the focus and direction of ANSTO's research activities.

In 1993 the Research Reactor Review (RRR), chaired by Professor McKinnon, concluded
that a decision on a new neutron source be made "... in about five years' time ...", and that in
the mean time HIFAR be kept going. Following this, an Inter-Departmental Committee
(IDC) was formed to evaluate whether ANSTO and CSIRO should be merged. The
conclusion was that ANSTO should remain independent.

1.2 Current Policies Affecting ANSTO: Increasing Complexity

Science and technology policy: wider commercial activity

To the extent to which it has been formally expressed, the government's current science and
technology policy has three major goals as stated in the Science and Technology Budget
Statement 1994-95. These are outlined below in Box 1.1.

ANSTO Act 1987; ANSTO submission to the RRR 1993

ASTEC review of external earnings targets 1994
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1.2 Current Policies Affecting ANSTO: Increasing Complexity (continued)

Box 1.1: Major goals of Australia's science and technology policy5

1 "To maintain a high quality science base within our universities and government research
agencies"

2 "To maximise the practical applications of the science base to industry and the wider
community"

3 "To encourage greater innovation by business, particularly through strengthening their
research and development activity"

One important result of Australia's science and technology policy has been the setting of
external revenue targets for ANSTO, CSIRO and Australian Institute of Marine Science
(AIMS). The primary objectives of these targets were to promote stronger linkages between
these agencies and industry, and to make their research more relevant to the well-being and
economic prosperity of the nation6. In ANSTO's case these pressures have resulted in the
proliferation of tasks for a very wide range of different user groups and stakeholders.

Nuclear science policy: demands for 'influence and independence1

With regard to nuclear science policy, the RRR and interviews with numerous government
officials during the course of this study have revealed that government policy places a high
priority on 'influence and independence' in matters across the nuclear fuel cycle.
Representative comments from relevant senior department officials are shown in Box 1.27.

Box 1.2: Comments on the importance of 'independence and influence' in matters
across the nuclear fuel cycle

"Government policy has placed a high priority on independence ... across the nuclear fuel cycle."

"Independent assessment is felt to be very important ... "

"We can't rely on other countries like the US... Australia would be subject to changes in US policies."

"Australia has long played an influential role in the IAEA ... the Non-Proliferation Treaty ... and the
Regional Cooperative Agreement... This is important to maintain for a whole range of wider foreign
policy considerations."

The 1986 Review of the AAEC reflected these comments by concluding that it was important
for economic, social, scientific, and foreign policy reasons that Australia maintain a domestic
competence in nuclear science8.

5 Science and Technology Budget Statement 1994-95

6 ASTEC review of external earnings targets 1994

Government stakeholder interviews

Review of the Australian Atomic Energy Commission 1986
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1.2 Current Policies Affecting ANSTO: Increasing Complexity (continued)

Discussions with overseas nuclear organisations confirm that Australia, largely through
ANSTO, plays an important and influential role in the international nuclear community. This
is particularly true in the Asia Pacific region where Australia provides major input into the
Regional Cooperative Agreement. ANSTO scientists are also valued for their breadth of
experience in many areas of nuclear science and technology. The following comment is
representative of international opinion regarding ANSTO9:

"ANSTO scientists are respected for their expertise and consequently are used
frequently by international bodies like the IAEA and NBA. These contributions
enhance Australia's capacity to influence both the debate and actions taken for non-
proliferation ..."

Some of the areas in which ANSTO plays a major role in supporting Australia's nuclear
policies of independence and influence across the fuel cycle are shown in Box 1.310.

Box 1.3: Areas in which ANSTO plays a significant role in supporting nuclear policy
across the r icl cycle (examples)

1 Underpinning an influential role in international bodies such as the IAEA and the OECD
Nuclear Energy Agency (NBA)

2 Intelligence assessment of nuclear proliferation and safety issues
3 Formulation of nuclear policy
4 Developing bilateral safeguard agreements to enable responsible export of uranium
5 Safety programming and control for nuclear powered warships in Australian ports
6 Environmental assessment and clean-up of radioactive sites, eg Maralinga and the uranium

mines
7 Establishing a radioactive waste repository (future)

Compared with its earlier years, the current policy environment has significantly increased
the complexity and number of demands placed on ANSTO. Despite this, the total revenue of
the organisation has remained approximately the same in real terms. This situation is
illustrated in Figure 1.2.

International interviews

10 Government stakeholder interviews
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1.2 Current Policies Affecting ANSTO: Increasing Complexity (continued)

Figure 1.2: ANSTO in 1962 and 1994

1962
Total Revenue
(1994 Dollars): S90M

SOURCE ANNUAL REPORTS, A8S-CP/. IHTERNM. DOCUMENTS

1994

S90M

1.3

The 1986 Review of the AAEC foreshadowed this development when it stated, "...the
organisation ofANSTO will be complex and multifaceted in keeping with the diverse nature
of its activities and responsibilities."

Stakeholder Perceptions: Mixed Feelings and Concerns

ANSTO's stakeholders are diverse and have widely varying needs, as illustrated in Figure 1.3.
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1.3 Stakeholder Perceptions: Mixed Feelings and Concerns (continued)

Figure 1.3: Stakeholder needs
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The increased complexity of multiple objectives brought about by current policy
requirements is reflected in the mixed feelings and concerns of these stakeholders. It is
important to note that all of the major stakeholder groups expressed some form of concern
about ANSTO. The overall situation was assessed by the team to be unsatisfactory and
unstable. It needs to be addressed.

Government

The policies' of 'influence and independence' described above underpin the primary needs of
government stakeholders including: long-term, sustainable access to skills and expertise
across the nuclear fuel cycle; a rapid and obligated response to requests for related
information; an international network and overseas counsellors; and, for some, a source of
recruiting11. Interviews with relevant government departments and agencies including
DFAT, DoD, PM&C, DPffi and the ASO revealed that ANSTO is, for practical purposes, the
only resource available to address many of these needs (Figure 1.4).

11 Government stakeholder interviews
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1.3 Stakeholder Perceptions: Mixed Feelings and Concerns (continued)

Figure 1.4: Government stakeholder needs

Long term, sustainable
access to skills and expertise
across the nuclear fuel cycle

'We don't have the infrastructure to support these skills In house'
'Universities don't have the skills... no hands-on practical experience'
'Without ANSTO, we would have to bring In overseas technical expertise'

A sourco of recruiting

'We want to recruit these people Into our department In the future as our
own capabilities are thin'
'Most people in Government^ the nuclear area came from ANSTO'
'ANSTO Is the primary and best source of recruitment'

Rapid response 'ANSTO were the only ones able to provide advice In time (Chernobyl Incident)"
'Overseas expertise takes time • you can't lust make a phone call'

Obligated response 'ANSTO are obligated to respond, universities are not'

International network and
overseas Counsellors

'We could not perform our International duties without ANSTO's nuclear councellors
overseas*

SOURCE GOVERNMENT STAKEHOLDER INTERWIWS

PMU&09I2&4

Most of these important government stakeholders are concerned about the declining level of
expertise evident within ANSTO, particularly across the nuclear fuel cycle. The comments
shown in Box 1.4 are representative of the sentiments expressed by those interviewed12.

Box 1.4: Government stakeholder concerns

"ANSTO's skills across the nuclear fuel cycle have been declining over the past 10 years, and gaps are
emerging - thip is a worry. We expect this trend to continue as people retire."

"Our ability to be independent is declining - on current trends we'll eventually have to do without or
ask the US."

"The nuclear fuel cycle is where skills and expertise are disappearing fast - we haven't fallen off the
edge yet, but if this study or government policy further emasculates ANSTO, then we won't have them
soon... "

"The current situation is death by a thousand cuts ... ANSTO is dying through neglect and lack of
support, not through conscious decision... "

"Australia needs to maintain a minimum competence against potential future developments ... within
the fuel cycle... I suppose this could even include a return to the nuclear power option someday."

12 Government stakeholder interviews
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1.3 Stakeholder Perceptions: Mixed Feelings n.d Concerns (continued)

Industry

Interviews with stakeholders in a variety of industries revealed a different set of needs and
perspectives. Many large companies view ANSTO as being of only minor importance and
lacking relevant skills. Some smaller companies place great value on their relationships with
ANSTO, but there are relatively few of them. Typical perspectives are given in Box 1.5
below13.

Box 1.5: Industry stakeholder needs and concerns

Large companies (turnover >$100m) :

"ANSTO's relationships and commercial skills are not as well developed as other science organisations
likeCSIRO."

"ANSTO is not of core importance to us ... without ANSTO we would find alternatives, in some cases
overseas."

"ANSTO has limited interaction with industry..."

"Many of ANSTO's fields are of little relevance to us..."

"The mining sector perceives ANSTO as not core to their main needs and directions ... but useful in
some niche areas."

Small and medium companies (turnover <$100m):

"Without ANSTO, we would never have been able to do this research..."

"We get great value for what it costs us... we are dependent on them."

"ANSTO played a key role for us..."
Annual turnover

Academics

The primary needs of academia include access to ANSTO's facilities and researchers with
whom they can collaborate, the provision of services like accelerator mass spectrometry, and
training for graduate students. ANSTO is of great importance to a number of Australian
academics due to the uniqueness of its facilities and expertise. Common concerns voiced
during interviews are displayed in Box 1.6.

Box 1.6: Academic stakeholder needs and concerns

"We must have access to ANSTO's facilities and expertise, but this focus on external revenue gets in the
wa> - we are lower on their priority list."

"We don't have guaranteed access to their facilities... sometimes have to wait months..."

"Their best scientists are spending much of their time as salesmen due to the 30 percent target... this
leaves less time for collaboration."

Industry stakeholder interviews
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I

r Perceptions: Mixed Feelings and Concerns (continued)

antsations

i researchers in other science organisations are similar to those of academics and
aboration and access, facilities and services. Some are concerned with the
competition or duplication between ANSTO and CSIRO, particularly in certain

/ironmental sciences and advanced materials/ceramics development. Among
; organisations, there is a common perception that ANSTO does not have a
strong customer focus. ANSTO's relationships with these organisations have
t times, as reflected by the following view which seemed to be commonly

11 like more collaboration with ANSTO, but they are isolated and introspective."

nmunity

community is made up of many different groups. Clinicians need a reliable
Jioisotopes at a competitive price, while medical researchers require access to
'.vanced skills, and research support. There is a common need within the nuclear
imunity for a good network. Australian Radioisotopes (ARI) provides a reliable
'.dioisotopes and plays an important networking role, but the Biomedicine and
H) program seems to lack a clear focus. The comments shown in Box 1.7 reflect
pressed by various sectors within this diverse community.

edical stakeholder needs and concerns

:s are important...

articularly important to nuclear medicine ... we need a local source of radioisotopes for

; satisfying this need...

system is very good - on time all the time."
are the same or better than their competitors'; delivery is better; product as good; and

•i made."
ponsive and good communicators."

and Health is important to researchers...

iport in nuclear medicine is very important... it would be catastrophic if we lost It."
ir only access to new, exotic radiopharmaceuticals."
icnts have their own radiochemists... it is increasingly hard to do research."

iirection and focus, and does not communicate well...

'.I quality is good, but the strategic direction is lacking. It all seems very ad hoc."
.ed for focus; 30 projects is too many for the number of people."
enough communication...they're trying to dictate what we should do."

-views (science organisations)
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Box 1.7: Medical stakeholder needs and concerns (continued)

ARI seems to be filling the communication gap ...

"They are in a good position to serve as a feedback mechanism to BMH."
"We use ARI to channel research requests to BMH."

The medical community does not have a strong network of its own...

"There is not much of a net\vork in nuclear medicine."
"Networking is not done well by medical societies due to the multiple skills and capabilities involved."

... but ARI is helping...

"ARI acts as an unofficial channel for expertise around Australia ... it's working well."
"ARI's role as a central contact point should be more formalised."

General Public, Special Interest Groups

In interviews undertaken during this study, as well as in submissions to the RRR, some
environmental and community groups expressed strong concerns centred on the operation of
ANSTO's research reactor HIFAR. These were placed in the context of wider fears relating
to Australia's involvement in the global nuclear industry. Some of these concerns are shown
in Box 1.8 below15.

Box 1.8: Public Stakeholder Concerns

ANSTO is perceived by some public stakeholders to be a poor communicator ...

"ANSTO is a closed shop."
"They're not approachable; there should be a mechanism to take in the views of the community."

While acknowledging that ANSTO performs many useful activities ...

"There are a number of programs that I'd like to see get an increase in funding, like environmental
research, alternative sources of energy, and medical isotopes."
"They're cutting edge in some areas..."

... environmental and community groups express strong safety concerns...

"We have reservations about the safety of the reactor... we'd prefer to see it closed down."
"... I'd like to see them phase out the reactor in favour of cyclotrons."

There are also wider concerns relating to Australia's involvement in the global nuclear industry:

"We have a strong desire to keep Australia out of the nuclear fuel cycle to the greatest extent possible."
"ANSTO gives assistance to the nuclear power program of other countries, particularly in South East
Asia... this is at odds with the strong anti-nuclear power sentiments of the Australian public."

15 Interviews with and/or RRR submissions by: Sutherland Shire Council; Greenpeace; Friends of the Earth
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1.4 Components of the Mission: ANSTO Must Address Multiple Objectives

As discussed in Section 1.2, current policies require Australia's government science
institutions to address a wide range of objectives:

support 'national interest1 obligations such as national security, health and safety
support industrial competitiveness and innovation through technology transfer
perform market-driven research and achieve external revenue targets
maintain a high quality science base by performing scientific research, ranging from
the purely basic to more applied
enable academic institutions and other science organisations to perform research by
providing access to facilities and expertise

Countries with large economies such as the US and Germany can afford to establish
specialist institutions to focus on one or two major objectives, while some other countries
have chosen not to include a particular objective in their broader science policies16.

In the United States, for example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
focuses primarily on contributing to economic growth and development by working with and
for industry. Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) is oriented towards building and
operating large user facilities, and performing more fundamental and basic research. Other
national laboratories, like Los Alamos, have concentrated on defence and national security.

In Germany, the Max Planck Gesellschaft concentrates on pure fundamental research, while
the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft (FhG) aims to promote practical applications and technology
transfer, largely through contract research for industry. The Forschungszentrum Julich
GmbH (KFA) lies somewhere in between these two, with a ratio of approximately 60/40
fundamental to applied research.

Other countries have decided not to pursue one or more of the above objectives. For
example, it is not the policy of the Swiss Government to support industry through its science
institutions. Thus the Paul Sherrer Institute (PSI), a nuclear science organisation, plays only
a minor role in technology transfer.

Given the limited resources available for Australia's public science institutions, and the need
for them to have 'critical mass' and avoid duplication of efforts, this country cannot afford to
have separate nuclear institutions which focus specifically on only a few of the above
objectives.

With the emphasis that current government policies seem to place on each of these
objectives, it would be very difficult to argue that one or more of them should be completely
eliminated from ANSTO's mission. The challenge facing ANSTO is that it must address a
wide range of objectives and determine the appropriate priorities. This becomes all the more
difficult given ANSTO's relatively small revenue base compared to overseas nuclear science
and technology organisations (Figure 1.5). It should also be noted that these overseas
organisations typically have more focused missions and are often affiliated with a robust
nuclear power industry. However, the many objectives facing ANSTO should not be given
equal weighting, as is discussed below.

International interviews; annual reports and publications
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1.4 Components of the Mission: ANSTO Must Address Multiple Objectives (continued)

Figure 1.5: Size of ANSTO versus other nuclear science organisations
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1.5 National Interest: Support of Nuclear Policies is Paramount

The concerns of ANSTO's major stakeholder groups, and the increasing complexity facing
the organisation, strongly imply the need for a more tightly focused mission for the
organisation.

Discussions during the course of this study with various government departments, including
DFAT, DoD, PM&C and DPIE, revealed that it is of central importance for ANSTO to
respond to national policy interests and needs, as described above in Sections 1.2 and 1.3.
These views' were also reflected in the (RRR), and Section 4.7 below discusses the major
facilities required for ANSTO to fulfil these obligations.

The most accurate interpretation of current policy seems to be that support of nuclear policy
should be paramount for ANSTO. The ability to respond rapidly and effectively to national
interest and security concerns should take priority where there is a conflict with commercial
interests, longer term industry policies and the ongoing pursuit of knowledge17.

Such a focus would provide an 'anchor' for ANSTO, since national interest concerns are
relatively constant over time, particularly with regard to the nation's security, safety, health,
and commitment to non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. It is important to note that the full
economic value of this element of policy can only be quantified in the most speculative
way 18

17

18

It should be noted that this interpretation of nuclear policy is based on research undertaken during this study. The accuracy of
the interpretation should be tested with appropriate government officials, and a mechanism for this purpose is described below
in Section 4.1

RRR 1993
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1.5 National Interest: Support of Nuclear Policies is Paramount (continued)

Within the limitations of ANSTO's Financial resources, ANSTO's primary objective should
be to ensure that adequate levels of the appropriate facilities, research activities, scientific
and technical staff, and career paths be maintained so that the Australian Government will
have secure local access to the expertise required to support its nuclear policies and
international obligations. Capabilities which are currently considered to be below these
minimum required levels, and capabilities missing altogether, are discussed below in Sections
3 and 4. Capabilities considered to be above the 'critical mass' deemed necessary to fulfil
policy objectives, or capabilities being applied to activities not relevant to policy objectives,
are also discussed below in Section 3.

As already described, ANSTO must address a number of important objectives besides the
support of nuclear policy. Figure 1.6 illustrates the relationships and tensions between these
objectives, and the dominance of the support of nuclear science policies relative to other
objectives. Nuclear policy support should be the primary objective which drives ANSTO's
activity base, and the secondary objectives should be fulfilled by building on the expertise
and facilities required to meet the primary objective.

Figure 1.6: Mission objectives
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1.6 Science Policy and Industrial Competitiveness: Turning Up the Heat

Beginning with new, externally-focused strategies for CSIRO and ANSTO in the mid-1980s,
and followed by the introduction of external earnings targets to promote stronger interaction
with industry, the pressure on Australia's science and technology organisations to contribute
to economic success and competitiveness has been increasing. Similar pressures are being
felt in other countries:

"Global competition has accelerated the rate of innovation and challenged US
industry. The government has responded by ... investing in civilian technology and
transferring technology from government labs."

- NET, USA

Innovation has come to be considered a major driver of economic success, and is derived
from both public and private spending on R&D. However, Australian industry's investment
in research and development is currently lagging well behind that of other developed
countries19. Consequently, the onus falls on Australia's public science institutions to help
make up for this shortfall in the near term, and to encourage and enable higher levels of
investment from industry in the longer term. Given that many small-scale firms in Australia
may never have the profitability to fund a critical mass of R&D effort, institutions like
ANSTO and CSIRO must retain the critical skills and equipment base needed to support
R&D by these companies.

"Given that innovation is a key ingredient in intelligent exports, priority has to be
afforded to achieving high spending levels, commitment to R&D and other forms of
technology-based innovation. There is strong evidence that nations with the highest
incomes have committed considerable resources to R&D and innovation... Business'
contribution to R&D spending in Australia has been disappointing."

- Austrade - Intelligent Exports

Recent industry policy initiatives, and policies currently under development, are expected to
increase the pressures on Australia's science organisations to perform:

"The May White Paper - Working Nation - elevated science and technology to the
forefront of industry policy and the drive for greater competitiveness. The
Innovation Statement will take this further."

- Minister Cook, Address to ANZAAS Congress, 28 September 1994

These developments will add to the complexity of ANSTO's mission. Both domestic and
international experience indicate that bringing research cultures together with corrmercial
cultures is one of the most difficult tasks science organisations face20.

19 Austrade - Intelligent Exports 1994

^ International and Australian bench-marking interviews
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW

2.0 ANSTO ACTIVITIES: RELEVANCE & EXCELLENCE

Any attempt to align the organisation's activities more closely with a prioritised policy
framework requires a very careful evaluation of existing ANSTO activities. Given the lack
of a clear focus and uncertainty of the primary purpose of ANSTO over the past 10 years, it
would not be surprising if a number of activities no longer belonged or needed to be
refocused. It is important to emphasise that the analysis of ANSTO's activities, described
below, was begun with a tough-minded review based on external and international standards,
and supported by a detailed peer group review of ANSTO's activities.

2.1 Current Range of ANSTO Activities and Capabilities

ANSTO's current range of scientific and technical activities represents a major management
challenge, by any standard. Figure 2.1 lists 81 scientific and technical 'activity'/'capability'
areas that currently exist within the organisation21. This list was developed with expert input
from Battelle, the Acting Executive Director and each of the Program Directors. It has been
used to gain a better understanding of the scientific and technical areas in which ANSTO is
currently operating, to assess the relevance and importance of each area relative to
stakeholder needs and priorities, and to determine where strengths and weaknesses exist. The
methodology and approach to addressing these issues are described below in Section 2.2.

Figure 2.1: ANSTO's 81 scientific and technical activity/capability areas

See following page for Figure 2.1

2.2 Methodology and Approach

As a first step, Battelle evaluated ANSTO's scientific and technical activities/capabilities
against international benchmarks to gain an overall sense of where, in the realm of global
nuclear science and technology, ANSTO participated and where it did not. Battelle also
assessed ANSTO's strengths (and weaknesses) relative to these international benchmarks.

To do this, Battelle interviewed key individuals throughout the world's leading nuclear
organisations. Based on their accumulated knowledge, Battelle were able to define the realm
of global nuclear science and technology in terms of eleven discrete units, which are referred
to as 'Major International Nuclear Activities'. Battelle were then able to determine ANSTO's
externally recognised strengths within these activities, with the realisation that ANSTO
doesn't participate in all areas (Figure 2.2).

-' The distinction between an 'activity' and a 'capability' is subtle in many cases. An 'activity' can be defined as a specific
undertaking, while a capability is more general and can be applied to a group of different activities. For example. SYNROC
might be considered an activity, while sol-gel science and technology may be best described as a capability. This distinction
becomes important when the issues of relevance and focus are considered, as in Section 3.3 below.
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Figure 2.1: ANSTO's 81 Scientific and Technical Activity/Capability Areas

Irrad. Target Design, Reg. Approval & Manufacture
Radionuclide & Radiopharmaceutical Prod'n Devi
Radiopharmaceutical Quality & Sterility Testing
Reg. Submissions for Radiopharmaceuteutical Licensing
Radioisotope Source Encapsulation & Testing
Design & Production of Implants for Brachytherapy
Cyclotron Operations & Maintenance

Reactor & Associated Plant Ops & Maintenance
Neutron Irradiation
Isotope Production
Reactor Technology Development
Reactor Instrumentation & Control
Lucas Heights Site Waste Management
Nucleonics/Reactor Physics
Thermohydraulic Analysis & Experimentation

Reactor Components Design & Manufacture
Irradiation Facilities Design & Manufacture
Beaml'ne Design and Construction
Scienlific Facilities Design & Manufacture
Design of Transport Packaging for Radioactive Materials
Design Buildings & Lab's to Comply with R^-d. Regs
Precision Manufacture in Metals and Ceramics
AccreJited Quality Control Testing and Calibration

Treatment, Mgmnt & Disposal of Rad. Waste
Transport of Airborne Radioactive & Radioactive Other Pollutants
Environmental Monitoring
Cleaner Production Technology
Applications of Radiotracer Techniques
Applications of Nuclear Activation Analysis
Chemical and Isotopic Analysis
Geochem/Transport Waterborne Radioactive/Other Pollutants
Acid Mine Drainage
Naturally Occuring Radioisotope Distributions
Radioecology and Ecotoxicology
Treatment of Toxic Waste

• .-w • •

Advanced iy!ate/jalS:(A'M)*r~"|/ j? ;.•,..

Nuclear Materials Processing/Examination
Radioactive Waste Conditioning (Synroc, cement)
Materials Testing & Assessment (Remaining Life)
Ceramic Processing
Sol-gel Science and Technology
High Temperature Materials
Surface Science & Engineering (Implantation, Sol-gel)
Materials Characterisation

Nuclear Instrumentation
Laser Enrichment
Instr'n & Procedures Development for Nuclear Safeguards
Nuclear Physics
Ion Beam Applications
Radiation Metrology/Technology
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry
Synchrotron Radiation
Neutron Scattering
High Energy Physics
Accelerator Developments
Fusion Research

Occupational Medicine
Radiation Protection Monitoring & Training
Occupational Hygiene Assessments & Training
Industrial Safety & Fire Assessments & Training
Ventilation Monitoring and Assessments
Calibration of Radiation Instrumentation
Nuclear Safety Assessments & Procedures Development
Risk and Reliability Assessments & Training
Management of International Training Projects

Radiochemistry
Synthetic Radiopharmaceuticals
Biologically-based Radiopharmaceutical s
Radiation Dosimetry
Chelad'on Chemistry
Pharmacy/Radiopharmacy
Pharmacology
Radiation Biology
Biodistribution
Protein Labelling Technology
Automated Production Processes

Safety of Nuclear Plant
Emergency Response & Hazard Planning
Handling of Radioactive Materials
Quality Assurance
Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Enhancement of International Safeguards

SOURCE: ANSTO INTERVIEWS, INTERNAL DOCUMENTS
P.-/NUC/091294



ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW

2.2 Methodology and Approach (continued)

Figure 2.2: Major international nuclear activities and ANSTO's recognised
strengths
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10. Energy
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SOURCE INT&NAnONAL INTERVIEWS: ANNUAL REPORTS; STAKEHOiOER INTERVIEWS: ANSTO INTERVIEWS

Having completed this external assessment of ANSTO, a survey of key ANSTO managers
and informed external sources was conducted to establish the perceived 'relevance' and
'excellence' of each of the 81 previously defined activities/capabilities. Each recipient was
asked to comment on only those areas with which he or she was familiar. Box 2.1 describes
the number and type of respondents to the survey.

Box 2.1: Survey respondents

ANSTO:f':-C,::>^; •«•,?::? •f-<'?7^v-: - . '>
• Acting Executive Director
• Program Directors and

Senior Managers (8)

"External" '-
• PAC Members (22)
• Director, Australian Radiation Laboratories
• Director, Nuclear Safety Bureau

Figure 2.3 below shows the relevance and excellence categories used to evaluate each of the
81 activities/capabilities, and the choice of ratings allowed for each category. These
categories represent the primary objectives of Australia's nuclear policy as interpreted during
the course of this study. Also shown in Figure 2.3 are the 'thresholds' chosen for relevance.
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW

2.2 Methodology and Approach (continued)

Figure 2.3: Capabilities - relevance and excellence

"Relevance"
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sufficient

Insufficient

hadaquate
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Thresholds chosen for excellence depended on whether an activity/capability involved
primarily research or operations. For research areas, 'excellence' was recognised by a rating
of 2 or better ('good1 for Human Resources and 'near state of the art' for Equipment and
Facilities). For operations areas, a rating of 3 or better qualified as excellent ('moderate' for
Human Resources and 'sufficient' for Equipment and Facilities). It was reasoned that a high
level of excellence is not necessarily required in all areas of operations, but that they must be
at least 'adequate' or 'sufficient1. An overall Excellence rating for each activity/capability was
determined by combining the average ratings for Human Resources and Equipment and
Facilities, except where one of these categories did not apply as discussed below.

In some cases, a particular category of relevance or excellence did not apply to a specific
activity/capability. For example, Equipment and Facilities did not apply to the activity
'Preparation of Regulatory Submissions for Radiopharmaceutical Licensing1. In these
situations, responses were ignored and the activity/capability was not evaluated on this
dimension.

All responses were then averaged and sorted into two segments: above and below threshold.
The responses of the Acting Executive Director, Program Manager of each area and relevant
external sources were compared with each other and with the overall average response to
identify any possible bias, inconsistencies or variations.
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW

2.2 Methodology and Approach (continued)

Individual 'nonsense' responses were eliminated from the average. Interpretation of nuclear
science policy was the most difficult dimension for respondents, and the areas where the
greatest variations appeared. For example, 'Reactor Instrumentation and Control' is clearly
relevant to nuclear science policy in that it supports the reactor, so a 'relevance response' of 5
('does not lend itself) would be ignored. Some of these sorts of responses are not surprising
given that Australia's nuclear policy does not appear to be well understood22. Also, those
included in the survey may not have been the most appropriate interpreters of nuclear policy,
so their responses were treated only as a starting point and considerable emphasis was placed
on the views expressed during government stakeholder interviews.

By combining Battelle's external, international perspective with the internal assessment of
ANSTO's activities/capabilities, the methodology made it possible to classify
activities/capabilities according to their relevance to the different elements of government
science policy: nuclear science policy (Nuclear Policy Support), industry policy (Technology
Transfer and Deployment), and/or the pursuit of knowledge through a strong science base
(Contribution to Science). This is shown in Figure 2.4. Further details of relevance and
excellence are given in Appendix B.

Figure 2,4: Relevance of ANSTO's research activities/capabilities

Research Activities/Capabilities

HSS: Nudear Safety Assessrnentaa Procedures Devi
OTR Nuclear FuolCyda
OTH: Enhancement of International Safeguards
K: Environmental Monitoring

ANP: Neutron Samsung

Foe irio)6gy-Transl»r«nd Deployment---.
88 (ImgttivSuppoiilftiV t̂rvS'y'-'.

AM: Radoacthe Waste Conditioning (Synnx, cement)
ANP: Instil & Procedural Oevl lor Nuclear ^aleguards
HIS: Risk and Reiabity

Assessments & Trailing
ES: ARiicallora of Radkxracer Techniques
ANP: Uuer Enrichment
ANP: Radiation Metrology/Technology
AM: Materials Testing & Assessment (Remolilng Ufe)
ES: Transportof AirborneRadioactive4011 if PoBufi

ES: Cleaner Production Technology
ES: Geochemistry & Trans, of Wlerbome

Radioactive & Other Pollutants
ANP: Accelerator Mau Spectrometry
ES: Add Una Drainage
ANP: Synchrotron Radiation
AM: Ceramic Processing
AM: So^elSdooce and Technology

ANP: High Energy Physics
ANP: Nuclear Physics
ES: MeasJInlerpr. of r&uatyCecuring Radioisotope Dlstifa

»viJ*itj.'-i«.̂ -' - -jvif'tif ••• •

ES: ChemcalandlsotoplcAnafysa
ES: Appkatloraol Nuclear Actrvalkxi Analysts
ANP: Ion Beam Applications
AM: Surface Sdance 4 Engineemg (Plasma

InptonTn, Sol-gel)
AM: High Temperature Materials
ES: RadkMcology and Ecotoxlcology
BMH: Synthetic RadJophanraceuticab
ES: Treatment ol Toxic Waste
AM: Materials Chaiactensatlon
BMH: Automated Production Processes
BMH: BiotogicaDy-basad Radiopruumaceutical]
BMH: Pharmacy/Radiophamiacy
BMH: Radfccherricuy
BMH: Radiation Dosimetry
BMH: Pnten Labelling Technology
BMH: Pharmacology

• Threshold lor relevance b 2 tor NPS and Science, 3 for Industry Support

SOURCE ACTIVITY SURVEY

It is important to note that this exercise was diagnostic only - no decisions were taken solely
as a result of the analysis. 'Statistical significance' was never the goal of the exercise, but it
did serve as a valuable basis for further questioning and detailed discussions between
Battelle, Bain and the management group.

22 Stakeholder interviews; ANSTO interviews
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2.3 Key Discriminators

As discussed in Section 1, government requires access to technical skills and expertise across
many areas of the nuclear fuel cycle in order to meet its nuclear policy objectives of
'influence and independence'. Given the importance placed on ANSTO's support of these
objectives, there is a clear need to ensure that the organisation's activities and capabilities are
appropriately focused on the core nuclear mission. In addition, ANSTO must develop and
maintain the overall 'critical mass1 of expertise necessary to provide this support.

In this context, three key discriminators need to be borne in mind. These are detailed below
in Box 2.2.

Box 2.2: Critical issues relating to ANSTO's activities

1 Relevance: Which, if any, element of government policy is served by a particular
activity/capability (nuclear science policy, industry policy, and/or the pursuit of knowledge
through science), and therefore, what is that activity/capability's importance and priority?

2 Coordination/Ownership: If the activity/capability is relevant to one or more of these
elements of government policy, what organisation is best able to manage and fund it? Is
ANSTO necessarily the best organisation for it? Where can the effectiveness and direction be
maximised?

3 Performance: For those activities which are both relevant and best kept within ANSTO, what
is the current level of 'excellence' and what does this imply in terms of on-going funding and
support? Do these areas have the necessary 'critical mass'?

These issues formed the basis for a set of 'decision rules' used as a guide for assessing each of
the 81 activities/capabilities defined. The most important test is relevance to the perceived
mission, and it has been argued above that nuclear policy support has primacy over other
aspects of government policy. Figure 2.5 below is a matrix of Relevance versus Excellence,
along with the appropriate 'decision rule' associated with each cell in the matrix. These
decision rules were developed to help address the issues of what activities/capabilities should
be retained within ANSTO and what the justification for this would be, as well as what areas
are below the excellence threshold and therefore require investment if they are to be retained
within ANSTO. Also shown in Figure 2.5 is the number of activities/capabilities which were
assigned to each category following analysis of the activity survey responses and Battelle's
external perspectives on ANSTO's activities.
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2.3 Key Discriminators (continued)

Figure 2.5: 'Decision rules'
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For example, an activity/capability that is relevant to NPS must be retained within ANSTO if
it cannot be sustained elsewhere (or it would be lost), and those areas that must be retained
within ANSTO but are below threshold should receive investment to raise the level of
excellence. Another example would be an activity/capability that is not relevant to NPS but
is relevant to industry support or science. If an area such as this cannot be sustained outside
ANSTO but does contribute to government policy objectives with regard to either industry or
science, it should be retained v/ithin ANSTO and receive investment if it is below threshold.

Once the 81 activities/capabilities had been evaluated on the basis of Relevance and
Excellence, -they were grouped loosely into three 'action categories', based on the above
'decision rules', for further consideration. The three 'action categories' are shown in Box 2.3.

Box 2.3: 'Action categories' for ANSTO's activities/capabilities

2
3

Cease the activity at ANSTO:
a) stop altogether
b) transfer control to some other organisation
c) refocus the capability on other activities
Strengthen or build up the activity/capability
Retain and maintain the activity/capability
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2.3 Key Discriminators (continued)

Those areas that arc not relevant to any of the major government science policy objectives
(nuclear policy support, industry support or contributing to a strong science base) should
'stop altogether' (la). Areas that arc relevant to one or more aspect of government policy but
would be better managed outside ANSTO should be 'transferred' to another organisation (Ib).
Capabilities that are relevant and should be retained within ANSTO, but are being applied to
activities that are not relevant, should be 'refocused' (lc)23. And areas that are both relevant
and should be retained within ANSTO, but are below the excellence threshold, should be
strengthened or built up (2). Those areas that are relevant, should be retained within
ANSTO, and are currently above threshold should be 'retained and maintained' (3).

Again, a considerable amount of discussion took place between the consultants, the Acting
Executive Director, and, towards the end of the project, the Program Directors. Once again
Battelle's specific nuclear knowledge was an important test of objectivity and quality of
output in this exercise. Adjustments to initial categorisations were made as appropriate. The
resulting changes required to ANSTO's activity/capability mix and issues concerning
implementation are discussed below in Section 3.

These 'action categories' have to do with existing activities and capabilities at ANSTO. New
areas and opportunities for ANSTO are discussed below in Section 3.6.

Here it becomes important to note the difference between an 'activity' and a 'capability'.
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REQUIRED AND IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Activity Mix: To Better Fulfil ANSTO's Mission and Objectives

'ralia cannot afford to be a participant in every major development in science
s.chnology, however great the potential ... Economic considerations alone
e that priorities have to be set between competing scientific and technological
•sts."

- ASTEC - Major National Research Facilities (1992)

described above in Section 2 suggested that important actions need to be taken
•efocus ANSTO's activity mix on the core nuclear objective. These actions fall
•wgories: cease activity at ANSTO; strengthen or build up the activity/capability;
id maintain the activity/capability.

mendations associated with each of these categories are summarised below,
ails are provided in Appendix C including a description of the activity, the
for the decision, and comments regarding implementation. Section 3.3 discusses

tions for ANSTO's revenue and staffing levels. Issues associated with the
tion of these recommendations are discussed below in Section 3.4.

•ty
;tivities currently undertaken were evaluated first since, to a large extent, they
•equirements of operations activities. Actions associated with ceasing research
ANSTO are summarised in Figure 3.1. In some instances, activities are flagged

Aether. In other cases, the activity is seen to be of continuing value to Australia
-r fits ANSTO's mission and could be managed more effectively under a new

• has reached the stage where the transfer of this technology to industry should be
A third group includes activities which should be ceased but where the overlying

hould be reapplied within ANSTO to activities which are more consistent with the
1 objectives of the organisation.

ases, the action listed in Figure 3.1 refers to a specific, named component of the
.her than the activity as a whole. The values indicated as Expenditure and Full
'alents (FTEs) Involved also refer to those specific components. These values are
provide a broad indication for the scale of the changes in the organisation, rather

:ise calculation of sav'.igs. Estimates of the financial impacts on ANSTO are
slow in Section 3.3.
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Figure 3.1: Research and operations activities to cease
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SOURCE: ANSTO MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS 1993/94; CASE TEAM ESTIMATES

24

25

Full Time Equivalents (FTEs)

S7.926K represents ARI operating expenses for 1993/94
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3.1 Refocus the Activity Mix: To Better Fulfil ANSTO's Mission and Objectives (continued)

Where it is recommended that an activity be stopped altogether, careful consideration must
be given to where and how its associated resources should be redeployed. Where transfer to
another organisation is recommended, the specific consequences in terms of resource
redeployment will need to be established on a case-by-case basis through negotiation between
ANSTO and potential host organisations. The intention is not to terminate or inhibit these
activities, but to place them in the best environment for their future development and use.

The areas most significantly affected by recommendations to transfer are nuclear medicine
and radiopharmaceuticals which include the BMH program, ARI and the National Medical
Cyclotron (NMC). These areas are discussed in detail in Section 3.2.

Reductions in ANSTO's research activities would ultimately need to be reflected in
operations and support functions. This is discussed below in Section 3.3.

Strengthen or build up

A number of areas were identified as being in need of strengthening, either because they
lacked the critical mass considered necessary to support nuclear science policies or because
they represented opportunities that ANSTO should pursue. These areas include research,
operations and support, and are summarised in Figure 3.2. Further details are provided in
Appendix C.
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3.1 Refocus the Activity Mix: To Better Fulfil ANSTO's Mission and Objectives (continued)

Figure 3.2: Research and operations activities/capabilities to strengthen or build up
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SOURCE: ANSTO MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS 1993/94; CASE TEAM ESTIMATES

Figure 3.3 summarises the extent of the effects, within both the research programs and
operations and support functions, of the recommendations to cease and strengthen activities.
Thirty one percent of the current expenditure on research programs will be affected in some
way by recommendations to cease activities, and 23 percent will be affected by
recommendations to strengthen activities/capabilities. Within operations and support
functions, 34 percent of current expenditure will be affected in some way by
recommendations to cease activities, while 20 percent will be affected by recommendations
to strengthen activities/capabilities.
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3.1 Rcfocus the Activity Mix: To Better Fulfil ANSTO's Mission and Objectives (continued)

Figure 3.3: Effects within both the research programs and operations and support
functions of the recommendations to cease and strengthen activities
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Figure 3.4 summarises the extent of the effects of these recommendations on ANSTO as a
whole.
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3.1 Refocus the Activity Mix: To Better Fulfil ANSTO's Mission and Objectives (continued)

Figure 3.4: Effects of the recommendations to cease and strengthen activities on
ANSTO as a whole
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Areas which represent new opportunities for ANSTO are discussed in Section 3.6 below.

Retain and maintain

The majority of ANSTO's activities and capabilities fall into the category of 'retain and
maintain'. Further details are provided in Appendix C.

One area to be retained is the development of SYNROC, a synthetic rock designed to
immobilise high-level nuclear wastes for the long periods needed for their radioactivity to
decay to safe levels. The ANSTO Board has taken the strategic decision to continue to invest
in the development of SYNROC technology, at least in the medium-term, subject to certain
goals being met. This decision is consistent with the overall mission objective of supporting
Australia's nuclear policies in that safe management of radioactive wastes is given high
priority. SYNROC has generated considerable interest internationally, and the capabilities
ANSTO has developed as a result of SYNROC often help ANSTO scientists and
management 'open the door' to overseas nuclear institutions26.

It is important to note that many of the activities and capabilities within the Advanced
Materials Program are integrally related to SYNROC and should therefore be maintained at
an appropriate level. Details of the impact of retaining SYNROC on the Advanced Materials
Program are outlined in Appendix D.

26 Government stakeholder interviews; international interviews; ANSTO interviews
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3.1 Refocus the Activity Mix: To Better Fulfil ANSTO's Mission and Objectives (continued)

Recommendation 1

Refocus ANSTO's research and technical activity mix to better reflect the organisation's mission
objectives. Three types of changes are required:

1 Cease the activity at ANSTO:

(a) stop altogether - primarily certain activities within Applications of Nuclear
Physics. Careful consideration must be given to where and how resources associated
with these activities should be redeployed

(b) transfer control to other organisations - notably radiopharmaceutical activities
including the Biomedicine and Health (BMH) program, Australian Radioisotopes
(ARI) and the National Medical Cyclotron (NMC); certain areas within
Environmental Science and Advanced Materials. The intention here is not to
terminate or inhibit these activities, but to place them in the best environment for
their future development and use

(c) refocus the capability on other activities - primarily areas within Environmental
Science. These are important capabilities that are currently being applied to non-core
activities

2 Retain and maintain the activity or capability

applies to most areas within the organisation

3 Strengthen or build up the activity or capability

primarily within Nuclear Technology; certain activities within Environmental
Science, Advanced Materials and Applications of Nuclear Physics

The above section has dealt with existing activities and capabilities at ANSTO. New areas
and opportunities for ANSTO are discussed below in Section 3.6. Section 3.2 discusses in
detail the areas of nuclear medicine and radiopharmaceuticals. The financial implications of
these recommendations are discussed in Sections 3.3 and 5.0.

3.2 Nuclear Medicine and Radiopharmaceuticals: BMH, ARI, and NMC

Stakeholder interviews and the activity survey both raised significant questions about
ANSTO's activities in radiopharmaceuticals.

Stakeholder Perspectives

While commending strongly the performance of ARI in the supply and distribution of
medical radioisotopes, nuclear medical and biomedical/pharmaceutical stakeholders
expressed concerns regarding the BMH research program and the NMC. These opinions are
reflected in the examples of stakeholder comments shown in Box 3.1.
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3.2 Nuclear Medicine and Radiopharmaceuticals: BMH, ARI, and NMC (continued)

Box 3.1 Stakeholder perspectives

Radioisotopes are important...

"ANSTO is particularly important to nuclear medicine ... we need a local source of radioisotopes for
routine work."

... and ARI is satisfying this need ...

"Their supply system is very good - on time all the time."
"Prices are same or better; delivery is better; product as good; and it's Australian made."
"They are responsive and good communicators."
"We get good service from ARI and it performs a useful function for the medical community."

BMH is important to researchers ...

"Research support in nuclear medicine is very important... it would be catastrophic if we lost it."
"ANSTO is our only access to new, exotic radiopharmaceuticals."
"Few departments have their own radiochemists... it is increasingly hard to do research."

... but lacks direction and focus, and does not communicate well...

"The technical quality is good, but the strategic direction is lacking. It all seems very ad hoc."
"There is a need for focus; 30 projects is too many for the number of people."
"There is not enough communication...they're trying to dictate what we should do."
"It has never done anything I'm vaguely interested in... no real clinical impact..."

The NMC is perceived to be an under-utilised facility, partly as a result of conflict over its use ...

"It is being used primarily as a production facility. There's no research."
"There continues to be friction over who uses it and who pays for it."

Survey Results

None of the 11 BMH research capabilities evaluated in the survey exceeded the relevance
threshold on the 'Nuclear Policy Support1 or 'Contribution to Science' dimensions. Most
(eight out of 11) were rated above threshold in relevance on 'Industry Support', but only in the
long term, while the remainder (three out of 11) were below threshold on all dimensions
('Relevance not Established').

Most notably, Excellence ratings were above the research activity threshold for only two of
these activities.

In the case of the production activities at ARI and NMC, all seven activities reviewed were
rated above the relevance threshold on 'Industry Support', four of these strongly so. All seven
activities exceeded the Excellence threshold for operational activities.
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3.2 Nuclear Medicine and Radiopharmaceuticals: BMH, ARI, and NMC (continued)

Summary

In summary, ANSTO is performing some highly worthwhile activities in the
radiopharmaceutical area, and doing some of these very well. The nuclear medical
community is consistent in its praise of the performance of ARI in the distribution of medical
radioisotopes.

However, given the interpretation of government's current nuclear science policies described
above, and the resulting mission objectives for ANSTO, most of the biomedical and
radiopharmaceutical research activities being undertaken by ANSTO do not seem to fit
within its ongoing activity mix.

In addition, it is apparent that ANSTO's research activities in radiopharmaceuticals have not
been as successful as might have been hoped due to a number of influences, although it
should be recognised that these activities have been ongoing for only about five years. Not
least of these influences is the physical separation and cultural isolation of ANSTO from the
health and medical community. This separation compounds the difficulties already resulting
from the diverse and fragmented nature of the nuclear medical community, and presents a
strong barrier to effective collaboration and information exchange.

Because of the more explicit mission focus on nuclear policy support proposed, and because
of ANSTO's isolation from the health and medical community, ANSTO does not constitute
the ideal 'home' for most of these biomedical and radiopharmaceutical research activities.
Therefore, these areas should be transferred to another organisation within the health and
medical community. As a result of this, ANSTO will be more focused on its core nuclear
mission, and funding and management decisions associated with these biomedical and
radiopharmaceutical research activities will be made within the context of national health
priorities.

However, this issue is a complex one, particularly given the involvement of three distinct
entities, BMH, ARI and the NMC. For such a transfer of activities to be successful, these
entities must maintain links to each other and to ANSTO. BMH and ARI will continue to
depend on ANSTO for supply of reactor-produced radioisotopes, and for safety and radiation
protection support. ARI will continue to be dependent on BMH for new
radiopharmaceuticals. Both BMH and ARI will continue to depend on the NMC for
cyclotron-produced radioisotopes.

Action Implications

According to a draft consultancy report recently commissioned by ANSTO, "Future
Directions for ARI", any immediate change in ARI's formal relationship with ANSTO would
be very disruptive. Many issues, such as transfer pricing, would need to be resolved prior to
such a change. However, ARI must respond to changes which are occurring in its supply
environment, and so a considered appraisal of ARI's strategic options is needed.

Recommendation 2

Assess ARI's strategic options and determine the most appropriate mechanism for spinning off its
commercial activities, and resolve outstanding issues such as transfer pricing.
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3.2 Nuclear Medicine and Radiopharmaceuticals: BMH, ARl, and NMC (continued)

While it appears most appropriate that BMH and the NMC be transferred out of ANSTO, the
optimal approach to achieving this remains uncertain at present and must await further
investigation by individuals with specialist knowledge in the health and medical area.
Therefore, it is recommended that a broad based working group be established to review the
issues in hand. This group should include representatives from ANSTO, the medical
community, health administration and research peers. It should address the following issues:

Are all these activities justified within the context of national health priorities?
Who should set priorities and provide funding?
Who should manage it?
Who should operate it?
Where should it be located?
Who should supervise health and safety issues?

Recommendation 3

Establish broad based working groups to achieve the transfer of the BMH program and the NMC to an
organisation(s) within the health and medical community. This would improve collaboration and
relevance, and allow funding and management decisions to be made within the context of national
health priorities.

ANSTO has benefited from the positive public relations associated with its activities in
biomedicine and health, and will continue to do so through its ongoing support of and
interaction with BMH, ARI and the NMC. In addition, it will receive credit for working to
place these activities within the health and medical community where they will be better able
to realise their potential.

3.3 Impact on ANSTO's Use of Revenue

The recommendations given above in Section 3.1 would obviously have a significant impact
on ANSTO's use of revenue over the longer term. The implications can be summarised into
five categories:

1 Revenue liberated from stopped or transferred activities to be reallocated within
ANSTO

2 Revenue to be refocused within the same capability at ANSTO
3 Revenue foregone or redirected to another organisation as a result of transferring

activities
4 Revenue required for investment within ANSTO to strengthen or build up areas
5 Revenue required to maintain activities and capabilities within ANSTO at current

levels

These changes will not occur all at once but over a period of time.
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3.3 Impact on ANSTO's Use of Revenue (continued)

Revenue liberated from stopped or transferred activities to be reallocated within ANSTO

Figure 3.5 lists the activity areas which will yield revenue to be reallocated within ANSTO as
a result of stopping or transferring these activities. The values listed in Figure 3.5 refer to
appropriation revenue made available when each activity is stopped or transferred.

Figure 3.5: Revenue liberated from stopped or transferred activities to be reallocated
within ANSTO
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SOURCE: ANSTO MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS 1993/94; CASE TEAM ESTIMATES

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 summarise revenue liberated from stopping and transferring activities,
respectively. A total of $2.3 million will be available to reallocate within ANSTO; $0.84
million from stopping certain activities (Figure 3.6) and $1.46 million from transferring other
activities (Figure 3.7).
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3.3 Impact on ANSTO's Use of Revenue (continued)

Figure 3.6: Revenue liberated from stopped activities to be reallocated within ANSTO
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Figure 3.7: Revenue liberated from transferred activities to be reallocated within
ANSTO
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3.3 Impact on ANSTO's Use of Revenue (continued)

Revenue to be refocused within the same capability at ANSTO

A number of capabilities were defined as 'relevant and should be retained within ANSTO1 but
were being applied to activities that were inappropriate or inconsistent with ANSTO's new
mission. For these areas, the associated revenue should be used to refocus the capability on
more appropriate activities. The values listed in Figure 3.8 represent combined appropriation
and (limited) external revenues made available when each activity is refocused.

Figure 3.8: Government appropriation and external revenue27 to be refocused within
the same capability at ANSTO

SOURCE: ANSTO MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS 1993/94; CASE TEAM ESTIMATES

Figure 3.9 summarises the impact on revenue and expenditure of refocusing these
capabilities.

27 It was assumed that 50% of external revenue would be foregone as a result of refocusing
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3.3 Impact on ANSTO's Use of Revenue (continued)

Figure 3.9: Impact of rcfocusing on revenue and expenditure
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Revenue foregone or redirected to another organisation as a result of ceasing activities at
ANSTO

In many cases, notably nuclear medicine and radiopharmaccaticals, ceasing activities (stop,
transfer, refocus) would require ANSTO to forego some or all of the associated revenue.
These areas are summarised in Figure 3.10. Some cases may require a negotiation of the
levels of revenue and staff, if any, to be transferred along with the activity/capability.
Appendix C describes possible organisations to which these activities and associated funds
could be transferred.
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ANSTO's Use of Revenue (continued)
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Therefore, as a result of ceasing and transferring ANSTO will lose a total of $14.4 million in

revenue; $10.5 million in external revenue, and $3.9 million in appropriation. A significant

portion of this loss of revenue, $7.9 million, is due to the transfer of ARI. The financial

impact of transferring ARI out of ANSTO is illustrated in Figure 3.11.

28

29

30

It was assumed that 50% of external revenue would be foregone as a result of refocusing

50.5m less than NMC appropriation in lieu of reduction in subsidy to NMC

S7.904K represents ARI operating revenue for 1993/94. less the amount paid to ANSTO support charges
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3.3 Impact on ANSTO's Use of Revenue (continued)

Figure 3.11: Impact on ANSTO's revenue and expenditure from transferring ARI
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Impact on operations and support functions

The above sections regarding revenue to be reallocated, refocused and redirected do not
include estimates of the impact on operations and support functions caused by significant
changes to ANSTO's research activities. Initially, at least, the overall impact of these
changes would not be large for the following reasons:

a large proportion of ANSTO's operations activities are associated with running the
reactor, site safety, etc and are thus not affected
as long as ARI continues to exist, whether within ANSTO or independently, ANSTO
will continue to provide support relating to target irradiation and waste management
for the production of radioisotopes, as it is the only organisation in Australia capable
of providing these services (ANSTO should be able to recover the costs of providing
this support)
operations support required for BMH is relatively minimal
significant reduct'.>ns to ANSTO's operations and support staffing levels have
occurred recently, shown as Full Time Equivalents (FTEs) in Box 3.231.

Box 3.2 Changes in ANSTO staffing levels (FTEs) since 199232

.Function '
Research
Operations
Support
TOTAL

Junel992£
268
394
171
834 J

:: June 1993
273
396
165
835

June 1994
279
376
147
802

Change 1992-94>
11

(18)
(25)
(32)

31

32

ANSTO management accounts

Full Time Equivalents (FTEs); numbers have been rounded
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3.3 Impact on ANSTO's Use of Revenue (continued)

Revenue required for investment within ANSTO to strengthen or build up areas

A number of areas were identified in Section 3.1 as being in need of strengthening, either
because they lacked the critical mass considered necessary to support nuclear science policies
or because they represented opportunities that AN3TO should pursue. The expenditure
requirements are estimated to be $2.9 million, as shown hi Figure 3.12 below.

Figure 3.12: Additional expenditure required to strengthen certain
activities/capabilities
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The overall impact of strengthening these activities/capabilities on ANSTO's revenue and
expenditure is summarised in Figure 3.13.
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3.3 Impact on ANSTO's Use of Revenue (continued)

Figure 3.13: Impact on ANSTO's revenue and expenditure from strengthening
activities/capabilities
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Revenue required to maintain activities and capabilities within ANSTO at current levels

Approximately 46 percent of the current scientific and technical effort33 at ANSTO should be
maintained essentially as is, in order for the organisation to fulfil its mission objectives. This
was illustrated above in Figure 3.3.

A summary of the overall financial impact on ANSTO of the various initiatives outlined
above is given in Section 5 below.

Comment on ANSTO's Financial Information Management System (FIMS)

During the course of developing estimates of the impact on ANSTO's revenue and staffing
levels shown above, it became apparent that the details available within ANSTO's Financial
Information Management System (FIMS) are not particularly useful in terms of project
management and job costing. The problem appears to be less severe in some Programs than
in others, but in many cases it is not possible to decipher ftu project management data
available within FIMS at face value. There seems to be little consistency in the application
of the rules associated with the use of FIMS, and training on how to use it appears to have
been inadequate. This raises serious concerns about the ability of management and the Board
to monitor activities at the appropriate level (program or project). It is particularly important
given the limited 'discretionary' resources available to ANSTO in that the organisation cannot
afford to have these resources spent on activities that are not relevant to the mission
objectives.

33 Research programs and operations and support functions
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3.3 Impact on ANSTO's Use of Revenue (continued)

Additional effort needs to be applied to improving methodology and procedures for managing
projects and capturing the full cost of research and commercial activities, and training staff to
use the system.

Recommendation 4

Establish strict guidelines on the use of ANSTO's Financial Information Management System (FIMS)
for project management and ensure users are adequately trained.

3.4 Implementation Process

The recommendations to refocus the activity mix described in Section 3.1 above have a range
of implementation implications. Those activities which should cease within ANSTO (stop,
refocus or transfer) will need to be 'managed out1 of the organisation. In order to implement
the required changes, the necessary teams and task forces should be assembled with the
appropriate mix of internal and external resources. These activities should be carefully
coordinated to ensure that each project and task force has the support required, and to
manage and monitor the overall progress of the change management process.

Each task force must define a clear set of objectives and establish a timeframe with specific
milestones. A major objective should be to confirm the scope of the activity to cease
including its science, intellectual property, operating and management requirements,
synergies with other activities, financial impacts, and human resources implications. Another
objective should be to ensure that any existing obligations are fulfilled. In some instances it
will be necessary to manage any negative sentiment either within ANSTO or among
stakeholders that might arise as a result of ceasing the activity. Task force performance
should be measured in light of achieving the objectives and milestones within the prescribed
timeframe.

Particularly challenging will be those areas to be transferred to another organisation as there
is significant complexity associated with transferring scientific research activities while
endeavouring to minimise disruption to research progress. Here the task forces must also
identify potential new owners and plan the process of transfer. Where possible, a
representative from the potential new owner should be included on the task force.

Recommendation 5

Establish the teams and task forces required to implement the recommended changes to ANSTO's
activity base.
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3.5 Rationalisation of Science in Australia by Transferring Activities Between
Organisations

The transfer of activities from ANSTO to other organisations in Australia sets an important
precedent. It is an appropriate and healthy dynamic for better management of the overall
Australian science effort, and may lead to a more collaborative approach to rationalising and
optimising science in Australia. ANSTO should encourage organisations like the CSIRO to
evaluate their own activities to determine where opportunities for rationalisation may exist,
for example, through transferring activities from CSIRO to ANSTO.

Recommendation 6

ANSTO should encourage organisations like the CSIRO to evaluate their own activities to determine
where additional opportunities for rationalisation of science may exist, for example, through
transferring activities from CSIRO to ANSTO.

3.6 Expansion/Growth Opportunities

Through analysis of trends in global major nuclear activities, regional opportunities, and
through the definition and evaluation of ANSTO's activities and strengths, Battelle identified
several specific areas where attractive opportunities exist for ANSTO. These opportunities,
listed in Box 3.3, were consistent with those which emerged from the internal activity
analysis. They are areas where ANSTO could build on existing strengths to develop the
'critical mass' to perform cutting edge research and make significant contributions to
government policy objectives, such as supporting nuclear science policy, enhancing
Australia's role in the Asia-Pacific region and transferring technology to industry. Certain
opportunities may lead to additional external revenue for ANSTO, although this should not
be the primary driver. Some of these opportunity areas would require investment, while
others could be pursued based on existing capabilities. Further details are provided in
Appendix C.

Box 3.3 Opportunity Areas for ANSTO

Environmental Pathway Analysis
Materials Characterisation, Assessment and Development
Radioactive Waste Management (local and regional)
Safety and Radiation Protection
Ceramic/Refractory Processing
Remaining Life Assessment
Resource Processing
Irradiation Services
Reactor Safety (longer term)
Synchrotron Radiation (longer term)

SOURCE: BATTELLE; ANSTO INTERVIEWS; INTERNATIONAL INTERVIEWS; STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS; ACTIVITY
ANALYSIS

ANSTO should build its capabilities in these areas in order to pursue these opportunities,
both domestically and in the region. However, efforts to capitalise on these opportunities
should be considered in the context of national nuclear policy. Any efforts to expand beyond
ANSTO's existing base also need to take into account the relatively small scale of its
operations.
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3.6 Expansion/Growth Opportunities (continued)

Recommendation 7

ANSTO should pursue the opportunity areas listed above in Box 3.3 in order to increase its ability to
contribute to the achievement of major government policy objectives, including transfer of technology
to industry.

3.7 Importance of Asia

Asia is increasing in importance to Australia, in both an economic and political sense.
Australia's role in Asia, as well as ANSTO's, is growing more prominent and is expected to
continue to do so. The comments given in Box 3.4 underline the importance Australia places
on Asia and the significance of its role there.

Box 3.4: Importance of Asia

"Senator McMidlan, the Minister for Trade, and I are working on an export strategy for the Australian
science, technology and engineering sectors. We are particularly focusing on the Asia Pacific area."

- Peter Cook, ANZAAS Speech

"Our vision for, and promotion ofAPEC has meant Australia has an important leadership role in the
region. We are increasingly seen as a source of ideas to underpin and sustain economic development
throughout Asia and the Pacific."

- Peter Cook, ANZAAS Speech

"Adherence to the Non-Proliferation Treaty is underpinned through the provision by ANSTO of
avenues of scientific collaboration particularly in South East Asia and the Pacific Region."

- Gareth Evans, 9th Pacific Basin Nuclear Conference

"Australia should take a lead in developing nuclear waste disposal techniques and in offering its
expertise to assist other countries."

-RRR

Figure 3.14 illustrates the expected high growth in nuclear activity in the Asia Pacific region
over the next 20 years. It should be noted that in some cases extremely high growth is a
result of starting from a very low base. However, the point is that those countries starting
from such a low base have relatively little experience in dealing with the complex problems
associated with nuclear activity, including radioactive waste. This growth will result in
increased responsibility and opportunity for Australia, as well as ANSTO, in the region.
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3.7 Importance of Asia (continued)

Figure 3.14: Growth of low level waste in Asia
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ANSTO needs to respond to these regional responsibilities and opportunities by exploiting its
relative strengths in areas such as radioactive waste management, safety assessment and
training. In these areas, particularly, there is high demand for expertise due to the rapid
development of nuclear programs across the region. ANSTO can play a leadership role not
only because of its recognised expertise, but also because of Australia's 'clean and green'
image and its perceived lack of vested interests (relative to USA, France, Japan and others)34.

Capitalising on these regional opportunities will require a concerted effort, and investment,
on the part of ANSTO. As part of the resource redeployment process, funds will need to be
allocated to identified growth opportunities that are relevant to Asia. Effective expansion in
the region will require allocation of specific resources to enhance and exploit the links with
Australia's existing science counsellor networks and trade promotion initiatives.

As with the opportunity areas described above in Section 3.6, ANSTO will increase its ability
to contribute to Australia's government policy objectives by taking on a larger role in Asia.
ANSTO will also be able to establish additional contacts in the scientific community which
could lead to increased collaboration and access to facilities. Again, while an increase in
external revenue may result, this should not be the primary motivation. Any technical or
scientific opportunities pursued should not detract the organisation from its mission
objectives.

34 Some countries are involved in the sale of nuclear plant; others are perceived to have a 'vested' image as a result of a history of
interventionist/expansionist policy
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3.7 Importance of Asia (continued)

Recommendation 8

In order to enhance its ability to contribute to government policy objectives, ANSTO should capitalise
on opportunities in Asia by:

• Seeking a regional leadership role in promising areas of relative competitive strength, and
exploiting the 'clean and green' and 'non-vested' image of Australia.

• Allocating funds to identified growth opportunities, particularly where they involve ANSTO's
competitive strengths and are consistent with its mission objectives.

• Allocating specific resources to enhance and exploit the links with Australia's existing science
counsellor networks and trade promotion initiatives across the region.

3.8 ANSTO's Key Research Areas: The Link Between Mission and Activities

Key Research Areas (KRAs)

Managing the implementation of mission objectives, such as providing nuclear policy support
to government, within a complex organisation like ANSTO is a challenging task. The
projects and other activities undertaken throughout the organisation are numerous and
diverse. Furthermore, in some cases, projects are so specific from a technical perspective
that it may not be obvious how they assist ANSTO as an organisation in achieving its
mission. A link between the mission imperatives at the organisation level and the activities
undertaken at the project level is required.

A set of 'Key Research Areas' (KRAs) constituting logical groupings of ANSTO's activities
which are relevant to current nuclear science policy and ANSTO's mission, and which build
on ANSTO's capabilities, would provide the required link.

ANSTO's KRAs

Sections 2, 3.1 and 3.2 outlined a series of actions that should be taken to refocus ANSTO's
activity mix around the core mission objective of nuclear policy support. Following
implementation of these actions, ANSTO would consist of a smaller, more mission-focused
portfolio of activities.

Grouping these remaining activities into KRAs which are driven from ANSTO's new mission
would provide a useful mechanism for managing both existing and future activities. A
properly defined set of KRAs would thus provide an evergreen mechanism for keeping the
organisation's activities aligned with mission objectives.

To develop a recommended set of KRAs, Battelle firstly identified discrete sets of ANSTO
activities corresponding to each of the major areas in which ANSTO may be required to
provide nuclear policy support to government. These areas represented the major streams of
global nuclear activity. The next step was to review these groupings in the context of
Battelle's analysis of the trends in global nuclear activity, in other words, in terms of the
likely key issues requiring nuclear advice and policy support in future.
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3.8 ANSTO's Key Research Areas: The Link Between Mission and Activities (continued)

Consideration was also given to the opportunity areas for ANSTO, identified during
Battelle's analysis of global major nuclear activities and of ANSTO's key points of
international recognition (refer to Section 3.6 above). Finally, the Relevance-Excellence
analysis outlined in Section 2, which highlighted the core strengths of ANSTO within each
grouping, was also taken into consideration. In this way, the initial set of KRAs, which was
derived to address the key requirements for nuclear policy support, was made consistent with
ANSTO's capabilities.

The list of recommended KRAs compiled in this way is displayed in Box 3.5.

Box 3.5: Recommended list of ANSTO's KRAs35

Radioactive Waste Management
Safety of Nuclear Installations
Applications of Nuclear Techniques for Microstructural Analysis
Resource Processing - Elimination of Radionuclide Contamination
Applied Accelerator Technologies
Radionuclides - Environmental and Industrial Applications

Source: Battelle, ANSTO

A detailed description of each KRA is given in Appendix E.

Recommendation 9

Support ANSTO's mission elements, particularly nuclear policy, by focusing the organisation's
research and operational activities around Key Research Areas (KRAs). A recommended set of KRAs
is:

1 Radioactive Waste Management
2 Safety of Nuclear Installations
3 Applications of Nuclear Techniques for Microstructural Analysis
4 Reso'urce Processing - Elimination of Radionuclide Contamination
5 Applied Accelerator Technologies
6 Radionuclides - Environmental and Industrial Applications

" Radiopharmaceutical Production was another ANSTO KRA highlighted through this exercise. However, it is excluded from this
list in light of other considerations, as outlined in Section 3.2
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4.0 STRATEGIC RESPONSE

The international best practice research and the wider organisational experience of Bain and
Battelle support the notion that a number of key mechanisms and initiatives must be in place
if ANSTO is to succeed in its new mission, as outlined in Box 4.1.

Box 4.1: Key elements of ANSTO's strategy

Needs of the Board:

1 A mechanism that helps the Board to interpret government policies as they relate to ANSTO's
activities

2 The means to establish and monitor the ANSTO's technical direction and priorities relative to
its mission objectives

Interface with Commerce and Industry:

3 A way of managing the commercial/industrial interface with ANSTO to ensure that objectives
are met without losing track of the process or interfering with the central priorities of the
organisation

4 Appropriate mechanisms to encourage and facilitate technology transfer and collaborative
interaction with industry

Organisation Structure and People:

5 An effective organisation structure which allows a timely and flexible response to changing
priorities

6 A Board which includes participants from all major stakeholder groups, and appropriate
individuals in key executive positions

Facilities:

7 Major facilities to support nuclear science activities which are relevant to the mission
objectives

It will require a whole range of new measures to create the right framework for an accurate,
well tuned organisational response going forward.

4.1 Interpret Government Policy

The problem

International models: ANSTO doesn't fit the pattern

As discussed in Section 1.4 above, every science organisation faces a different mix of
objectives, but there appear to be common approaches.

Figure 4.1 shows the relationship between the type of research performed at major nuclear
science organisations around the world, ranging from basic to applied, and the level at which
funding is provided, which can include the project level, major program or facility level, and
organisational level. Most organisations perform research across this range, but typically
concentrate more towards either the basic or applied end, and receive funding at many levels.
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4.1 Interpret Government Policy (continued)

Figure 4.1: International models of funding and research type
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In Figure 4.1, each organisation has been plotted at its 'centre of gravity' or average across
each of these two dimensions. In ANSTO's case, for example, approximately 73 percent of
the total receipts come from a single-line appropriation at the organisational level (on a
triennial basis), while the remainder is 'external revenue' which is directly associated with
specific projects. ANSTO performs some work at the basic end of the scale, but most of its
research is of an applied nature36 37.

Figure 4.1 shows that organisations operating at the applied end of the research spectrum
tend to receive most of their funding at the level of specific projects or major programs or
facilities. While ANSTO may face a broader mix of objectives than some organisations, it
stands out as unusual in that, the majority of its research activities are of an applied nature,
while it receives most of its funding at the organisational level. This situation begs the
question of whether government science policy in Australia is adequately reflected in the
activities pursued by organisations like ANSTO. This, combined with other factors discussed
below, makes it difficult for ANSTO to sev priorities and measure performance relative to
government policy objectives.

36

37

ANSTO management accounts; ANSTO interviews

This is consistent with the strategy proposed for ANSTO in the 1986 Review of the AAEC which stated that the new
organisadon should be externally focussed, highly interacdve with other bodies, and oriented towards 'end point' uses of nuclear
science and technology for the benefit of Australia
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4.1 Interpret Government Policy (continued)

Australia: Policy, funding and research activities do not appear to be well integrated

As illustrated in Figure 4.2, there are well defined systems for both formulating science
policy and establishing the levels of funding for science organisations like ANSTO, but these
two systems do not seem to be well integrated with each other or with the research activities
of science organisations like ANSTO38.

Figure 4.2: Mechanisms for determining R&D policy and funding

See following page for Figure 4.2

Communication between government and the science community appears to be a problem.
Science organisations produce detailed annual reports and strategic plans which can be used
to communicate their priorities and direction to policy makers. However, there does not
appear to be a clear mechanism for policy makers to communicate to science organisations
like ANSTO, at an appropriate level of strategic direction, what government policies require
from them. Current communication from government occurs at the level of broad policy
statements or in the form of 'blunt instruments' like external revenue targets.

As a result, policy priorities are not clearly reflected in single-line appropriations, nor are the
internal budgets of science organisations like ANSTO necessarily in alignment with policy
objectives. In addition, there is no appropriate mechanism for measuring the performance of
science organisations against policy requirements.

The government requires that ANSTO's Board both interpret nuclear science policy and align
the organisation's research and technical activities with policy objectives. In the absence of a
major restructuring of the mechanism for the development of science policy and funding
support for R&D in Australia, the problems associated with this are best addressed by
convening a special nuclear science policy committee, creating a liaison function in
Canberra, and encouraging secondments from ANSTO to key government departments and
vice versa. These recommendations are discussed below.

Nuclear Science Policy Committee (NSPC)

It is clear from the discussion above that the ANSTO Board needs a mechanism by which it
can be kept informed of government policies and priorities, as they relate to the activities of
ANSTO, thereby allowing a more policy-oriented allocation of resources. To address this
gap, a Nuclear Science Policy Committee (NSPC) should be convened by the Minister of
Industry, Science and Technology to provide periodic advice and guidance to the Board with
regard to policy interpretation and the alignment of ANSTO's scientific and technical
activities with these policies. The Board should be seeking an informed response from the
NSPC as to the overall direction of Australia's nuclear science policy framework, and the role
that ANSTO should be playing.

ANSTO interviews; stakeholder interviews (including government and science organisations)
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Figure 4.2 Policy Formulation - Funding Flow
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4.1 Interpret Government Policy (continued)

As deemed appropriate by the Minister, the Committee could include each of the relevant
departments with which ANSTO plays a role in fulfilling policy, such as DIST, DFAT, DoD,
PM&C, DPIE and Department of Employment, Education and Training (DEBT). Together,
these departments represent ANSTO's major stakeholder - the Commonwealth Government.
Since members of the NSPC will be communicating current policy objectives, on which
ANSTO will act to establish its own direction and priorities, it is important that they be high-
level representatives of their own departments who are well informed on issues relating to
nuclear science policy.

This interaction should not flow in only one direction from government to ANSTO. It should
be a two-way communication path by which ANSTO is also able to communicate its
capabilities, direction and intentions, and performance to government. In addition, the NSPC
will serve to foster better dialogue between the departments involved, which should result in
a more cohesive approach to nuclear science policy.

Once convened, the NSPC should meet with the Board at least once a year. Ideally, the
activities of the NSPC would coincide with ANSTO's three year strategic planning cycle.
Every three years, in advance of ANSTO's development of its strategic plan, the NSPC would
take an in-depth look at nuclear science policy and then communicate these views to the
Board. During the intervening years, less detailed, iterative discussions would take place
between the NSPC and the Board.

It is recommended that this mechanism be established as quickly as possible, reviewed after a
period of about 30 months, and adjusted or terminated at that time as appropriate.

Recommendation 10

Convene a Nuclear Science Policy Committee (NSPC) to provide advice and guidance to the Board
with regard to government policy interpretation and alignment of ANSTO's scientific activities with
policy, and, where appropriate, enable the Board to influence government policy.

Canberra Liaison Officer (CLO)

The NSPC represents a formal mechanism by which ANSTO can interact with its key
stakeholder at least annually. An additional source of contact, which provides day-to-day
communication, would further improve relationships, and allow ANSTO to stay abreast of
political developments and play a role in shaping nuclear science policy.

Although ANSTO has science counsellors stationed in Washington, London and Vienna, it
currently has no staff stationed in Canberra. While contact with government departments in
Canberra is good in specific areas, research revealed that general awareness and
communication was poor. To improve on this situation, a Canberra Liaison Officer (CLO)
should be appointed by ANSTO as part of its External Affairs function.
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4.1 Interpret Government Policy (continued)

Residing in Canberra, the CLO would be charged with maintaining close contact with
relevant departments and interest groups. Contact with ANSTO would have to be of
sufficient frequency to enable the CLO to communicate developments in Canberra and to
stay in touch with activities at ANSTO. The individual appointed to this position would have
a similar background and skill set to ANSTO's overseas counsellors: an ANSTO employee
with a science background, political awareness, and strong networking skills. The
effectiveness of this position should be assessed after about 18 months.

CSIRO has a similar arrangement in Canberra and it might be possible to negotiate shared
offices with them, which could have mutual benefit.

Recommendation 11

Appoint a Canberra Liaison Officer (CLO) charged with maintaining close contact with relevant
government departments and interest groups.

Secondments from ANSTO to key government departments

Exchanges of technical and scientific staff between ANSTO and relevant government
departments represent another, less formal mechanism by which to improve relationships.
This would establish closer links, improve mutual understanding of capabilities and
requirements, and expand career path opportunities for ANSTO scientists and department
employees. Such temporary transfers should be actively encouraged and facilitated by
ANSTO and the relevant departments.

Recommendation 12

Encourage and facilitate secondments of technical and scientific staff from ANSTO to relevant
government departments, and vice versa.

4.2 Establish Technical Direction and Priorities, and Ensure Progress

It is the responsibility of the Board to establish the overall technical direction and research
priorities of ANSTO, within the context of government policy, and to monitor the
organisation's performance. Given the complexity of ANSTO's activities and its science
base, this is an extraordinarily difficult task. Appropriate mechanisms need to be put in place
to assist the Board.

Broad technical direction and priorities: ATAC and PACs

Currently, the program audit function utilises four Program Advisory Committees (PACs),
one for each research program. These consult with senior program staff and report to the
Executive Director.
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4.2 Establish Technical Direction and Priorities, and Ensure Progress (continued)

PAC members come from academia, industry, statutory bodies and the medical community;
they meet every six months to review projects, provide advice on technical directions and
priorities, suggest alternative approaches and comment on the adequacy of human resources,
equipment and facilities.

Board members do not have direct access to the insights from discussions on technical
matters within the PACs. Nor does ANSTO have a technical advisory committee reporting to
the Board. An 'ANSTO Technical Advisory Committee1 (ATAC) would address this missing
interface between the Board and ANSTO's technical programs and the PACs. It would also
provide an independent, objective source of advice on the overall technical direction and
performance of the organisation. The ATAC would assist the Board in ensuring that
scientific activities fall within ANSTO's KRAs, and that these KRAs have the necessary
'critical mass'. It is not intended that ATAC would obstruct normal Board interaction with
ANSTO Program Directors and other technical and scientific staff, nor should it be a
substitute for direct interaction.

ATAC members could include the appointed Chairman of each PAC, and other distinguished
researchers and managers of science, especially those with nuclear expertise. This might
need to include some selected overseas representatives with relevant specialist expertise;
appropriate protocols to protect security and would be adopted as necessary. The ATAC
should also include appropriate industry and scientific stakeholder representatives, including
the medical community, as well as academic representatives which should include a senior
executive from the Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and Engineering (AINSE)39.

Recommendation 13

Establish an ANSTO Technical Advisory Committee (ATAC) which advises the Board on the overall
technical direction, research priorities and performance of the organisation.

ANSTO's PACs represent an opportunity to draw on the experience of recognised leaders
from Australia's academic, industrial, scientific, government and medical communities.
Their effectiveness varies considerably, as is reflected in the comments made by PAC
members during the research exercise (Box 4.2).

39 AINSE consists of 28 member universities and its mission is to serve as the primary link between academia and ANSTO. The
AINSE Council includes representatives from each member university, as well as the Executive and Deputy Executive Directors
of ANSTO and ANSTO's Program Directors.
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.4.2 Establish Technical Direction and Priorities, and Ensure Progress (continued)

Box 4.2: Comments from PAC members

PAC rfl:

"This is the most effective PAC I've ever been on..."

"... very satisfying..."

"... not just lip service."

PAC #2:

"The first meeting I went to was hopeless, but the last one was a lot more constructive. But we're still
treated essentially as a rubber stamp...not given the information sufficiently far in advance to really
make an impact."

"The PAC's are a great idea. This committee is a good mix of people all with established reputations
in their fields, but they've been grossly under-utilised."

"We all went in thinking we could do something, but it's been increasingly frustrating trying to do so..."

PAC #3:

"I'm thinking of resigning from the PAC out of frustration due to the inability to measure the
effectiveness of our advice...and the slow rate of change."

"We have to take it on faith that our recommendations are implemented."

"There are no signs that the PAC has made any significant impact..."

The effectiveness of PACs should be enhanced where necessary by improving the quality and
breadth of PAC membership, resolving conflicts and obstructions where they exist (both
internal and external), improving the conciseness and timeliness of the information PAC
members receive, and producing regular reports on actions taken in response to PAC
recommendations. Consideration should be given to the possibility that some PAC members
may pursue their own interests ahead of the broader interests of an industry sector or
scientific discipline. This should be avoided.

Recommendation 14

Raise the effectiveness of Program Advisory Committees (PACs) by reviewing current membership,
improving the quality, conciseness and timeliness of the information PAC members receive, and
producing regular reports on actions taken in response to PAC recommendations.

In summary, the combination of the NSPC to provide advice on policy as it relates to ANSTO
and the ATAC to provide advice on the overall technical direction and performance of the
organisation will allow the Board to make informed decisions on research program priorities.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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4.2 Establish Technical Direction and Priorities, and Ensure Progress (continued)

Figure 4.3: Board interaction with ATAC and NSPC
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Project Selection and Management, and Performance Evaluation

The Need

The ANSTO Board needs confidence that an adequate system exists for project selection,
evaluation arid management. It needs to be satisfied that this system is effective and is well
coordinated with the establishment of research and operational priorities at the organisation
level.

The Problem

Interviews with management and PACs have revealed that project control and performance
evaluation mechanisms within ANSTO have changed substantially over the past year, such
that internal best practices are beginning to display many features of effective mechanisms
used in other organisations.
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4.2 Establish Technical Direction and Priorities, and Ensure Progress (continued)

Notwithstanding the fact that changes are ongoing, ANSTO's internal best practices have yet
to achieve widespread application within the organisation. There remain a number of gaps
and inadequacies in these functions, which should be addressed as a matter of urgency in
order to satisfy the Board's need for an effective system and provide the basis for
implementation of ANSTO's mission. Some of these inadequacies are reflected in the
comments of management, staff and PAC members outlined below40.

Within ANSTO, project evaluation is not generally comprehensive in its coverage of project
types and stages. It focuses on initial project appraisal, with less emphasis placed on ongoing
monitoring, and little final evaluation of results and impact. It is performed more effectively
for externally funded research projects than for internally funded projects or operational
activities...

"Ongoing review is inconsistent, and end-point evaluation is virtually non-existent,
with the possible exception of externally funded projects. Although, even for them,
we just send the final report to the client. Feedback, if any, is very informal."

The tools used for project management require a greater degree of sophistication and should
be more consistently applied across all programs...

"We're only just making a start on project evaluation. We measure the dollar flows
to projects, but do very little on the actual progress of the project against any
milestones ... don't really measure outputs."

Project evaluation and performance measurement mechanisms require improved coordination
with priority setting at the organisation level, and a better link with budget allocation...

"What I haven't seen is an evaluation of these projects in the context of the program's
overall strategy, or the organisation's objectives."

"It appears that the General Manager Scientific decides on the budget allocation to
the programs, but I don't understand what's behind those decisions. I suspect they
have a lot to do with what happened last year and are based on pretty informal
inputs."

Furthermore, staff appraisals are not linked with project evaluation ...

"During the year, all I get asked about is budgets, but for personal assessments, they
want publications."

Insights from International Benchmarking

With a view to identifying international best practices for project control and evaluation, the
mechanisms in use at leading nuclear research organisations were discussed during
benchmarking interviews. These discussions revealed a diversity of models in use
throughout the world. However, a few common themes were evident, as outlined below and
illustrated in the interviewee comments below41.

40 ANSTO management interviews
41 International benchmarking interviews
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4.2 Establish Technical Direction and Priorities, and Ensure Progress (continued)

The problem of establishing a system for project selection, management and evaluation is
widely considered to be difficult one, for which a single or simple solution is not evident;
there appears to be no 'right' answer...

"It's very hard... there's no mechanical or systematic way to do it"

It is widely accepted that good management is an essential element of any good system for
project control and performance evaluation...

"It depends on good management ... depends on the pressures put on the
organisation by the Director"

Good systems make the management task easier by providing management with an evaluation
tool, in the form of a set of measurable performance indicators. These indicators assist good
management rather than replace it. Fraunhofer, for example, uses a set of 20 "R&D
Indicators", which cover resource inputs and research outputs. These are used more as the
basis for discussion by management, rather than absolute decision drivers.

The choice of indicators is a difficult one, and each organisation uses a somewhat different
set. However, interviewees were consistent in their belief that simple measures alone, such
as number of publications or contracts won, are poor indicators, and that different research
fields need different measures. RISO emphasised the use of milestones which are described
in a way that allows management to measure whether or not the project has reached it.
Owing to difficulties encountered in identifying milestones which are generally applicable,
RISO uses a different set for each project. In trying to come up with some way to measure
output, NIST has experimented with several econometric studies, but NIST personnel admit
that they are "struggling with this".

The degree of formality in place in project evaluation systems also differs among
organisations. PSI has a very informal approach. Milestones and objectives are stated
explicitly up front, but feedback is via informal channels, facilitated, it seems, by the
relatively small size of the organisation. Internal competition for funding provides a self-
regulating selection mechanism. By contrast, at AECL, a highly systematic and formalised
approach is employed, based on three levels of goals: high level goals, set by a high level
steering committee, key goals, and markers or milestones. Projects are formally reviewed
against markers on a monthly basis, and progress is presented on a quarterly basis to senior
management.

In good systems, the mechanisms are well defined, transparent throughout the organisation,
and consistently and rigorously applied. Project evaluation is coordinated with the setting of
objectives and goals at the organisation level, and with individual staff appraisals. AECL
constitutes a good example of an organisation which drives project level evaluation from the
delineation of 'higher level' goals at the organisation level. At Rutherford, individual staff
appraisals and remuneration are a direct function of project performance. While project
evaluation indicators and techniques vary according to project type, a consistent technique
for relating project performance to individual assessment is applied across all programs.
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4.2 Establish Technical Direction and Priorities, and Ensure Progress (continued)

Recommendations

Based on the lessons from international benchmarking interviews, a number of
recommendations were developed, with the expert assistance of Battelle, for improving the
project control mechanisms within ANSTO. Implementation of these recommendations will
help to establish a coordinated system, which, when consistently applied, will link priority
setting at the organisation level with performance evaluation at the project and individual
employee levels. Management of the science itself needs to be performed in logical units,
and in this context, the broad Program structure as it currently exists in ANSTO should be
workable on a continuing basis.

The key elements of, and interrelationships between, the proposed project selection and
project management and evaluation mechanisms are depicted in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Project selection, management and evaluation mechanisms

A. Prloritlsatlon and Project Selection B. Performance Evaluation

1 Are KRA and nudear policy support
Feedback || objectives met at trie organisational level?

2. Is project selection effective?

Project Selection Based on Specified KRAs

In order for ANSTO's mission to be effectively implemented, its mechanism for project
selection should be mission driven so that project proposals are evaluated in the context of
the organisation's nuclear policy support objectives. This mechanism should encourage the
selection of projects which satisfy not only the primary nuclear science policy support
objective, but also the secondary objectives of promoting technology transfer to enhance
Australia's competitiveness, and facilitating access (for academics and others) to ANSTO's
unique facilities and expertise for research purposes. This mechanism should also ensure that
projects are selected on the basis of ANSTO's ability to achieve excellence.
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4.2 Establish Technical Direction and Priorities, and Ensure Progress (continued)

An effective means to drive project selection from ANSTO's mission is to define (KRAs)
based on ANSTO's mission, and select projects based on their relevance to these KRAs.
KRA selection must be dictated primarily by the nuclear policy support objective of
ANSTO's mission, but also by the secondary objectives of support of technology transfer to
and from industry, and support of academia.

Defining the KRAs will be the responsibility of the Board and management, in consultation
with the NSPC and ATAC. As a starting point, they should use the recommended list
presented above in Box 3.5 (Section 3.8). However, they must ensure that the set of KRAs
remains dynamic and relevant to the nuclear policy support imperative through periodic
review as part of strategic planning process.

In order to promote cross-program cooperation, ANSTO could establish a basic matrix
structure by assigning a 'KRA Champion' for each specified KRA (Figure 4.5). Matrix
structures exist in other leading international nuclear research organisations, for example,
CEA of France.

Figure 4.5: Potential matrix structure
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4.2 Establish Technical Direction and Priorities, and Ensure Progress (continued)

Funding at a Project-Specific Level

In order to ensure that ANSTO's mission objectives are adequately linked to project
selection, ANSTO should fund projects on a project-specific basis, contingent upon
demonstration of relevance to nuclear policy support (as expressed by one of the specified
KRAs) and scientific/technical excellence. Assessment of each project's potential for
relevance and excellence should utilise some form of evaluation mechanism, such as CSIRO's
Attractiveness versus Feasibility matrix, depicted in Figure4.6.

Figure 4.6: CSIRO's Attractiveness versus Feasibility matrix
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However, this matrix or any similar approach should be modified such that Attractiveness
relates to ANSTO's specified KRAs and mission objectives, and Feasibility to ANSTO's
expertise and facilities. A suggested modified format is presented in Box 4.3. Initial project
proposals must include explicit objectives, milestones, and anticipated outcomes as the basis
for ongoing and final evaluation.
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4.2 Establish Technical Direction and Priorities, and Ensure Progress (continued)

Box 4.3: Initial project evaluation: attractiveness versus feasibility

Attractiveness: potential benefits for national nuclear policy support
can the project make a significant contribution to a specified KRA?
who are the potential government beneficiaries & how will they benefit?
how significant is the opportunity (domestically, regionally, internationally)?
how great is the need for ANSTO involvement?

Attractiveness: other benefits, including support of industry or academia
what other benefits could flow from the project to the country (eg technology transfer,
support to academia)?
who are the potential commercial/academic beneficiaries and how will they benefit?
how significant is the opportunity (domestically, regionally, internationally)?
how great is the need for ANSTO involvement?
how large would be the market for potential commercial applications?
what benefits to ANSTO could flow from the project (eg skills development)?

Attractiveness: ability to capture benefits
what is the ability of potential government and commercial/academic beneficiaries to
exploit benefits flowing from the R&D (eg competitive advantage)?
what is the political & social acceptability of the associated technology?
are there partners interested in this project/technology?
to what extent are non-appropriation sources of funding available for this project?
what is the existing commitment to and intensity of R&D in this area?
what factors/influences might impede the flow of benefits from ANSTO (eg
competing technologies, inability to protect benefits)?

Feasibility: technical potential of the relevant area of R&D
how close are the physical and technical limits in the relevant R&D?
what is the potential for achieving innovation or breakthrough?
does this project meet the minimun scale to achieve critical mass and be effective?

Feasibility: ANSTO's R&D capacity in this area
to what extent does ANSTO have the capacity to deliver the research, in terms of
adequate skills, facilities, and the time frame for effective application?
to what extent could the required research services be obtained more efficiently and
effectively from another source, eg from overseas?

Recommendation 15

Prioritise and fund projects contingent upon demonstrated relevance to the KRAs and mission
objectives, and upon scientific/technical excellence (the existence of 'critical mass').
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4.2 Establish Technical Direction and Priorities, and Ensure Progress (continued)

Research project management and performance evaluation: ongoing and final

There should also be mechanisms for ongoing project evaluation and management, and final
project evaluation, which are closely coordinated with the project selection mechanism so
that project progress and impact are evaluated against clearly defined milestones and
objectives. Evaluation should be based on measurable performance indicators. Ideally, there
should be a set of 'common' indicators applied to all projects. However, some flexibility
should prevail to adopt different ('optional') indicators according to the specific needs of the
different programs and to allow these processes to evolve with changing organisational
priorities and capabilities. The overall mechanism must be communicated clearly and
applied consistently throughout the organisation, to internally and externally funded projects,
with each component of the mechanism set to a calendar and participants informed of their
roles.

Research, operations and support activities each need to be monitored to ensure effectiveness
in all areas. For research activities, performance indicators should include, but not be
restricted to, those listed in Boxes 4.4 and 4.5. Ongoing project evaluation should be
performed at least twice yearly. Where practical, external perspectives should be brought to
bear on project evaluation, via PAC meetings, external peer review, or customer surveys.

Box 4.4: Suggested ongoing project evaluation measures

Inputs consumed versus milestones
work actually performed
budget expended
within budget?

Outputs versus milestones
publications, presentations, reports and consultations
in-kind contributions to CRCs and other cooperative efforts
on time?

Outcomes versus milestones
contribution to KRA expertise/development
involvement in nuclear policy support (domestic, international)
customer satisfaction (internal and external)

Box 4.5: Suggested final project evaluation measures

Inputs versus objectives
work actually performed
budget expended
within budget?

Outputs generated versus objectives
publications, presentations, reports and consultations

quantity
quality (eg through citations)

licences and patents
in-kind contributions to CRCs and other cooperative efforts
contracts completed
partnerships and collaborations secured
on time?
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4.2 Establish Technical Direction and Priorities, and Ensure Progress (continued)

Box 4.5: Suggested final project evaluation measures (continued)

Outcomes versus objectives
contribution to KRA expertise/development
involvement in nuclear policy support (domestic, international)
customer satisfaction (internal and external)
leadership/recognition in field for quality/uniqueness
transfer of knowledge/skill to academia (collaborators and students)
transfer of knowledge/skill to industry
potential for future earnings/technology transfer
internal skill/expertise development
new opportunities generated

Organisational implications
contribution to other projects (synergy)
lessons learned which may suggest reappraisal of likely success of other projects
lessons learned which may improve future effectiveness of initial & ongoing
evaluation mechanisms

ANSTO should establish a direct link between project evaluation and staff appraisals through
the use of consistent performance indicators.

Recommendation 16

Improve ANSTO's project management and performance evaluation process by establishing a
consistent mechanism for both ongoing and final evaluation of projects, and linking staff appraisals
with project evaluation.

In order to improve the overall system on an ongoing basis, a feedback loop should be
established whereby ultimate project success is related tack to the initial and ongoing
evaluations. Such comparisons will give insight into the degree of accuracy of the initial and
ongoing evaluation methodology, and highlight areas for improvement.

Evaluation of operations activities

ANSTO must also establish a mechanism for periodic review of expenditure on activities
associated with running facilities or site-support. Facilities should be maintained and
operated at ANSTO where doing so is a direct requirement for nuclear policy support, or
where it supports research activities relevant to selected KRAs. Where they directly address
nuclear policy support, these activities should be evaluated versus objectives in a similar
manner to research activities. Where they support research activities, evaluation should
consider the quality and cost effectiveness of the service provided to internal customers, and
a service culture must be fostered. Levels of activity and associated expenditure need to be
managed such that an adequate capability is maintained; however, in many cases, exceeding
adequacy and investing resources in order to achieve excellence and leadership may not be
justified.
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4.2 Establish Technical Direction and Priorities, and Ensure Progress (continued)

Operational activities of a site-support nature should be assessed using a zero-based
approach, on the basis of internal cost efficiencies, so that expenditure is limited to the
minimum required to provide effective support services. The objective should be to promote
a service culture, focused on internal customers. An extensive review of these activities
should be performed once the changes recommended for research activities in Section 3 have
been implemented, that is, in approximately 18 months time (mid-1996). It should measure
the quality and cost effectiveness sf the services provided.

Recommendation 17

Once the recommended changes to research activities have been implemented, perform a
major review of expenditure on activities associated with running facilities and site-support.

4.3 Manage the Commercial/Industrial Interface with ANSTO

As discussed in Section 1.6 above, the pressure on Australia's science and technology
organisations to contribute to economic success and industrial competitiveness has been
increasing. External earnings targets were introduced to promote stronger interaction with
industry, with some success. Innovation is a key component of economic success, but
Australian industry is currently under-investing in R&D compared to other developed
nations42. Recent industry policy initiatives as outlined in the May White Paper, and policies
currently under development, such as the upcoming Innovation Statement, will increase these
pressures even further.

It was also noted in Section 1.6 that one of the most difficult objectives facing science
organisations is to successfully manage the interface of a research culture with a commercial
culture. Currently, communication and interaction with industry is seen to be a problem at
ANSTO (Box 4.6)43.

Box 4.6: Communication and interaction with industry is seen to be a problem

Communication:
"There is no one to talk to at ANSTO about business opportunities ... and few companies are aware of
what ANSTO does."

Cooperation:
"Our experience has been that ANSTO is uncomfortable with the loss of control over resources implied
by long term collaborative research."

Focus:
"ANSTO appears to interact poorly with industry because they are driven by technology concerns and
not by the market."

42

43

International Management Development Institute World Competitiveness Report 1992/93

Industry stakeholder interviews; granting agency interviews
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4.3 Manage the Commercial/Industrial Interface with ANSTO (continued)

A more effective way of managing the commercial/industrial interface with ANSTO is
needed to ensure that objectives are met without interfering witli the central priorities of the
organisation or losing track of the process. Driven by government policy which has placed
increasing importance on the role of science and technology in industrial competitiveness,
this mechanism should facilitate successful commercial activity alongside science and
technical objectives, and promote the transfer of knowledge and technology to and from
industry.

Previous attempts to manage the interface with industry and commerce

Overseas science organisations have experimented with a variety of mechanisms to manage
the interface between research and commercial cultures. Overseas models demonstrate that
this can be done successfully if given the right communication mechanisms, incentives,
accountabilities, commitment and people44. Various mechanisms to promote technology
transfer and commercialisation have been tried before in Australia, but without much success.
CSIRO managers and others in Australia's scientific community have indicated that the
failure of Sirotech may have been due to a combination of factors, as suggested in Box 4.745.

Box 4.7: Possible reasons why Sirotech failed

Accountabilities and incentives were not appropriately defined
Adequate internal communication mechanisms were not established, resulting in the
marketing of CSIRO without sufficient input from technical staff
CSIRO has many sites across Australia, which made communication difficult
Responsibilities for commercialisation and resource allocation were in different parts of the
CSIRO management structure
The positive effects of the 30 percent external revenue target, such as better external focus and
commercial skills, had not yet been realised within the organisation
Sirotech had its own funds for marketing, but separate discretionary funds were not available
to research programs to fund the market-driven work
Too much emphasis was placed on the number of deals, and not enough consideration given to
whether the deals were appropriate given CSIRO's research priorities
The mix of people and skill sets within Sirotech was inappropriate

Similarly, ANSTO's concept of a Commercial Manager may have failed due to poor
communication, a lack of commercial experience within the organisation, the wrong set of
skills for the job, and a poorly defined decision making process46.

Valuable lessons can be learned from these experiences. Relative to the situations in which
those mechanisms were tried, ANSTO now has many advantages which would contribute to
success. These include:

improved communication within the organisation
a strong, cohesive senior management committee
stronger commitment to industry and technology transfer throughout the organisation
commercial experience and a better external focus
a single site

^ International benchmarking interviews

45 Stakeholder interviews; ANSTO interviews

46 ANSTO interviews
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4.3 Manage the Commercial/Industrial Interface with ANSTO (continued)

Nevertheless, these factors will not guarantee success. Careful selection of personnel and a
major commitment from the Board and senior management team will be required for the
initiative proposed below to achieve its proper potential.

Proposed Mechanism

Figure 4.7 illustrates the three key components of the proposed mechanism for ANSTO,
based on international best demonstrated practices47.

Figure 4.7: Proposed mechanism for interaction with commerce/industry
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Office of Technology Transfer (OTT)

The main purpose of the Office of Technology Transfer would be to manage the interface
between ANSTO and industry across the full range of collaborative interactions which may
contribute to the deployment of new technologies. This would be done by identifying current
and potential matches between the needs and capabilities of industry and the nuclear-related
scientific and technical capabilities and knowledge which exist at ANSTO. Another
important responsibility of the OTT would be to manage the protection and
commercialisation of intellectual property developed by ANSTO staff. The OTT should be
guided by the strategies, policies and research priorities of ANSTO, as defined by the Board.

The OTT would be directed by a senior manager with strong business and marketing skills
and a technical background. It would be staffed by a small number of high quality business
and technical marketing professionals. Initially, the rotal number of professionals in the OTT
would certainly be less than five, given ANSTO's current level of interaction with industry.
Over time, the OTT could grow as ANSTO's interactions with industry increased.

47 International and domestic benchmarking interviews
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4.3 Manage the Commercial/Industrial Interface with ANSTO (continued)

The Director OTT would report to the 'Executive Function'. Other than OTT staff, there
would be no direct reports to this position. The Director would chair the Technology
Transfer Liaison Committee1, which is described below, but would not have the authority to
direct the work of the scientific programs. He or she would influence this work by making
Program Directors and individual scientists aware of the needs of Australian industry and of
opportunities for cooperation. A more detailed job description for the Director OTT is given
below in Section 4.6.

The incentives for OTT staff should be aligned with organisational objectives and
government policy. The OTT should be held accountable for the legal and business content
of all contractual agreements between ANSTO and industry, but not for the ultimate delivery
of the technical activities or results to which ANSTO commits itself. This would be the
responsibility of the research areas as mutually committed under agreements with outside
parties.

The OTT would be a focal point for many activities, including those shown in Box 4.8.

Box 4.8: Primary activities of the OTT

It would be the responsibility of the OTT to:

1 Interact with external bodies including industry, industrial grant agencies, overseas networks
involving technology transfer, venture capital firms, etc.

2 Identify and facilitate opportunities for collaborative research between ANSTO and industry
so as to leverage ANSTO's resources for the benefit of Australia and promote technology
transfer

3 Manage the development of contractual agreements between ANSTO's research and technical
programs and industry

4 Assist with industrial grant applications for collaborative research
5 Coordinate requests for technical assistance from industry, including the provision of technical

services by ANSTO
6 Actively promote ANSTO's capabilities, products, patents and licenses by reaching out to

industry in a variety of ways in order to acquaint industry with ANSTO's technology base
7 Actively seek to 'spin-out' sustainable commercial activities developed at ANSTO as

appropriate, including such non-core activities as real estate management
8 Work with technical staff to help convert ideas and research findings into marketable

intellectual property
9 Provide an interface through which industrially relevant developments can be successfully

transferred to industry
10 Enhance the image of ANSTO as an organisation which contributes to Australia's economic

competitiveness
11 Improve costing and pricing procedures and establish a strict audit and tracking system (the

current procedures are not consistently applied across the organisation and may allow too
much flexibility in pricing)48

48 ANSTO pricing manuals; ANSTO interviews
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4.3 Manage the Commercial/Industrial Interface with ANSTO (continued)

There are several specific areas that the OTT should help to address from its inception,
including:

Developing a commercial strategy for ARI
Determining a SYNROC business strategy and establishing partnerships with
appropriate companies in the US and Australia
Spinning off certain activities to industry as identified in Section 3.1
Developing procurement strategies for major new facilities (Section 4.7)

Recommendation 18

Establish an Office of Technology Transfer (OTT) to manage the transfer of nuclear-related technology
and intellectual property to and from industry.

Technology Transfer Liaison Committee (TTLC)

The Technology Transfer Liaison Committee (TTLC) would serve as the primary link
between ANSTO's 'technical' and 'commercial' cultures; that is, between the research
programs and the OTT. The TTLC would be chaired by the Director OTT, but its members
would consist of researchers from those areas within ANSTO most likely to yield technology
transfer or commercialisation. These people would represent the other principal investigators
and bench scientists in their Programs, and keep the OTT informed of R&D activities which
could be of interest to industry. The TTLC should meet approximately once per month, or as
mutually agreed between the Director OTT and committee members.

Recommendation 19

Establish a Technology Transfer Liaison Committee (TTLC) to link ANSTO's research and technical
programs to the OTT.

Research arid Technical Programs

ANSTO's research and technical programs should continue to interact with industry on an
informal basis. Any agreements would need to be formalised with the assistance of the OTT.
Once a contract was mutually agreed to by the Program, the OTT and the industry partner or
customer, each party would sign it. The Program would ultimately be responsible for
delivering on these commitments. Seccussful technology transfer activities should be
considered favourably in employee performance evaluation.

4.4 Establish Appropriate Mechanisms to Promote Technology Transfer

Economic success through industrial competitiveness and innovation is an increasingly
important part of the overall science policy framework which cannot be ignored. The issue
becomes how to promote technology transfer between ANSTO and industry without
interfering with the other major objectives of the organisation.
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4.4 Establish Appropriate Mechanisms to Promote Technology Transfer (continued)

The OTT mechanism outlined above, together with an appropriate program to encourage
interaction between science organisations and industry, can lead to higher levels of
innovation and technology development in Australia and result in national objectives of
increased employment and exports.

External revenue targets

External revenue targets were established for CSIRO, ANSTO and AIMS as a mechanism for
achieving the policy objective of promoting links with industry and other research users. The
target for ANSTO was to reach 30 percent of appropriation by 30 June 1994. ANSTO
actually achieved this target well before that date.

In August 1993, ASTEC was commissioned to review the effectiveness of these external
earnings targets. The major findings of its report are summarised in Box 4.9.49

Box 4.9: Major findings of the ASTEC Review of external earnings targets

Positive effects:
• Targets have resulted in beneficial change within the agencies, including a more outward

focus, improved links with industry and other research users, and the development of
commercial skills

• Targets continue to have value in promoting links with users of research

Negative effects:
• Targets have limitations as a sole indicator of linkages with research users
• Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) have been disadvantaged by the operation of

external targets, as contracts with large organisations have been preferred and free
consultations have become more rare

• A significant proportion of appropriation funding has been diverted to achieve the external
earnings targets

The recommendations of the ASTEC review are summarised in Box 4.10.

49 ASTEC review of external earnings targets 1994
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4.4 Establish Appropriate Mechanisms to Promote Technology Transfer (continued)

Box 4.10: Recommendations of the ASTEC Review of external earnings targets

Retain the targets
Setting of targets should be negotiated between each research agency and its Minister on a
triennial basis, using existing targets as a starting point
Several changes should be made to the way that targets arc calculated and reported:

establish standardised guidelines on reporting the targets
exclude revenue that is clearly unrelated to the provision of research and technology
services or outputs
calculate targets as a proportion of total annual budget (revenue basis) for each
agency
report sub-components of revenue in as much detail as practicable and on a common
basis

Agencies should publish additional indicators of linkages with research users in view of the
limitations
Research agencies should develop explicit strategies for interaction with SMEs.
Consider the establishment of an active science and technology information, referral and
brokerage function to assist SMEs

During the course of the ANSTO Strategy Review, a detailed analysis of ANSTO's external
revenues revealed that 'external revenue1 accounts for 27 percent of ANSTO's total receipts,
as shown in Figure 4.850.

Figure 4.8: ANSTO's total receipts
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50 ANSTO's external revenue target of 30 percent is calculated as a percentage of total appropriation
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4.4 Establish Appropriate Mechanisms to Promote Technology Transfer (continued)

As discussed above in Section 1.2, two of the major goals of Australia's science policy are to
maximise the practical applications of the science base to industry, and to encourage greater
innovation by business, particularly through strengthening its research and development
activity. However, Figure 4.8 above illustrates that ANSTO's external revenue from direct
interaction with industry amounts to only $3.4 million, once the revenues from ARI, non-
industry grants, silicon doping, and other forms of non-industry interaction including real
estate management are excluded. ARI would continue to generate external revenue
regardless of the existence of the targets, and silicon doping is essentially an operational
activity which produces a 'commodity1 and involves no research. Thus, it appears that
'external revenue', as currently calculated, is a poor measure of the extent to which ANSTO
interacts with industry and business.

The evaluation of ANSTO's external revenues also included a detailed analysis of the
existing industrial customer base. Details are provided in Appendix F. This work confirmeJ
some of the problems with the application of external earnings targets which were
highlighted in the ASTEC review. Figure 4.9 illustrates that external revenue targets have
resulted in the following problems at ANSTO:

a small number of large-scale agreements
a 'job shop' environment, where ANSTO is encouraged to take on any contract
regardless of its size or appropriateness
a focus on large companies to the detriment of SMEs
a small number of collaborative relationships in comparison with the much larger
number of contract relationships

Figure 4.9: ANSTO's industry revenue and problems associated with the 30%
target
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4.4 Establish Appropriate Mechanisms to Promote Technology Transfer (continued)

Interviews with ANSTO management and staff, researchers in other Australian science
institutions, and industry and academic stakeholders revealed several other negative affects of
these targets including:

'spinning-off of commercially viable activities which are currently generating
external revenue is inhibited
attention is diverted from core research activities
ANSTO researchers have less time available for collaborative relationships
restrictive intellectual property positions are established to the detriment of
technology transfer and innovation
non-industry stakeholders (eg academia) perceive that they are given a lower priority
regarding access to ANSTO staff and facilities

There is also an issue with regard to the exclusion from 'external revenue' of in-kind
contributions from industry. In the review of best practices at overseas research institutions,
in-kind mechanisms often served as a basis for the most effective forms of collaboration with
industry and technology transfer. Observed examples included secondment of researchers
from industry and contribution of industry facilities for collaborative research51. It is
estimated that ANSTO currently receives significantly less than $1 million of in-kind
contribution from industry52.

As noted in the ASTEC review, one benefit of the external revenue targets is that ANSTO
has established a wide range of industry contacts, as shown in Figure 4.10. While this is
encouraging, it must be said that many of these relationships do not involve genuine
technology transfer, and very few are of a. collaborative nature. Mostly, these relationships
involve service work provided by ANSTO, with a limited number of R&D projects leading to
technology transfer (as shown in Figure 4.9 above).

Figure 4.10: ANSTO's industry contacts
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4.4 Establish Appropriate Mechanisms to Promote Technology Transfer (continued)

In summary, the external revenue target has only partially achieved its stated goal of
promoting links between ANSTO and the users of its 'research', including industry. While
the targets have created a more outward orientation for ANSTO and a wider range of
contacts, much of ANSTO's external revenue does not involve 'research'. In addition, only a
small proportion of the revenue comes from interaction with industry, and little of that
involves collaborative relationships.

The recommendations in this report include a plan which involves substantial restructuring to
focus ANSTO on its core nuclear mission. This restructuring includes the 'spin-off of ARI,
which accounts for more than one third of ANSTO's external revenue, and several other
much smaller commercial activities, hi addition, a number of core capabilities will be
refocused around more appropriate activities with additional losses of external revenue. As a
result, ANSTO will lose its ability to meet the existing target.

In light of this plan and the discussion above regarding the problems associated with external
revenue targets, ANSTO's target should be fundamentally altered, or eliminated altogether in
favour of an alternative mechanism.

Recommendation 20

Renegotiate ANSTO's external revenue target or eliminate it in favour of an alternative mechanism.

One option is simply to negotiate a reduced target for ANSTO, with appropriate
consideration given to the primary objectives of the organisation and. its programs of
research. However, a reduced target will not eliminate the negative effects described above
and in the ASTEC review, nor will it address the issue of promoting collaborative research
with industry.

If some form of an external revenue target must be retained, then in-kind contributions from
industry should be allowed to count towards this target. A sentiment commonly expressed by
researchers in government science organisations is reflected in the comment below:53

"In some situations, we might rather have an industry expert to work with, or access
to industry research facilities...than just money from industry."

As discussed above, in-kind contributions from industry to ANSTO are estimated to amount
to significantly less than $1 million. An external revenue target which counted in-kind
contributions from industry would provide a further incentive for collaborative research with
industry, resulting in more technology transfer, and may encourage industry to invest more in
research.

Matched funding for collaborative research

Another option would be to replace or supplement external revenue targets with some other
mechanism which encourages collaborative research between science institutions and
industry. One such mechanism is 'matched funding'.

ANSTO interviews; stakeholder interviews
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4.4 Establish Appropriate Mechanisms to Promote Technology Transfer (continued)

International models, particularly in the US, have demonstrated that a properly implemented
matched funding approach can be very effective in promoting collaborative research and
transfer of technology to and from industry54. These 'dollar for dollar' mechanisms provide
up to 50 percent of the funding for collaborative research projects between industry and
science institutions, on the condition that industry funds the remainder as cash or in-kind
contributions. Matched funding arrangements are market driven as industry is unlikely to
invest in research that is not considered relevant. These concepts allow the risk to be shared,
along with the costs, for projects which might not be funded by industry alone.

One successful example of a matched funding mechanism is the US Department of Energy's
(DOE) Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA). Figure 4.11 shows
the impressive growth of CRADAs in the US since 1991.

Figure 4.11: DOE CRADA growth
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Small and medium-sized companies find CRADAs appealing, as is shown by the distribution
of CRADA partners in Figure 4.12.

54 International interviews and publications
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4.4 Establish Appropriate Mechanisms to Promote Technology Transfer (continued)

Figure 4.12: DOE CRADA partners
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There is evidence that substantial and increasing opportunities exist for the application of
nuclear and related technologies in advanced competitive industries55. Figure 4.13 shows the
distribution of CRADAs by technology category. Most of these fields offer significant
opportunities for the application of nuclear and related technologies, including advanced
materials, pollution minimisation and remediation, manufacturing, energy, manufacturing,
biotechnology and life sciences.

Figure 4.13: DOE CRADAs by Technology Category
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55 International interviews; DOE publications; Battellc
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4.4 Establish Appropriate Mechanisms to Promote Technology Transfer (continued)

A program similar to this is currently in place in Australia. The Government's Industry
Innovation Program (IIP) includes a program called Competitive Grants for Research and
Development (CGRD)56. CGRD includes many different types of mechanisms designed to
support companies undertaking technically risky projects. One of these provides up to 50
percent matched funding to qualified companies wishing to participate in collaborative
research with science organisations like ANSTO, CSIRO and universities57. CGRD has met
with mixed results and has undergone significant change in the past year58.

ANSTO's participation in this scheme has declined significantly in recent times, as shown in
Figure 4.14, while CSIRO's participation has remained relatively constant59.

Figure 4.14: ANSTO participation in GIRD and CGRD
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There appear to be four primary reasons for ANSTO's decline in GRID/CGRD
participation:60

• lack of understanding of the program
• the application process is driven by the industry partner, but is nevertheless time

consuming, and ANSTO has been distracted by three major reviews in the past two
years: the RRR; the IDC on CSIRO/ANSTO merger; the Strategy Review

• lack of a dedicated resource like OTT to pursue grant opportunities with industry
• change in emphasis away from materials towards manufacturing

Formerly known as GIRD, or Grants for Industry Research and Development.

This was formerly known under the GIRD scheme as 'generic grants'

Stakeholder interviews; ANSTO interviews; granting agency interviews; IIP publications

GIRD/CGRD figures

ANSTO interviews; stakeholder interviews; granting agency interviews
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4.4 Establish Appropriate Mechanisms to Promote Technology Transfer (continued)

However, ANSTO's application success rate of 45 percent over time compares favourably
with that of CSIRO (45 percent) and DSTO (30 percent), suggesting that nuclear science and
related technologies are relevant to industry through programs of this type.

Another possible reason for ANSTO's limited use of CGRD's matched funding mechanism
may be inadequate representation and understanding of nuclear and related science and
technology on the various review committees of CORD61. It should also be noted that
CGRD's matched funding currently amounts to less than $20 million, which is a relatively
small amount when compared to similar programs overseas.

Given the success of matched funding programs overseas, in particular the DOE's CRADA,
and the potential that may exist in Australia, a program of this type should be maintained.
The characteristics of a successful matched funding mechanism for Australia are described in
Box 4. II62.

Box 4.11: Characteristics of a successful matched funding mechanism for Australia

Encourages collaborative research between industry and public science institutions
Benefits SMEs as well as large companies
Is adequately funded to meet demand from qualified participants
Provides a mechanism which allows industry to access the unique facilities and expertise
available at public science institutions
Promotes the transfer of technology to and from industry
Encourages industry to invest in R&D and share both the risks and costs
Includes the full range of relevant industry and technical expertise on review committees
Properly defines intellectual property rights

Further study is necessary to determine if the existing CGRD mechanism can be modified to
have these characteristics or whether a new scheme is required. The success of an Australian
matched funding mechanism could be measured in a number of ways over time, including
those shown in Box 4.1263.

' ANSTO interviews; stakeholder interviews; granting agency interviews; IIP publications

^ International interviews and publications; stakeholder interviews; granting agency interviews and publications; ANSTO
interviews

3 International interviews and publications; ASTEC Review
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4.4 Establish Appropriate Mechanisms to Promote Technology Transfer (continued)

Box 4.12: Measures of success for an Australian matched funding mechanism

Number of applications received from industry, and number of repeat applications
Number of applications approved
Total funds spent by government,
Levels of in-kind contributions from science institutions
Total cash and in-kind contributions from industry
Diversity of industry types making applications and receiving approval
Portion of SMEs participating in the scheme
Diversity of technology areas involved
Number of new commercial enterprises formed
Geographic representation across Australia
Number of secondments both to and from industry
Number and length of relationships continuing beyond the grant period
Number of patents awarded and licenses received
Value of royalties received and other financial measures

Recommendation 21

Encourage government to maintain, promote and facilitate the use of a matched funding mechanism to
encourage collaborative research between government science organisations and industry. This would
enhance ANSTO's ability to contribute to industrial competitiveness and innovation.

Other ideas

Another possibility would be an ANSTO 'budget reserve1 to be dedicated specifically to
collaborative research with industry on a matched-funding basis. Over time, ANSTO could
set aside a portion of its annual revenues to be used for this purpose. While the details of
such a mechanism would require further study, it may be worth considering as it could
increase ANSTO's ability to contribute its unique nuclear capabilities to industrial
development and innovation.

The ASTEC review also described alternative policy measures to promote better links
between research agencies and industry, all of which were considered worthy of further
consideration. However, the Review noted that a comprehensive evaluation of existing
schemes should occur before additional mechanisms were introduced. These alternative
measures included64:

Special arrangements to allow low cost collaboration with other public sector
researchers, including universities
Special grants to industry that specify the use of, or competitive access to, science
agencies possibly via the Industry R&D Board or possibly using a repayable grant
mechanism
New programs to promote secondment of staff
Formation of specialist technology transfer groups within agencies
Improve government research agencies' extension services to industry by providing
information and coordination/facilitation services on a fee-basis

64 Submissions lo the ASTEC Review
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4.4 Establish Appropriate Mechanisms to Promote Technology Transfer (continued)

Alternative performance indicators for interaction with industry

The ASTEC review of external earnings targets expressed the need to be able to assess the
interaction between government research organisations and industry, and measure the success
of technology transfer and collaboration. Regardless of whether ANSTO's external earnings
target is eliminated or substantially renegotiated, some method of measuring the
organisation's success in interacting with industry should be used. International best
practices indicate that no single measure provides an adequate performance indicator, but
rather multiple measures are required to assess performance. Possible measures for this
purpose would include those shown in Box 4.13, but this list should not be regarded as
comprehensive65. Additional performance indicators are described in the ASTEC review.

Box 4.13: Alternative performance indicators

Number of contracts (by type)
Revenues from industry
Number of contracts with same client/repeat business
Geographic coverage (eg how many states)
Spectrum of industries served
Spectrum of company sizes served
Transfer of scientific staff to industry
Number of industrial staff working at/with ANSTO
Spin offs; number and size, etc
Patents
Revenues from licenses

4.5 Establish an Effective Organisation Structure

The strategy for ANSTO outlined in this report calls for a number of major changes to the
organisation's philosophy, activities and operations. In order to execute these changes in a
timely and flexible manner, and to manage the organisation efficiently on an ongoing basis,
ANSTO will need to establish an effective organisation structure.

Interviews with senior management and staff have revealed problems with previous
configurations. These include Program Directors being denied regular access to the
Executive Director and not being allowed to provide input to major decisions, unnecessary
layers of management, and artificial barriers between 'research' and 'operations' activities,
which hinder cooperation and communication.

Currently, ANSTO is operating under an interim structure but with a number of key
management positions unfilled, as shown in Figure 4.15. In particular, the roles of General
Manager Scientific and Executive Director are being performed by one individual.
Discussions with senior management indicate that this arrangement has demonstrated the
benefits of a 'flat' structure in that Program Directors have had much greater access to
executive management and are more involved in the decision making process. In addition,
there are currently no organisational barriers between 'research' and 'operations' functions.

*" International interviews; ANSTO interviews; Stakeholder interviews; ASTEC Review
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4.5 Establish an Effective Organisation Structure (continued)

Figure 4.15: Current interim organisation structure
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Senior management have expressed a strong desire to retain the benefits of the current
situation, but recognise that the combined responsibilities of General Manager Scientific and
Executive Director are too much for one person to handle. With reference to international
models, and in consultation with Battelle and key ANSTO executives, a set of guiding
principles was formulated as a basis for a revised structure (Box 4.14).

Box 4.14: Guiding principles for a revised organisation structure

Minimisation of management layers
Minimisation of organisational barriers between research and operations programs
Sharing of the unmanageably large volume of responsibilities currently held (by default) by the
Acting Executive Director/General Manager Scientific
Continued existence of the Senior Management Committee, which ensures management
involvement in the decision making process
Inclusion of the proposed new entities OTT, TTLC, CLO, NSPC and ATAC
Establishment of bi-directional information exchange through the ATAC, involving an
ATAC/PAC interface
Direct reporting relationships between the 'Executive Function' and Health and Safety (legal
requirement) and Quality (requirement for IS09000 quality accreditation)
An increased emphasis on policy and interaction with Canberra
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4.5 Establish an Effective Organisation Structure (continued)

In view of these considerations, a new structure has been proposed which is depicted in
Figure 4.16. Assuming the successful transfer of the radiopharmncctitical activities of BMH,
ART and NMC, there would be nine programs or functions reporting directly to the
'Executive' function66. Given the relatively small size of ANSTO, the fact that it will become
even smaller and more focused if the recommendations of this study are taken up, and the
recent experience operating under the interim organisation structure, nine direct reports
should be manageable. This will result in a much flatter structure for ANSTO and improved
communication throughout the organisation.

Figure 4.16: Proposed organisation structure

See following page for Figure 4.16

Recommendation 22

Adopt an organisation structure which incorporates the proposed new elements and preserves the
positive aspects of the current interim structure.

Definition of the proposed split of responsibilities between the Executive Director and
Deputy Executive Director is included below in Section 4.6.

4.6 Strengthen Board and Management Experience

Along with an appropriate organisation structure, the strategy for ANSTO calls for sufficient
levels of input from all major stakeholder groups at the Board level, and the presence of
appropriate individuals in key executive positions. The ultimate effectiveness of the strategic
response is critically dependent on targeted additions to existing personnel.

ANSTO Board

The ANSTO Board could be strengthened if it included participants from a wider range of
stakeholder groups. Its effectiveness could be enhanced by the following initiatives:

• Include experience from senior academic circles
• Maintain close liaison with CSIRO in order to improve cooperation and avoid

duplication of activities, but review optimum level of ANSTO Board members with
ties to CSIRO (currently three out of six)

• Balance the business experience within the Board to accurately reflect the kinds of
industries with which ANSTO will have the most interaction

• Depending on how successful the proposed Nuclear Science Policy Committee is,
consider the need to include senior representatives from other relevant government
departments (eg DFAT, DPIE, DPM&C, DoD) in order to improve the Board's
understanding of policy requirements

This excludes the Manager Quality, which consists of only one person. Direct report to the Executive is required for ISO9000
quality accreditation
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Figure 4.16: Proposed Organisation Structure
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW

4.6 Strengthen Board and Management Experience (continued)

It should be noted, however, that any formal increase in the number of external Board
members from die current level of six would require a change to the ANSTO Act 19S7.

Recommendation 23

Enhance the effectiveness of ANSTO's Board by including representation from academia, increasing
relevant business experience and reviewing the optimum level of representation from CSIRO.

Management Team

The organisation structure proposed in Section 4.5 leaves ANSTO with a number of
vacancies in its senior management team. The Board should move as quickly as possible to
confirm candidates for the following key management positions:

• Executive Director
• Deputy Executive Director
• Director Office of Technology Transfer

Other unfilled positions, including Director ARI and Program Director for BMH, will depend
on actions taken in response to specific recommendations given above in Section 3.2.

Recommendation 24

Appoint appropriate individuals to the positions of Executive Director, Deputy Executive Director and
Director Office of Technology Transfer. The positions of Director ARI and Program Director BMH
should be held vacant until actions are taken in response to specific recommendations regarding these
functions.

The Executive Function: Executive and Deputy Executive Directors

The proposed roles and split of responsibilities of the Executive Director and Deputy
Executive Director are described in Box 4.15 and 4.16 below, and would be similar to those
of a traditional Chief Executive Officer and Chief Operating Officer, respectively. Such a
split of responsibilities is desirable in part because of the requirement that the Executive
Director spend a large number of days away from ANSTO each year, including four to six
weeks overseas67.

67 ANSTO estimate
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4.6 Strengthen Board and Management Experience (continued)

The Executive Director would be the primary representative of ANSTO (at the institutional
level) in external interactions both domestically and internationally. As such, this individual
must be able to articulate the value, substance, and potential of nuclear science to all relevant
stakeholder groups. The Executive Director would also need to act as the driver for change
in the organisation. The title of 'Executive Director' has been chosen because it is called for
in the ANSTO Act 1987, but this role could be performed by an 'Full-time Chairman' if
deemed appropriate by the Board (and if within the specifications of the Act). However, it
should be noted that the demands of this position would indeed require a full-time
commitment from that individual.

The Deputy Executive Director would be concerned primarily with the day-to-day
management of ANSTO, and would therefore be required to have excellent scientific and
management credentials.

Box 4.15: Proposed responsibilities of the Executive Director

Internal roles:
• Member of the Board
• Chair senior management committee
• Driver of change; should have experience in 'change management'
• Ultimately accountable to the Board for ANSTO's performance and the responsible use of

budget under Board supervision
• Review and recommend budget to the Board
• Evaluate performance of Deputy Executive Director and Program Directors
• Provide overall leadership of and vision for ANSTO
• Develop strategic planning and overall direction for research, operations, financial issues,

human resources and communications
• Ensure that the organisation's activities are consistent with, and supportive of, Australia's

science policies as they relate to ANSTO
• Responsible for the safe operation of ANSTO's nuclear plant and other facilities
• Ensure lines of communication and consultation are open throughout the organisation from top

down and bottom up
• Initiate development and lead implementation of ANSTO policy
• Responsible for major staff relations issues

External roles:
• Provide an effective interface with government, business and academic leaders, and identify

changing needs of stakeholders
• Contribute to the development of national science and technology policy
• Play a major role in promoting and representing ANSTO nationally, including in the local

community, giving visibility to ANSTO's role, mission and capabilities
• Develop political support for major new facilities at ANSTO
• Maintain a strategic view of nuclear science and technology developments worldwide, and

identify opportunities for significant contributions from ANSTO's research, development,
technology transfer and commercial activities

• Represent Australia in international nuclear groups
• Develop and contribute to bilateral nuclear science and technology agreements between

ANSTO and relevant international nuclear science and technology organisations
• Participate in groups linking science, technology, innovation and industry, and be an effective

spokesperson for Australian nuclear science and technology
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4.6 Strengthen Board and Management Experience (continued)

Box 4.16: Proposed responsibilities of the Deputy Executive Director

Internal roles:
• Attend Board meetings (but not as a member)
• Attend senior management committee meetings
• Spearhead specific initiatives, including those recommended in this review
• Day-to-day management of ANSTO and integration of research, operations, support and

administrative activities
• Assisting in implementation of change and continual improvement
• Provide advice to Executive Director on potential directions for and developments in

ANSTO's research and operational capabilities
• Facilitate multi-disciplinary research and development projects and team development
• Promote professional development of staff in research and operational areas, including cross-

program rotation and training
• Establish and monitor procedures for project management control and performance

measurement
• Evaluate research and development projects, and oversee progress of projects undertaken

under international agreements
• Interact with PACs and monitor progress against recommendations made by them
• Coordinate business planning by research and operational units, and participate in overall

budget process
• Help to identify opportunities to leverage ANSTO's science and technology into industry

through close contact with the Director OTT
• Serve as internal champion for major new facilities at ANSTO
• Contribute to the evaluation of directors of research, operations, administrative and support

units
• Oversee development of major ANSTO publications

External roles:
• Deputise for Executive Director in site negotiations, and national and international groups as

required
• Represent ANSTO in specific science and technology groups, including national councils and

committees
• Maintain awareness and understanding of international developments in nuclear science and

technology, and in science and technology in general
• Forge broad linkages with relevant Australian organisations (state, federal and academic) and

companies, and identify specific opportunities for enhanced collaboration between ANSTO
research and development staff at other institutions

• Contribute to national programs to raise the awareness of science and technology education

Director Office of Technology Transfer (OTT)

As described in Section 4.3, an important element of the overall strategy for ANSTO is the
Office of Technology Transfer which will be responsible for managing the interface between
ANSTO's research activities and the commercial/industrial world. As already noted, the
success of this function depends primarily on getting the right person for the job. Ideally, the
Director of the OTT would have a technical background with strong business and marketing
skills.
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4.6 Strengthen Board and Management Experience (continued)

The individual in this position must be able to communicate with ANSTO scientists on the
one hand, and equally well with senior individuals from external public and private sector
organisations on the other. In addition, the Director must be able to facilitate the exchange of
information and understanding between these two groups. An understanding of the potential
commercial applications of leading edge science, as well as current and future trends in
industry and business, is essential.

4.7 Commit to Necessary Major Facilities

All the major international nuclear research organisations visited during the course of this
study maintain and operate one or more major facilities (Figure 4.17). Many of these
organisations operate major facilities as national facilities for access by others (Figure 4.17).
In some cases, the missions of these organisations include explicit reference to the
importance of the development and operation of major facilities. The types of facilities at
each organisation vary according to government policy and priorities, as well as each
organisation's specific expertise, history, and other factors.

Figure 4.17: Major facilities at major international nuclear research organisations
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ANSTO's current situation

ANSTO's major facility is HIFAR, which was built during the 1950s. At the time of
construction, HIFAR's neutron flux was world-class, but now it is at the low end of the range
for reactors used in advanced scientific programs. HIFAR's original purpose was to perform
materials testing as part of a developing nuclear power program. However, the government's
decision in the 1970s to postpone indefinitely any nuclear power proposals initiated a major
review of HIFAR's purposes and uses. Currently, its purpose is to be a national facility for
nuclear science and technology68.

68 RRR 1993
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4.7 Commit to Necessary Major Facilities (continued)

On account of its age and the lack of major investments to upgrade it, HIFAR is below world
standards from a scientific standpoint. HIFAR's limitations include an outdated design, a low
neutron flux, lack of 'cold' and 'hoi.' sources of neutrons, radial beams rather than tangential
which result in poor quality beams, users and operators of the reactor must collocate in a
cramped space, and no beam hall to house advanced instrumentation due to the existing
containment design. These limitations effectively reduce the career paths available to
existing and future ANSTO scientists. Furthermore, owing to space and operating time
limitations, HIFAR suffers from capacity constraints as an isotope production and irradiation
facility69. The RRR stated that:

"The consequences are continuing constraints on the quantity and quality of
research work. The combinations of limitations on beam quality and variety and
increasingly outdated instrumentation limits the possibilities of HIFAR for leading
edge scientific work."

Nevertheless, it continues to provide hands-on experience and training in reactor operation,
handling of highly radioactive materials, and research into the many scientific and industrial
applications of neutrons. In addition, its continued safe operation necessitates the retention
of a number of associated nuclear skills including nucleonics and reactor physics, reactor and
associated plant operation and maintenance, and reactor instrumentation and control.
Maintaining an understanding of IAEA standards and procedures for operating nuclear
reactors and handling radioactive material is another requirement of HIFAR's continued
operation.

The wide range of skills, expertise and experience inherent in the continued safe operation of
HIFAR and the research carried out on it enables ANSTO to provide sound, objective advice
to the government. This, in turn, helps government to interpret and respond to the nuclear
issues and possibilities by which it is confronted. It also provides government with a strong
position and a credible voice in the international setting. For instance, understanding and
adhering to the IAEA standards and procedures for operating nuclear reactors and handling
radioactive material is of particular relevance to Australia, given the nation's position as a
signatory of the Non-Proliferation Treaty and its stance as a strong proponent of non-
proliferation internationally. Therefore, through the operation of its research reactor,
ANSTO is able to contribute to the support of government's nuclear science policies and
international obligations. However, it must be noted that given HIFAR's limitations and the
lack of investment over time, ANSTO's ability to provide this kind of advice is declining70.

Appendix G lists the many government agencies which are dependent on advice based on
ANSTO's nuclear expertise. In interviews performed during this study, government
representatives strongly expressed their need for ANSTO's expertise across many areas of the
nuclear fuel cycle and reactor operations. Government's need is for the expertise rather than
research or even the reactor itself, but there is widespread recognition that this expertise is
dependent on the operation of a reactor as illustrated in the following comments:

69 RRR 1993

70 Government stakeholder interviews; ANSTO interviews; international interviews; RRR 1993
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4.7 Commit to Necessary Major Facilities (continued)

"National nuclear expertise depends in part upon the availability of sufficient people
with operational, scientific and safety skills based on reactor operations. "71

"The Review accepts the evidence that, in its national interest, Australia needs to
maintain capability to participate in nuclear safeguards and non-proliferation
activities and to maintain its national security... "72

"Operational experience is essential... can't rely on book knowledge. "73

Of concern to key government stakeholders is the realisation that ANSTO's expertise, and
therefore, its ability to satisfy government's nuclear policy support requirements, is eroding
over time ...

"The nuclear fuel cycle is where skills and expertise are disappearing fast - we
haven't fallen off the edge yet, but if this study or government policy further
emasculates ANSTO, then in five to ten years we won't have them ... "74 •-

A key factor driving the erosion of ANSTO's nuclear expertise is the nature of its reactor,
HIFAR. As discussed above, HEFAR utilises technology which lags far behind the leading
edge of reactor developments, and this limits the extent to which ANSTO personnel can
maintain experience with current systems. Such limitations also reduce the career paths
available to existing and future ANSTO scientists...

"ANSTO scientists lack expertise and experience... with current reactor designs. "75

Moreover, of particular concern is the recognition that the length of HIFAR's remaining life
is uncertain. In 1993, the RRR stated that...

"... it is reasonable to assume the continued availability of HIFAR, with operational
costs at about current levels, for the next decade. Whether it can continue beyond
that time and whether refurbishing costs would be justified, need to be considered. "76

71 RRR 1993

72 RRR 1993

Government stakeholder interviews

Government stakeholder interviews

* Government stakeholder interviews

76 RRR 1993, p 32
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4.7 Commit to Necessary Major Facilities (continued)

Summary

For reasons of national interest, particularly in relation to the nuclear policies of
independence and influence, the government is reliant on ANSTO for its expertise across
many areas of the nuclear fuel cycle and in reactor operations. This expertise, in turn, is
based largely on the operation of a reactor. However, due to HIFAR's age and its many
limitations, the currency of ANSTO's expertise is gradually eroding. Furthermore, since the
length of the remaining life of HIFAR is uncertain, there are serious concerns about the
future sustainability of ANSTO's ability to satisfy its nuclear policy support obligations for
government. If ANSTO becomes unable to fulfil these obligations, the government will be
forced to change its policies of influence and independence. In light of these concerns, a
range of options must be considered for the future of ANSTO's reactor.

Options for ANSTO

Figure 4.18 summarises the major facilities options existing for ANSTO.

Figure 4.18: ANSTO's major facility options

Build a different
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.jury Major Facilities (continued)

lacement reactor

cost of replacement reactor: $425M over 40 years77

ongoing cost of operating HIFAR: $190M over 13 years78

for a replacement reactor was frequently quoted in the range $200-500
a the time of the RRR. More detailed figures have been developed by
and have been presented to the Board recently. These figures yield an

i total cost of $425 million over the replacement reactor's life (40 years),
j, construction, operation, maintenance, decommissioning costs and

revenue. Under this scenario, it is assumed that a decision on a
ent reactor in not made until 1998, as recommended by the RRR. It is also
that a replacement reactor would take an additional 10 years to construct

; on-line (commissioned in 2008). Therefore, in order to maintain ANSTO's
reactor-related expertise and continue to provide advice to government,
,vould continue to operate for 13 more years from now. Operating,
nee, capital and decommissioning costs (and offsetting revenue) would
o approximately $190 million over this period, including $50 million capital
to maintain and refurbish/replace critical HIFAR plant.

recent cost estimates show that a cosi savings of $23 million could be
if, instead of waiting until 1998, a decision on a replacement reactor could

: 18 months from now. Capital costs for HIFAR would be reduced by
nately $10 million, and HIFAR would operate for two fewer years saving
iion.

iddition to a decision in 18 months, the construction schedule for the
ment reactor could be compressed from 10 years to 8 (commissioned in 2004),
ost savings of $66 million would result. This is due to a substantial reduction
llion) in capital costs for HIFAR. Much of this capital savings is due to the

c if HIFAR continues to operate much beyond 2003, significant capital costs
required due to ANSTO's own safety standards and new regulatory

jus. Thus, the longer the decision on a replacement reactor is delayed, the
certain HIFAR would continue to operate beyond 2003, and much higher
costs would result.

event, a replacement reactor would substantially enhance ANSTO's expertise
ion which the government can draw for policy advice and support, and would
that ANSTO could satisfy its nuclear policy support obligations over the long
Expertise would be developed in modern fuel and reactor technologies, and

n safety philosophy, standards and equipment. Skills now being lost could be
during the design, construction and commissioning phases, and reactor

:ering, operations and maintenance skills would benefit from exposure to the
jp-to-date technology. Waste management expertise would be broadened in
iction with the use of new, low-enriched fuel materials, and decommissioning
would be employed to deal with HIFAR. Furthermore, as a reaffirmation of
ilia's commitment to nuclear technology, it would enhance the nation's
wide

Uuation of Reactor Options" document

luation of Reactor Options" document
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4.7 Commit to Necessary Major Facilities (continued)

and regional status and provide a continuing capability to effectively monitor nuclear
developments.

The benefits to Australian science from this option would be extensive, as scientists
would have access to a world-class neutron beam facility and greater international
collaboration. Australia's radioisotope production capability would also be
substantially enhanced and assured over the long term.

(ii) Upgrade HIFAR including a cold neutron source

cost of upgrade and cold source: $150M over 30 years79

ongoing cost of operating HIFAR: $292M over 30 years80

Two aspects have been considered for the upgrading of HIFAR:

• upgrading of key components and systems to enable safe operation to 2025
• enhancing performance by the addition of a cold source

These two aspects were costed separately at the time of the RRR with costs being
determined at that time as $152 million to extend life to 2025, and $43 million for the
addition of a cold source.

Life extension without the cold source is not seen as a viable option as it would
merely provide for the operation of an increasingly obsolete reactor facility. Further,
it would appear to be unsound to invest in a cold source for a reactor with a relatively
short, and uncertain, projected life.

Hence, recent considerations have concentrated on the combined implementation of
the cold source and the life extension program. Again, more recent cost estimates
have been prepared by ANSTO indicating that $150 million would cover the cost of
the combined life extension and cold source. Over the entire life of the upgraded
reactor (30 years), the operating, maintenance and decommissioning costs (and
offsetting revenue) are estimated to be an additional $292 million. The costs of
maintaining safety over the longer term are indeterminate and may ultimately be
affected by increases in safety standards which could be required by the Nuclear
Safety Bureau, especially post-2003 when new regulatory conditions will be
imposed.

This option would provide positive benefits for Australian science through the
addition of a cold neutron source and associated neutron beam technology. However,
HIFAR's low flux and overall design deficiencies will continue to limit its scientific
capabilities relative to the world's leading facilities. Isotope supply would be
assured, but current space and operating time limitations would continue to constrain
the isotope production and commercial irradiation activities. In addition, the
refurbishment of HIFAR and installation of a cold source would require the reactor
to be shut down for a total of four to five years, either all at once or spread out over
its remaining life. This would cause in significant disruption to research projects,
career paths, isotope production

79 ANSTO Draft "Evaluation of Reactor Options" document

80 ANSTO Draft "Evaluation of Reactor Options" document; includes 13 years of HIFAR operation at $16.5 million per year
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4.7 Commit to Necessary Major Facilities (continued)

and irradiation activities. Skills would be lost as a result, and ANSTO's ability to
fulfil its objective of providing advice to the government would decline.

A substantial upgrade would be expected to add significantly to the remaining life of
HIFAR, and thereby provide the platform for continued nuclear policy support by
ANSTO over the medium to long term. However, experience with modern fuel and
reactor technologies would be foregone, and other reactor and fuel cycle skills dated,
on account of HIFAR's outmoded reactor technology. A further limitation with this
option is the risk of plant failure following the substantial investment required.
There is also the risk of premature closure or additional modifications being
necessary due to the possibility of changes in domestic or international regulatory
regimes.

(iii) Run down HIFAR
total cost: $113M over 8 years81

This option would substantially curtail ANSTO's capability to provide nuclear policy
advice and support to government, through the loss of most of the 'hands-on'
expertise in the nuclear fuel cycle. Only selected areas of expertise, such as reactor
decommissioning and waste management, would continue to find practical
application beyond the eight year period leading up to plant closure. Furthermore,
Australia's standing and credibility as a significant player in global nuclear policy
development would be significantly curtailed. As a result, Australia's ability to
participate effectively in the development of international reactor safety standards,
and influence the safety philosophy and direction of regional nuclear programs,
would be decreased.

Access to neutron beams for scientists would be denied, except via relocation of
scientists to overseas facilities ('suitcase science'). There would be no local, reliable
supply of radiopharmaceuticals for nuclear medicine, or radioisotopes for industrial
applications.

(iv) Build a different machine, eg spallation source

capital cost of spallation source: $250M over 40 years82

operating cost of spallation source: $270M over 40 years83

The likely cost of a spallation source is difficult to estimate. The cost of ISIS, built
at the Rutherford Appleton Lab in 1985, is stated as $340-450 million in the RRR,
which also gives a quoted cost for a similar machine proposed by the Austrians as
$395 million. However, the cost of accelerators is decreasing significantly, and
current estimates put the likely cost of a spallation source at $250 million, plus total
operating costs of approximately $270 million.

ANSTO Draft "Evaluation of Reactor Options" document; total cost of $ 113 million includes operation, capital and
decommissioning costs

82 ANSTO estimate

83 ANSTO estimate
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4.7 Commit to Necessary Major Facilities (continued)

As an alternative major facility for ANSTO, a spallation source would allow research
and operational capabilities to be improved in some areas (eg neutron scattering,
structure of materials), while they would disappear in others (eg nuclear fuel cycle,
reactor operations and safety, handling of highly radioactive materials, isotope
production)84. The local, reliable supply of reactor-based radiopharmaceuticals for
nuclear medicine, and of reactor-based radioisotopes for industrial applications
would also be lost.

This option would have negative implications for ANSTO's ongoing ability to
provide nuclear policy advice and support to government. As discussed above, the
key determinant of ANSTO's policy support capability is its expertise across many
areas of the nuclear fuel cycle and reactor operations. In other words, it is primarily
by operating a reactor that ANSTO is in a position to interact on a technical level in
international and regional collaborations and provide adequate nuclear policy support
to government. Since the replacement of H1FAR with a spallation source does not
allow ANSTO to continue to operate a reactor, it does not allow ANSTO's current
role in nuclear policy support to be sustained.

As an international perspective, the Basic Energy Sciences Advisory Committee
(BESAC) report concluded that, if the United States had a choice between a research
reactor and a spallation source and only one facility could be financed, the reactor
would be the more important.

Preferred option: Build a replacement reactor

In order to provide nuclear policy advice and support to government, ANSTO must continue
to operate a nuclear reactor. In order for ANSTO's scientists to provide advice that is current,
maintain their technical and scientific expertise at or near the leading edge on a global basis,
and sustain Australia's credibility on a regional and international level, ANSTO's reactor
should be at or near world class. Therefore, the replacement reactor option should be chosen.

A key issue is timing. Because of the high running costs of HIFAR relative to a replacement
reactor, and the capital requirements for extending its operating life beyond 2003, total costs
would be significantly reduced if a decision to proceed was made sooner.

Furthermore, there is a very long lead time for the commissioning of such a plant. It has been
estimated that the commissioning of a replacement reactor would take eight to ten years
following a decision to proceed85. As long as uncertainty remains about the future of a
replacement reactor, ANSTO will continue to lose existing expertise and find it increasingly
difficult to attract new people. A commitments to a replacement reactor would immediately
attract skilled and motivated people to ANSTO. In view of the costs and continued loss of
skills associated with delay, and the unknown remaining life of HIFAR, a decision on a
replacement reactor should be made at the earliest possible date, and preferably before the
delayed date of 1988 suggested by the RRR.

84 RRR 1993

85 ANSTO Draft "Evaluation of Reactor Options" document
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4.7 Commit to Necessary Major Facilities (continued)

Recommendation 25

Generate commitment to a replacement reactor for HIFAR at the earliest possible date.

The RRR concluded that, "The present interim storage of spent fuel rods and other waste at
Lucas Heights is in conformity with world best practice and is the most practicable and
safest short-term storage arrangement." However, the RRR did recognise that the final
disposal of high-level radioactive waste is a crucial issue for Australia. ANSTO should assist
the government in identifying a means for the final disposal of high-level radioactive waste.

Recommendation 26

Assist the government in identifying a means for final disposal of high-level radioactive waste.

While it was not within the scope of the ANSTO Strategy Review to consider the possible
location of a replacement reactor, the advantages of maintaining all of ANSTO's nuclear
activities at a single site should be taken into consideration. It should also be noted that the
associated economic benefits to the local community, including new jobs, would be
substantial.
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5.0 THE BIG PICTURE: A NEW ANSTO

The strategy for ANSTO calls for an organisation focused on a core nuclear science mission
centred around KRAs. While support of nuclear policy should have primacy, the objective',
of fostering industry innovation and competitiveness, and conducting and enabling research
would continue to be important. Mechanisms should be established to assist the Board in
interpreting government policies as they relate to ANSTO, and in directing the organisation's
research activities to support these policies. An additional mechanism that enables ANSTO
to interact effectively with industry should also be established. The overall concept is
summarised in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Overall concept
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ANSTO's activity mix would change significantly to reflect this focus on policy support and
a core nuclear mission. A number of activities would cease at ANSTO; some would stop
altogether, some would be transferred out of the organisation, and other areas would be
refocused. One result of this would be to liberate a total of $2.8 million in revenue to be
reallocated within ANSTO. This is summarised in Figure 5.2.
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5.0 THE BIG PICTURE: A NEW ANSTO (continued)

Figure 5.2: Sources of total revenue to be reallocated within ANSTO
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Another result of this refocused mission would be that increases in expenditure would be
required in some areas. The strategy calls for several new initiatives which would require
funding, and certain existing areas should be strengthened, either because they are currently
below critical mass or because they represent opportunities for ANSTO. This is summarised
in Figure 5.3.
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5.0 THE BIG PICTURE: A NEW ANSTO (continued)

Figure 5.3: Total increases in expenditure recommended
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It should be noted that while these changes will not occur all at once, the increases in
expenditure called for are greater in total than the revenue liberated. Therefore, ANSTO's
Board and management will be forced to make decisions about priorities and timing.

As a result of this new mission strategy, ANSTO would become more focused and smaller, in
terms of its total revenue and expenditure, as shown in Figure 5.4.
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5.0 THE BIG PICTURE: A NEW ANSTO

Figure 5.4: Overall financial impact on ANSTO
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Taken as a whole and properly implemented, this strategy would result in an organisation that
is more efficient, more focused around its primary objectives, and better able to serve its key
stakeholders.
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW

6.0 NEXT STEPS AND TIMING

The strategy calls for action which is consistent with the necessary approvals and availability
of resources. Key milestones and events, both recent and future, are outlined in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Implementation action plan
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Name Organisation

Allen, Mike
Allison, Scott
Andrews, Peter
Astley-Boden, Christine
Balfe, Paul
Barnes, Charles
Basten, Antony
Bell, John
Belton, Geoff
Berryman, Annette
Biegler, Tom
Binns, David
Bishop, David
Bott, Cliff
Brabin-Smith, Richard
Bradfield, Peter
Bray, Kevin
Brennan, Max
Brown, Steven
Brunskill, Greg
Bryson-Taylor, Don
Butler, Patrick
Carlson, John
Cassidy, Peter
Charlton, Stuart
Clark, Greg
Cole, John
Collerson, Kenneth
Collins, Richard
Colman, Peter
Connick, Wynford
Cook, David
Cook, Senator Peter
Cooper, Dennis
Cousins, Ian
Craig, David
Creagh, Dudley
Croker.Keith
Crook, Wayne
Davidson, Bob
Davies, Richard
De Graaff, Paul
Dewar, David
Dixon, Geoff
Dubs, Andreas
Evans, Senator Gareth
Fell, Chris
Finmore, Russell
Fletcher, Neville
Frater, Robert
Frazer, Ian
Freeman, Hans
Frost, Raymond
Fullam, Michael

Nuclear Safety Bureau
DSTO
University of OLD
Office of the Chief Scientist
OLD Department of Minerals & Energy
Res Care Ltd
University of Sydney
DIST
BHP Research
Department of Defence
CSIRO
DFAT
Department of Defence
DIST
DSTO
CSIRO
DPIE
Australia Research Council
DIST
AIMS
Australian Institute for Biomedical Research
St. George Hospital
Australian Safeguards Office
CSIRO
Tracerco Australasia
IBM Australia
Environmental Management Industry Association of Australia
University of OLD
University of Sydney
CSIRO
DSTO
Blue Circle Southern Cement
Ministry, Industry, Science and Technology
CSIRO
DFAT
Australian National University
Australian Defence Force Academy
DIST
Department of Finance
Office of the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology
Australian Mining Industry Research Association
Office of the Chief Scientist
DIST
Department of Finance
DIST
Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade
University of NSW
Gas & Fuel Corp
Australian National University
CSIRO
ETP-Oxford Pty Ltd
University of Sydney
CRC for Waste Management & Pollution Control
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital



Name Organisation

Gammon, Roger
Garnett, David
Goucher, Gary
Green, Roy
Griffiths, Roger
Grun, Rainer
Haddad, Sam
Hallam, John
Heyde, Beth
Hicks, Rod
Hill, John
Hillyard, Carmel
Horvath, Diana
Hoschl, Radmil
Howman-Giles, Robert
Innes, John
James, Eric
Johnston, Ron
Kalff, Victor
Khafagi, Fred
Kingsworth, Dudley
Kjar, Tony
Klein, Tony
Lai'rence, Gerald
Lokan, Keith
Lowe, Ian
Lynch, Denis
Mackay, John
MacKellar, Bruce
Marks, Allan
Mattick, John
May, Jim
McClean, Dick
McEwan, David
McKay, Aden
McKay, Kathy
McKinnon, Ken
McNally, Peter
McSorley, Jean
Moran, Peter
Morgan, Graeme
Moroney, Shane
Muller, Henry
Murray, Mike
Myers, Rupert
Nagle, Bill
Nicholas, Malcolm
Nicol, Donald
Nossal, Sir Gustav
O'Donnell, Jim
Op+B125at, Geoff
Ophel, Trevor
Park, James
Pearman, Graham

AINSE
Becquerel Laboratories Pty Ltd
National Farmers' Federation
CSIRO
BP
Australian National University
NSW Department of Planning
Friends of the Earth
CSIRO
Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital
Australian Safeguards Office
AGEN Biomedical Ltd
Central Sydney Area Health Service
Royal North Shore Hospital
Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children
CRA
Office of the Chief Scientist
University of Sydney
Alfred Hospital
Royal Brisbane Hospital
Ashton Rare Earths Ltd
CRA
Melbourne University
University of Adelaide
Australian Radiation Laboratory
Griffith University
CSIRO
Austin Hospital
University of Melbourne
MST Consultants Pty Ltd
University of OLD
Australian Mining Industry Research Association
Society for Physicians in Nuclear Medicine
DIST
DPIE
Department of Finance
Wollongong University
Energy Resources of Australia
Greenpeace International
AIMS
Royal Australasian College of Radiologists
Australian & New Zealand Society of Nuclear Medicine
Olympic Dam Marketing
CSIRO
Australian Academy of Technical Science & Engineering
DPIE
PM&C (ONA)
Telstra
Walter & Eliza Hall Institute for Medical Research
University of Queensland
Melbourne University
Australian National University
Telstra
CSIRO
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APPENDIX B

Detailed Relevance - Excellence Analysis
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10 STRATEGY REVIEW FURTHER IMPLICATIONS
ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT III
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Research

Excellent/State
of the Art

Excellence*

Moderate /
Sufficient

Incomplete /
insufficient

Good/ near
State of the Art 2

3 -

ANP: Accelerator Mass Spectrometry

AM: Radioactive Waste Conditioning (Synroc, cement)
ANP: Instf n & Procedures Devi lor Nuclear Safeguards
AM: Materials Testing & Assessment (Remaining Life)
ES: Cleaner Production Technology
ES: Applications of Radiotracer Techniques
ES: GeochenvTransport Waterbome RadyOther Pollut's
ES: Transport of Airborne Radioactive & Other Pollufs
ES: Environmental Monitoring
H&S: Risk and Reliability Assessments & Training

ANP: Neutron Scattering
OTH: Enhancement of International Safeguards

ANP: Radiation Metrology/Technology
ANP: Laser Enrichment
H&S: Nuclear Safety Assessments & Procedures Devi

OTH: Nuclear Fuel Cycle

AM: Sol-gel Science and Technology

ES: Acid Mine Drainage
AM: Surface Science & Engineering (Implanl'n, Sol-gel)
AM: Ceramic Processing
ES: Chemical and Isotopic Analysis
BMH: Synthetic Radiopharmaceuticals
ES: Radioecology and Ecotoxicotogy
AM: Materials Characterisation
ANP: Ion Beam Applications
AM: High Temperature Materials
ANP: Synchrotron Radiation
ES: Treatment of Toxic Waste
ES: Applications of Nuclear Activation Analysis
BMH: Radiochemistry
BMH: Radiation Dosimetry
BMH: Biologically-based Radiopharmaceuticals
BMH: Protein Labeling Technology
BMH: Phamnacy/Ratiopharmacy

BMH: Automated Production Processes

BMH: Pharmacology

ES: Naturally Occurring Radioisotope
Distributions

ANP: High Energy Physics

ANP: Nuclear Physics

ANP: Accelerator Developments

BMH: Chelation Chemistry

BMH: Biodistribution
BMH: Radiation Biology

ANP: Fusion Research

"Relevance:" NPS Industry/Not NFS

* Average of Human Resources and Equipment & Facilities ratings
SOURCE: ACTIVITY SURVEY (33)

Science / Not NPS / Not Industry 'Not Established1
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STRATEGY REVIEW FURTHER IMPLICATIONS
ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT IV

Excellent/State 1
of the Art

Good/ near
State of the Art

Excellence*

2 -

Moderate / 3
Sufficient

Incomplete /
insufficient 4 -

"Relevance:"

Operations

H&S: Radiation Protection Monitoring & Training
H&S: Management of International Training Projects
ES: Treatment, Mgmnt & Disposal of Rad. Waste

ANP: Nuclear Instrumentation
NT: Nucleonics/Reactor Physics
OTH: Emergency Response & Hazard Planning

NT: Neutron Irradiation
AM: Nuclear Materials Processing/Examination
NT: Isotope Production
OTH: Safety of Nuclear Plant
ENG: Irradiation Facility Design & Manufacture
NT: Reactor & Associated Plant Ops & Maint.
ENG: Beamline Design Construction

ENG: Reactor Components Design & Manufacture
NT: Reactor Instrumentation & Control
NT: Reactor Technology Development

H&S: Calibration of Radiation Instrumentation
ISO: Cyclotron Operations & Maintenance

ISO: Radiopharmaceulical Quality & Sterility Testing
ENG: Precision Manufacture in Metals and Ceramics
ISO: Irrad. Target Design, Reg. Approval & Manufacture
ISO: Radionuclide & Radiopharmaceutical Prod'n Dev't
ENG: Accredited Quality Control Testing and Calibration
ISO: Reg. Submissions for Radiopharmaceut'l Licensing
ISO: Radioisotope Source Encapsulation & Testing
ENG: Scientific Facilities Design & Manufacture
ENG: Design of Transport Packaging for Rad. Materials
ISO: Design & Production of Implants for Brachytherapy

ENG: Design Buildings & Lab's to Comply with Rad. Reg's

H&S: Occupational Hygiene Assessments & Training
H&S: Occupational Medicine
NT: Lucas Heights Site Waste Management

H&S: Industrial Safety & Fire Assessments & Training
OTH: Handling of Radioactive Materials
OTH: Quality Assurance

H&S: Ventilation Monitoring and Assessments

NT: Thermohydraulic Analysis & Experimentation

NFS Industry/Not NFS 'Not Established*

* Average of Human Resources and Equipment Facilities ratings

SOURCE: ACTIVITY SURVEY (33)
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW Activity mix - summary of actions

ACTIVITIES TO CEASE.

Code Name and description Comments

ANP12 Ion beam applications - ion implantation.
Development and application of MEVVA ion
implantation for the modification of surface properties.

Justification - marginal activity, unlikely to become world class, aimed at local development
of systems which are already available on the international market, and are of limited range of
application.
Comments - contracts to supply a system to Turkey, and to perform tests for Comalco need to
be completed - both scheduled for 12/94.

ANP16
(#7)

Nuclear Physics - MOATA.
ANSTO's second reactor used for neutron radiography
and small scale neutron experimentation.

Justification - since cessation of commercial neutron radiography (due the customer switching
to alternative technology) MOATA has no significant usage, and should be placed on hold.
Comments - minor use has been made for IAEA training courses plus occasional AINSE
proj'ccts. Any problems associated with switching such activities to HIFAR should be
examined. Decision needs to be made on the timing of mothballing and/or decommissioning of
MOATA.

ANP 17
(#8)

Fusion research.
Research into the magnetic confinement of plasmas for
future fusion reactors.

Justification - project stopped in 1988 as the required scale is loo large for a significant
Australian program. Some residual knowledge retained, but no active program at the moment,
and none is required.
Comments - Australia's view on the international scene is maintained through universities
(especially ANU).

ANP 20
(#10

Radiation technology - radiation treatment.
Various research projects on food irradiation,
sterilisation and radiation processing of materials
utilising gamma ponds etc.

Justification - a loosely grouped array of projects with no clear nuclear policy implications
and no clear industry focus. Current government policy places a moratorium on food
irradiation.
Comments - stop internally driven research, but gamma ponds need to be maintained to make
them available, and provide advice to external users, if and when required.

ANP 20
(#11)

Radiation technology - electron accelerator.
1.3 MeV electron accelerator, limited work for AINSE
projects, plus curing of acrylic monomers and moisture
determination in wheat.

Justification - facility has no relevance to nuclear policy issues.
Comments - if strong opposition to closure comes from academia, move the unit to an
appropriate university which could be identified through AINSE.
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW Activity mix - summary of actions

ACTIVITIES TO CEASE (continued).

Code Name and description Comments

ESP 11
(#43)

Application of neutron activation analysis (NAA).
Development and application of NAA techniques for
analysis of minerals, oils etc.

Justification - technique development has minimal policy support implication, and routine
application requirements can be met through the local commercial service (Becquerel).
Comments - radiochemistry expertise to be redirected to isotope applications area.
Appropriateness of maintaining some facility to handle difficult jobs (which Becquerel
currently decline as uneconomical) needs to be examined rigorously.

ESP 18
(#33)

Treatment of toxic waste.
Mainly CRC projects such as alum sludge, plus GIRD
grant on toxic sediments.
Existing contractual commitments mean that no freeing
of funds would occur until 1996.

Justification - waste remediation research which is not concerned with the fuel cycle or
radioactive materials can detract from, rather than support, the core nuclear effort. CRC for
Waste Management & Pollution Control is focusing more heavily on water pollution.
ANSTO's expertise is in heavy metals and solid waste and it should resist being pulled in the
direction of water pollution and organics.
Comments - certain contractual obligations need to be met or negotiated around, i.e. GIRD
(18 months to run) and the CRC. Revised budget figures include a proposed $100,000
reduction in ANSTO's cash contribution to the CRC. Such a reduction would changes to the
CRC Commonwealth Agreement, which would not be any easy task. Research on heavy metals
leverages core research on radioactive wastes and is considered separately under the 'refocus1

heading.
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW Activity mix - summary of actions

ACTIVITIES FOR WHICH TRANSFER OF CONTROL IS RECOMMENDED.

Code Name and description Comments

ISO 2-4
& 6
(#76-78
&80)

ARI.
Production, marketing, sales and distribution of
radiopharmaceuticals.

Justification - production is based on the HIFAR reactor and associated hot cell facilities. The
local supply of radiopharmaceuticals is seen as effective and desirable, but the purpose is
driven by the health agenda, not the need to provide nuclear policy support.
New management - no specific model readily apparent. Possibilities include:

• establish true commercial enterprise
• forming appropriate partnership to enable the business to grow to a more commercial

scale
• set up a GBE with a transparent level of subsidy.

Comments - guaranteed supply contracts with HIFAR and NMC will be required by any
commercial enterprise or government instrumentality, and outstanding issues related to
transfer pricing require resolution. Complex issues related to staffing and safe operation will
need to be resolved.

ISO 5
(#79)

Radioisotope source encapsulation and testing.
Production of sealed isotopic sources (rather than
isotopes for further chemical processing) for industrial
uses, eg cobalt, iridium.

Justification - production based on the HIFAR reactor and associated hot cell facilities, but the
purpose is driven by industry requirements.
New management - no specific model readily apparent. Possibilities include:

• keep as part of new ARI
• spin off as small commercial entity
• maintain within ANSTO to leverage core activity on the applications of radioisotopes

Comments - guaranteed .supply contracts with HIFAR will be required by any external
manager. Again, issues related to transfer pricing, staffing and safe operation will need to be
resolved.

BMH
10,11,
14-20
(#13-17,
20-23)

Radiophurmaceutical development and
radiopharmacology.
Research into the synthesis of radiopharmaceuticals and
their pharmacological effects.

Justification - medical research which should be driven by health portfolio requirements.
Comments - appropriately targeted, process development projects could be packaged with
ARI. Long term research could be transferred to universities or medical research institutes.
Some activities may be best located at Lucas Heights due to the levels of radioactivity or short
half-lives involved. An alternative is to retain all activities on the Lucas Heights site (under
external control, eg CRC for Biopharmaceutical Research) for optimum use of new facilities.
Establishment of a Garvan Institute equivalent is another possible course of action.
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW Activity mix - summary of actions

ACTIVITIES FOR WHICH TRANSFER OF CONTROL IS RECOMMENDED (continued).

Code Name and description Comments

ISO?
(#81)

Cyclotron operations.
Operation of the National Medical Cyclotron at the
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital.

Justification - as for ARI (ISO 2-4 & 6), decisions should be made in response to the health
agenda, not nuclear policy.
New management - possible solutions include:

• package with transferred BMH
• control by NSW Department of Health
• direct control by a single hospital (eg RPAH)

Comments - decisions on control should be made in cognisance of the related decision.1; on
BMH and ARI.

ESP 15
(#40)

Ecotoxicology.
Study of ecological impact of activities such as mining at
Ok Tedi on the Fly River, through monitoring of fish,
shell-fish etc.

Justification - broad area of application which has expanded outside the nuclear arena.
New location/management - CSIRO INRE ?, possible spin-off in future to small company.
Comments -exact future location is unclear as this work does not fit neatly into existing
CSIRO divisions or AIMS. Radioecology has been separated out for retention at Lucas Heights
under ANSTO control.

ESP 16
(#38)

Acid mine drainage - commercial applications.
Modelling and investigation of acid pollutants arising
from the mining of pyritic ores.

Justification - a well-developed, internationally-recognised capability with direct application
to the mining industry, based on uranium mine-site research.
New location/management - spin off routine activities as an independent consultancy.
Comments - transitional arrangements would need to be put in place for a successful transfer.
ANSTO should contract for any necessary research support. Activity may be appropriately
managed through the proposed CRC on Mine-Site Rehabilitation, in which ANSTO is a
partner.

ADV16
(#30)

Surface science & engineering.
Development of surface treatments and coatings,
especially ANSTO patented PI^ process.

Justification - an industrially focused project of marginal relevance to ANSTO's current
nuclear activities, but has developed unique technology based on skills which were previously
applied to fusion research.
New location/management - CSIRO Divisions of Manufacturing Technology or Applied
Physics, University of Wollongong/ITC.
Comments - PF project has recognised world-leading status and is approaching the point of
transfer to the commercial world. Relocation at this stage may set the project back, thus
delaying technology transfer to industry, a factor which must be considered.
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW Activity mix - summary of actions

ACTIVITIES FOR WHICH TRANSFER OF CONTROL IS RECOMMENDED (continued).

Code Name and description Comments

ANP15
(#6)

High energy physics - research at CERN.
Australian consortium involvement in NOMAD and
ATLAS, major international projects at the forefront of
high energy physics at CERN.

Justification - very long term basic research, better located in the universities.
New location/management - University of Sydney or Melbourne (current consortium
partners).
Comments - ANSTO's involvement falls into two categories:
1. Theoretical/academic HEP research where the transfer of key staff member(s) to a

university should be negotiated. Transitional funding (2-3 years) may be required to enable
an appropriate level of funding to be generated in the universities (ARC grants etc).

2. Development of GaAs detectors to be used at CERN. The options for continuation of this
component of the development should be rigorously reviewed. Options which need to be
considered include:

• transfer to alternative institution with research capabilities in GaAs to build
critical mass

• retain at ANSTO on cost recovery basis.

ANP12
(#3)

Ion beam applications - aerosol sampling.
Construction, installation and operation of air sampling
units.

Justification - having successfully proved the concept of the sampling unit, the technology
should be transferred to appropriate external organisations/enterprises.
New location/management - spin off 10 commercial company.
Comments - unique analytical services (eg ion beam analysis of filter papers) should be made
available on a contractual basis. Contributions to the IAEA/international programs on fine
particle analysis should continue as they contribute to regional influence. Such programs
should be closely co-ordinated with related activities in the Environmental Science Program.

ESP 12
(#35)

Transport of airborne radioactive and other
pollutants - radon instrumentation.
Development of instrumentation and provision of radon
measurement services, plus collaborative research on the
base-line for global pollution levels.

Justification - the instrumentation developed, and service offered externally, are of a general
environmental nature.
New location/management - spin instrument business off to commercial company. Relocate
baseline research to CSIRO Division of Atmospheric Research.
Comments - any potential impact on capabilities required for site monitoring and atmospheric
dispersion modelling needs to be carefully considered. Careful delineation of respective areas
of activity at CSIRO and ANSTO is required.
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW Activity mix - summary of actions

CAPABILITIES WHICH NEED TO BE REFOCUSED.

Code Name and description Comments

ESP 18
(#33)

Treatment of toxic waste.
Immobilisation of toxic wastes in solid wasteforfns.

Justification - waste remediation research which is not concerned with the fuel cycle or
radioactive materials can detract from the core nuclear effort. Therefore, the scale of such non-
nuclear activities should be carefully reviewed.
Comments - Research on heavy metal and solid wastes leverages research on radioactive
wastes, which is a core component in ANSTO's revised mission.

ESP 12
(#35)

Transport of airborne radioactive and other
pollutants - atmospheric monitoring and modelling.
Radon monitoring, and the monitoring and modelling of
atmospheric transport.

Justification - atmospheric transport monitoring and modelling are essential to the safe
operation of a nuclear site and should not be diverted by commercial opportunities.
Comments - any potential impact, on site monitoring and atmospheric dispersion modelling,
of the proposed transfer of radon activities to commerce or CSIRO needs to be carefully
considered.

ESP 16
(#38)

Acid mine drainage - core research.
Underlying skills in interfacial reactions and colloid
behaviour in acid media, as applied to mine heaps etc.

Justification - core skills in the understanding of radioactive waste repository and uranium
mine site conditions, which have become increasingly focused on broader mine site problems
because of the need to generate income.
Comments - any potential impact of the proposed transfer of more routine acid mine drainage
activities to commerce or CSIRO needs to be carefully considered.

ESP 13
(#36)

Geochemistry & waterborne transport of radioactive
and other pollutants.
Geochemical and leaching studies which provide the
basis for understanding phenomena associated with the
nuclear fuel cycle or radioactive waste repositories.

Justification - emphasis on industrial applications of a non-nuclear nature has led to
decreased attention to core nuclear areas.
Comments - scope of capabilities required for nuclear activities must be examined carefully to
ensure these are not weakened by any changes in related activities (ESP16 & 18).
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW Activity mix - summary of actions

BUILD UP TO MAINTAIN NUCLEAR CAPABILITY.

Code Name and description Comments

ADV10
(#25)

Nuclear materials processing/examination.
Processing and examination of radioactive materials
such as Synroe and samples from 11IFAR or the new
reactor.

Justification - key skills reside in 2 or 3 staff approaching retirement.
Build up - recruitment, plus training of younger staff, including periods of
secondment to overseas organisations

IIAS16
(#58)

Risk and reliability assessments and training.
Modelling and assessment of reactor safety, and potential
impact of incidents.

Justification - increasingly high levels of public sensitivity and more stringent
regulatory control dictate more extensive assessments involving greater manpower
and resources.
Build up - present staff highly rated, but recruitment of additional experienced staff is
required to meet increased demands, plus further training of existing staff.
Comments - this expansion will provide the basis to attack the major opportunity to
exert regional influence through training and the supply of services in the future. In
the shorter term, further expansion linked to materials testing and assessment activity
(ADV15) could provide enhanced opportunity in remaining life assessment.

NUC13
(#64)

Reactor technology development.
Maintaining awareness about reactor developments and
assessing their implications for HIFAR or the proposed
replacement reactor.

Justification - retirements and natural attrition have resulted in this skills base
dropping below the required threshold. This needs to be redressed, particularly in
view of the need to be an informed buyer of a replacement for HIFAR.
Build up - recruitment of experienced staff and training of existing staff.

NUC14
(#65)

Reactor instrumentation and control.
Continuous improvement of the instruments and systems
which are used to control HIFAR.

Justification - retirements and natural attrition have resulted in this skills base
dropping below the required threshold.
Build up - recruitment of experienced staff and training of existing staff.

NUC17
(#68)

Thermoliydraulic analysis and experimentation.
Use of flow visualisation techniques to gain enhanced
understanding and control of cooling water flows in
HIFAR

Justification - these skills are essential to efficient operation of HIFAR (and its
eventual replacement) but have been allowed to run down in recent years to the point
where expertise resides in a single staff member.
Build up - recruitment of additional staff, particularly for analysis eg steam
explosions.
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW Activity mix - summary of actions

BUILD UP TO MAINTAIN NUCLEAR CAPABILITY (continued).

Code Name and description Comments

ENG10,
11&12
(#44-46)

Reactor components, irradiation facilities and
beamline design and manufacture.
Design and production of engineering components
required to enable HIFAR to continue to operate for the
irradiation and investigation of materials.

Justification - retirements and natural attrition have resulted in a lack of depth in this
skills base. The ability to produce replacement parts for HIFAR will become
increasingly important as its useful life is further extended.
Build up - a greater number of existing engineering staff require training in the area
of designing and manufacturing for the nuclear environment.

BUILD UP TO MAINTAIN OTHER KEY CAPABILITIES.

Code Name and description Comments

ANP11
(#2)

Accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS).
Application of AMS to environmental issues and related
basic science.

Justification - ANSTO's AMS represents a world class national facility which makes
important contributions to environmental and quaternary science. Additional
geochemistry expertise is required.
Build up - recruit further geochemists.
Comments - scale of recruitment is intimately linked to decisions on related activities
in the Environmental Science Program (ESP13). A smooth interface between AMP
and ESP is essential.
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW Activity mix - summary of actions

SHORT TERM OPPORTUNITIES USING CURRENT CAPACITY.

Opportunity Component activities Comments Nature of opportunity

Ceramic/refractory processing Ceramic processing ADV12
Sol-gel science & technology ADV13
High temperature materials ADV14

Existing expertise and facilities
essential to the SYNROC project.

Developmental scale of operation
provides a unique facility in Australia.

Good leverage through external usage.
Boundary with CSIRO DMST requires
attention.

Revenue earnings from contract
research.

Collaborations to assist Australian
industry.

Remaining life assessment Materials testing and assessment ADV15
Risk & reliability assessment HAS 16

Activities essential to the safe operation
of HIFAR and any future reactor.

Revenue earnings from contract
research and consultancies, which wi 11
enhance the competitiveness of
Australian industry.

Resource processing Cleaner production technology ESP20 Focus on waste minimisation for
mineral processing which produces
radioactive waste, due to ANSTO
having the appropriate infrastructure
and skills.

Revenue earnings from contract
research.

Enhanced competitiveness or nf.w
business opportunities for Australian
industry.

Irradiation services Neutron irradiation NUC11 Cost recovery by utilising the available
neutron flux for commercial
irradiations, such as doping of silicon.

Increased income generation to recover
more of the reactor's operating costs.
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Geochemistry and transport of
waterborne radioacdve pollutants ESP13

Treatment, management and disposal of
radioactive waste ESP19

Radiation protection monitoring HASH

•v.acipaic.d in suppon o. trie Maralinga
clean-up and the establishment of a
national radioactive waste repository.

Increased focus of existing resources on
topic ESP 19 is required.
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ANdTO STRATEGY REVIEW Activity mix - summary of actions

LONG TERM OPPORTUNITIES.

Opportunity Component activities Build up required Nature of opportunity

Regional radioactive waste
management

Radioactive waste conditioning ADVI1
Treatment, management'and disposal of
radioactive waste ESP19
Geochemistry and transport of
waterbome radioactive pollutants ESP13
Nuclear materials processing ADV10

Short term build up in additional
engineering staff required for ADV11.
Long term build up in staff and
facilities for all activities.

Policy support - major opportunity to
exert regional influence for safe
management and control of nuclear
wastes.
Revenue from commercialisation of
technologies (eg SYNROC) and
consultancies/services.

Reactor safety Reactor and associated plant operations
and maintenance NUCH)
Nuclear safety assessments and
procedures development HAS 15
Risk & reliability assessment HAS 16

Materials testing and assessment AD V15

Nuclear materials processing ADVK)

Long term build up in uV new reactor
and associated hot cells.
Long term build up in staff to match
increased regional demand for services
and training.

Policy support - major opportunity to
exert regional influence for safe
operation of nuclear facilities.
Revenue from services and training.

Synchrotron radiation Synchrotron radiation ANP13
Beamline design and constructionENG12

Long term investment in facilities
(additional beamlines, local
synchrotron).
Long term increase in manpower to
match demand

Strategic nuclear research aimed at
local industrial application in the next
century.
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STRATEGY REVIEW ANSTO ACTIVITIES

Recommendation; Retain and maintain most areas within ANSTO

NAME/DESCRIPTION

Accelerator Developments

Ion Beam Applications (Ion Beam
Analysis)

Neutron Scattering

High Energy Physics (ISIS)

Nuclear Physics

Laser Enrichment

Nuclear Instrumentation

Radiation Metrology (Radiation
standards)

Instr. and Proced. Devel for NPT

Ceramic Processing

Sol-gel Science and Technology

High T Materials

Materials Characterisation

Cleaner Production Technology

Trans of Airborne Radio and Other Poll

Environmental Monitoring

Meas. of Nat. Occ Radioisotope Distr

Chemical and Isotopic Analysis

Radiation Dosimetry

Radiochemistry

Irradiation Target Design etc

Applic of Radiotracer Techniques

support to AMS etc

access to other reactors, recent investment
increase

global neutron scattering

support reactor understanding

maintain strategic base level, required by policy

support to AMS and related instruments

not appropriate to ARL as regulator

one component of AMS - nuclear safeguards

support to SYNROC, plus leverage (best + biggest)

support to SYNROC feedstocks, plus leverage

support to SYNROC, plus leverage

support to SYNROC and remaining life

radioactive waste focus - relationship to CSIRO

atmospheric model + monitor - move to H&S

local sampling and ANSTO site management

support to all radionuclide monitoring

support to all radionuclide monitoring

transfer to H&S

transfer to ESP

core knowledge areas (don't grow into appropriate
areas, spin off projects when mature)

-NAME/DESCRIPTION;

Sci Facil Design and Manufacture

Design of Trans Pack for Radio Mat

Design of Build and Lab

Precision Manu in Metals and Ceram

ACC QC, Testing and Calib

Occupational Medicine

Radiation Protect Moni and Train

Occ Hygiene Assess and Train

Indust Safety and Fire Assess and
Train

Ventil Moni and Assess

Nuclear Safety Assess and Proc Devel

Risk and Reliab Assess and Train
("non-nuclear")

Calib of Radiation Instrumentation

Management of International Training
Projects

Neutron Irradiation

Isotope Production

Lucas Hts Site Waste Management

Nucleonics/Reactor'Physics

Emerg Response and Hazard
Planning

Quality Assurance

RETAIN AND MAINTAIN

COMMENT

check no inessential work

cut out inappropriate commercial work

cut out inappropriate commercial work

local political advantages + PR

examine scope

examine scope

capability now in Engineering

examine scope and direction

examine scope and direction

leverage/cost recovery

independence

same level, better focus

essential for reactor
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IMPACT OF SYNROC ON THE ADVANCED MATERIALS PROGRAM.

The SYNROC project has a much larger influence on the Advanced Materials Program than is indicated
by the apparent 1993/4 expenditure 52,330,000 as indicated below.

Activity

Radioactive Waste Conditioning

Code

ADV11

Staff
FTEs

29

$'000

1,620

Running

$•000

629

Capcx
$'000

81

Total
$'000

2,330

$'000

222

The SYNROC project requires sophisticated, large-scale ceramic processing equipment. Such facilities
have been developed at Lucas Heights during the life of the SYNROC project, providing a ceramic
processing capability which is unique in Australia. This equipment and expertise has been increasingly
used on industrial projects, thereby earning revenue and gaining effective leverage of SYNROC
expenditure to the broader area of industrial competitiveness.

The key elements of this broader ceramics program may be considered in two groups. The first group is
applications oriented and includes the activities Ceramics Processing and High Temperature Materials.
The second group covers underlying research of a basic strategic nature, and consists of Sol-gel Science &
Technology and the ceramic surface science component of Surface Science & Engineering.

From the table below it is clear that these areas represent a further expenditure of 31,592,000, with a cost
recovery of $490,000. It is necessary to monitor the scope of the industrial ceramics activities, and to set
up a mechanism of dialogue with the CSIRO Division of Materials Science & Technology (another
significant player in ceramics R&D) to ensure that the most effective and efficient use is made of the
nation's major ceramic research facilities.

Activity

Ceramic Processing
High Temperature Materials
Sol-gel Science and Technology
Surface Science
Total - Ceramics

Code

ADV12
ADV14
ADV13
ADV16

Staff

FTEs

6
7
2
3

18

$'000

328
396
112
158
994

Running

$•000

107
178
60

145
490

Capex

$'000

43
11
48
6

108

Total

$'000

478
585
220
309
1,592

Revenue

$'000

88
216
56

130
490

In addition to the Ceramics research associated with the SYNROC project, there are 2 additional activities
which provide support to both SYNROC and the Materials Testing & Assessment activity. These are:
• Nuclear Materials Processing - which provide involves the processing and examination of radioactive

SYNROC and active samples from HIFAR for remaining life assessments.
• Materials Characterisation - which provides the analytical and microstructural techniques which are

essential to any materials research.
Financial data for these 2 support areas, and the Materials Testing & Assessment activity which they also
support, are given in the table below.

Activity

Nuclear Materials Processing
Materials Characterisation
Total - general support

Code

ADV10
ADV17

Staff

FTEs

1
5
6

Salaries

$'000

78
306
384

Running

$•000

26
226
252

Capex

$'000

0
199
199

Total

$•000

104
731
835

$'000

0
59
59

lynrocJoc



Materials Testing & Assessment provides the remaining life assessment and mechanical testing capability
necessary to ensure the safe operation of HIFAR, and also utilised on a range of industrial projects such as
the Pacific Power collaboration and projects under the CRC for Materials Welding and Joining.

Activity

Materials Testing & Assessment

Code

ADV15

Staff
FTEs
14

$'000

805

Running

$'000

192

Capcx

$'000

212

Total
$'000

1,209

Revenue

$'000

396

In summary, the decision to maintain an extensive SYNROC project has the following budgetary
implications:

52,330,000 29 staff - for radioactive waste conditioning
51,592,000 18 staff - for ceramics research

5635,000 4 staff - for nuclear materials processing and materials characterisation
support (pro-rata split with Materials Testing & Assessment)

54,557,000 51 staff TOTAL

This represents 61% of the expenditure and 65% of the staff for the Advanced Materials Program in the
1993/4 financial year.

The other components of the Advanced Materials Program are as follows:

The development of Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation, which is to be considered for transfer to CSIRO.

Activity

Plasma Surface Engineering (PI3)

Code

ADV16

Staff

FTEs

4

$'000

221

Running

$'000

250

Capex

$'000

7

Total
$'000

478

Revenue
$'000

287

Program management, which covers all aspects of management, including scientific direction, business
management, purchasing, recruitment, travel, workplace reform, safety committee, local computer
networks, operation of lecture theatre and meetings rooms etc.

Activity

Program management

Code Staff

FTEs

8

Salaries
$'000

445

Running

$'000

276

Capex

$'000

254

Total

$'000

975

$'000

8

The activities listed above represent the whole of the Advanced Materials Program, with total expenditure
in 1993/4 of S7.4 million and a staffing level of 79 FTEs.
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KEY POINTS OF THE RECOMMENDED SET OF KRAs FOR ANSTO

1. Radioactive Waste Management
• constitutes ANSTO's major contact point to the Nuclear Fuel Cycle
• SYNROC represents internationally visible nuclear innovation
• strong regional growth in nuclear power and associated wastes is anticipated
• ANSTO's expertise is very strong and should grow to meet regional opportunities
• Australia needs clear advice on storage, handling, transport and final disposal of low level

radioactive wastes

2. Safety of Nuclear Installations
• operation of HIFAR provides a source of skilled nuclear professionals
• radiation health physics, risk analysis and remaining life assessment represent necessary

specialist capabilities of relevance to the broader industrial community
• regional growth in nuclear power will increase the local demand for informed advice
• ANSTO's current strength in this area gives a high level of credibility in the region
• ongoing operational experience with a modem reactor facility is essential to maintaining

ANSTO's level of credibility

3. Applications of Nuclear Techniques for Microstructural Analysis
• neutron beams provide unique information on the atomic, molecular and magnetic structure

of materials
• the ANSTO-managed Australian National Beamline Facility at the Photon Factory in Japan

provides access to emerging high-cost technology
• the science community is currently the major beneficiary, but the potential for future industry

benefit is judged to be extremely high

4. Resource Processing - Elimination of Radionuclide Contamination
• driven by the need to process Australia's radionuclide-containing mineral resources with

minimal environmental impact
• uranium mine-site rehabilitation skills, built up to address local issues, have provided skills

which are now being applied overseas
• mineral sands industry is placing increasing demands on ANSTO's expertise base
• increasing nuclear power generation in the region is likely to result in increased demand for

uranium, leading to greater requirement for cleaner processing technologies

5. Applied Accelerator Technologies
• accelerators enable basic nuclear sciences to be applied to environmental and materials

problems
• the range of instrumentation skills developed on accelerators supports related skills in the

reactor area
• ANSTO's accelerator mass spectrometry facility is regarded as world-class, providing a

national resource for Australia's science community

6. Radionuclides - Environmental and Industrial Applications
• HIFAR is currently an effective source of radionuclides for a wide variety of applications
• ANSTO has internationally recognised skills in the application of radionuclides to the

investigation of environmental pathways
• growth in Asian economies will provide increased commercial opportunities
• regional awareness of ANSTO's capabilities has been enhanced by IAEA co-ordinated

training activities
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ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW Analysis of Commercial Customers

1

Type of Work
Generic Pdts & Services
Specialised Pdts & Services
Consultancy
Contract R&D
Collaborative R&D
Total

Co. Size
Small (Co. Rev<$10m)
Medium (Co. Rev. >$10m,<$50m)
Large (Co. Rev. >$50m)
Total

Industry Group
Mining
Eng & Tech Services
Heavy Industry
Manufacturing
Petrochemical
Biomedical
Utilities
Agricultural
Other
Total

Type ot Work
G
P
C
T
L

Co. Sfze
S
M
L

(ndustry
I
T
H

M
P
B
U
A
O

Total 1993/4 '
835,740
188,315
209,851

1,840,151
367,617

3,441 ,674

Total 1993/4
573.869
236,191

2,631.614
3.441 ,674

Total 1993/4
1 ,637.428

506,410
279,089
357,908
113,904

239379
134742
44550

128264
3.441,674

Account #
106
11
24
24
6

171

Account #
39
27

106
172

Account #
25
24
22
32
18
16
3
5

27

172

Percent
Total 1993/4

24.3%
5.5%
6.1%

53.5%
10.7%

1

Percent
Total 1993/4

16.7%
6.9%

76.5%
100.0%

Percent
Total 1993/4

'47.6%
14.7%
8.1%

10.4%
3.3%
7.0%
3.9%
1.3%
3.7%

1 I

Percent
# of Accts

62.0%
6.4%

14.0%
14.0%
3.5%

1

Percent
# of Accts

' 22.7%
15.7%
61.6%

100.0%

Percent
• # of Accts

14^5%
14.0%
12.8%
18.6%
10.5%
9.3%
1.7%
2.9%

15.7%
1

Avg Accnt
Size

7,884
17,120
8.744

76.673
61.270

Avg Accnt
Size
' 14.71 5

8.748
24,827
20.010

Avg Accnt
Size^

65.497
21.100
1 2,686
11.185
6.328

14,961
44.914
8.910
4,751

Source: Ansto Management Accounts, Kompass, Duns Asia/Pacific Key Business Enterprises CUSTOME2.XLS



ANSTO STRATEGY REVIEW Analysis of Commercial Customers

Program
Environmental Sciences
Advanced Materials
Engineering
Applic. of Nuclear Physics
Health & Safety
Training
Biomedicine & Health
Total

Contract Size
<2500
<5000
<25000
<1 00000
>1 00000

Contract Size
<3000
>3000,<5000
>5000.<20000
>20000,<1 00000
>100000

Program
ENV SCI
ADV MAT
Engineering
ANP
H&S
TRAINING
BMH

Total 1993/4
<3000
<5000
<20000
<1 00000
>1 00000

Contract Sfze
Total 1993/4
<3000
>3000.<5000
>5000,<20000
>20000,<1 00000
>1 00000

Total 1993/4
1,793.041

698977
276357
459749
117616
70934
25000

3,441,674

No, of Accts
Total 1993/4

82
106
143
164

8

No. of Accts
Total 1993/4

82
24
37
21

8
172

Account #
43
41
20
18
26
23
1

172

Total 1993/4
105,856

197167
554473

1576953
1864721

105,856
91,311

357,306
1,022,480

1864721

3,441,674

Percent
Total 1993/4

52.1%
20.3%
8.0%

13.4%
3.4%
2.1%
0.7%

100.0%

%0f#

of Accounts
47.7%
14.0%
21.5%
12.2%
4.7%

100.0%

Percent
••# of Accts

25.0%
23.8%
11.6%
10.5%
15.1%
13.4%
0.6%

100.0%

3.1%
2.7%

10.4%
29.7%
54.2%

100.0%

AvgAccnt
* Size

41,699
17,048
13,818
25,542
4,524
3,084

25,000
20.010

-

Source: Ansto Management Accounts. Kompass, Duns Asia/Pacific Key Business Enterprises CUSTOME2.XLS
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Government Agencies Dependent on Advice Based on Nuclear Expertise

Organisation". ' . • . .• :.-• . -. I.": • ; ::;.-• :-..:.••: :-:.:;
::«:>-x .:•

• Industry Technology and Regional Development

• Foreign Affairs and Trade

• Primary Industries and Energy

• Environment, Sport and Territories

• Defence

• Australian Safeguards Office

• Australian Radiation Laboratory

. CSIRO

« Commonwealth Environment Protection Agency

• Office of the Supervising Scientist

• Office of the Chief Scientist
• Office of National Assessments and other

intelligence agencies

Type Of Advice^a^fc:::-::r::':- '•:,: •:••: :-r:::vv.:::::!-.:,;.;v;:,:::5;:::

« Bilateral S&T Agreements
• Reactor safety issues and trends
• Non-proliferation initiatives and trends
« International Atomic Energy Agency activities
• Nuclear fuel cycle developments
• Supply and demand of plutonium
• Shipment of plutonium
• Bilateral nuclear policy consultations
• International Nuclear Safety Convention
• Nuclear fuel cycle developments
• OECD/Nuclear Energy Agency activities
• Nuclear Codes of Practice
• Radioactive waste management
• Australian Ionising Radiation Advisory Council
• Safety of visiting nuclear powered vessels
• Defence intelligence
• Export/import trigger lists and dual-use

technology items
. Safeguards R&D
• Nuclear material diversion scenarios
• NH&MRC Radiation Protection Codes
• NH&MRC Transport of Radioactive Materials

Codes
. NH&MRC Radioactive Waste Codes
• Materials science, minerals and manufacturing

R&D
• Divisions of Food Research, Mineral Products,

Applied Physics, Coal and Energy Technology,
Materials Science and Technology and their client
sectors

« Uranium mining/processing environmental
impact assessment

• Uranium mining/processing environmental
protection issues

• Nuclear science developments
• Assessment of defence, scientific, economic,

nuclear and other intelligence

Source: Research Reactor Review Table 9J
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Acronyms and Abbreviations Used in this Report

•Australian Atomic Energy Commission

vustralian Bureau of Statistics Consumer Price Index

•tornic Energy Authority

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.

Australian Geological Survey Organisation

• ustralian Institute of Marine Science

• ustralian Institute of Nuclear Science and Engineering

• dvanced Materials

'.pplications of Nuclear Physics

'•' .stralian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation

ustralian New Zealand Association for the Advancement of Science

ustralian Research Council

ustralian Radioisotopes

Ustralian Science and Technology Council

NSTO Technical Advisory Committee

' iomedicine and Health

rookhaven National Laboratory

ommissariat Energie Atomique

Centre European Recherche Nucleaire

Competitive Grants for Research and Development

Canberra Liaison Officer

.. iDA Cooperative Research ?nd Development Agreement

CRC Cooperative Research Centre

CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation

DEET Department of Employment, Education and Training

DFAT Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

DIST Department of Industry, Science and Technology
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DoD Department of Defence

DOE Department of Energy

DPIE Department of Primary Industries and Energy

DSTO Defence Science and Technology Organisation

ENG Engineering

ES Environmental Sciences

FhG Fraunhofer Gesellschaft

FTMS Financial Information Management System

GIRD Grants for Industry Research and Development

H&S Health and Safety

HIFAR High Flux Australian Reactor

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency

IIP Industry Innovation Program

ISO Radioisotope/radiopharmaceutical production activities

JAERI Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

KAERI Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

KFA Forschungszentrum Julich GmbH

KRA Key Research Area

MEVVA Metal Vapour Vacuum Arc metal ion accelerator

NAA Neutron activation analysis

NEA Nuclear Energy Agency

NERDDC National Energy Research, Development and Demonstration Council

NH&MRC National Health and Medical Research Council

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology

NMC National Medical Cyclotron

NPS Nuclear policy support

NSPC Nuclear Science Policy Committee

NT Nuclear Technology

ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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OTH Other ANSTO activities/capabilities

OTT Office of Technology Transfer

PAC Program Advisory Committee

PM&C Prime Minister & Cabinet

PSI Paul Sherrer Institute

R&D Research and development

RRR Research Reactor Review

S&T Science and technology

SiVlE Small and medium-sized enterprises

TTLC Technology Transfer Liaison Committee

US United States
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